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ABSTRACT 
  

This project builds a trajectory for the study of multilingual genre learning and the teaching of 

genre-based writing to multilingual students in additional language courses. Previous research in 

genre-based instructional settings has examined practices of students who were multilinguals 

(e.g., Artemeva & Fox, 2010; Artemeva & Myles, 2015; Bawarshi & Reiff, 2010). However, 

since expert multilingual writers seem to draw on their whole repertoire of genres and rhetorical 

strategies across languages strategically (Gentil, 2011), more research is needed to understand 

how multilinguals use their dynamic repertoires of knowledge (Rinnert & Kobayashi, 2016) to 

write specific genres across languages. This dissertation examines students' responses to 

pedagogical tasks, or metacognitive scaffolds (Negretti & McGrath, 2018), implemented in two 

15-week courses of Portuguese-as-an-additional-language genre-based writing to students with 

multiple language backgrounds (including L1/L2/heritage Spanish, L1/L2 English speakers). 

Students’ responses were qualitatively coded and analyzed in the light of a genre knowledge 

framework that brings together the constructs of metacognition, social context, 

recontextualization (Tardy, Sommer-Farias & Gevers, 2020). Findings identified patterns 

students went through to develop genre knowledge, such as gradual association of linguistic 

features to content, audience and purpose, and recognition of context, format or socio-rhetorical 

purpose based on previous experiences in multilingual settings. Results also revealed the 

influence of language ideologies raised in instructional and non-instructional settings in 

multilingual and disciplinary identities as well as self-awareness as writers across languages. 

Suggestions on how these findings inform genre theory and pedagogy are discussed, such as 

capitalizing on translingual competence to develop genre knowledge across languages in 

collegiate FL education due to genre awareness’ non-language-dependence. 
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CHAPTER 1 SITUATING MULTILINGUAL WRITING AND 

GENRE PEDAGOGY RESEARCH 
 

The publication of the Modern Language Association report “Foreign languages and 

higher education: New structures for a changed world” (Geisler, Kramsch, McGinnis, Patrikis, 

Pratt, Ryding, & Saussy, 2007) stressed the value of operating between languages through the 

development of translingual competence as central to collegiate foreign language (FL) education. 

This call emerged due to the need to renovate the current English-centered scenario of U.S. 

higher education and to increase interest in foreign language classes. While the MLA report still 

seems to perpetuate the native speaker norm by defending the preparation of students to 

communicate “with educated native speakers in their languages” (p. 243), such a goal seeks the 

promotion of valuable skills for a more holistic education in humanities where FL departments 

are placed, such as critical language awareness, historical and political consciousness, and social 

sensibility. 

Changes proposed by the MLA report did renew spirits in favor of program renovations 

and sprouted curricula propositions for the development of these skills in FL classes. 

Nonetheless, the increasing diversity of the linguistic landscape of U.S. higher education, 

composed of a significant number of both international and domestic students who are 

bi/multilinguals, did not seem to be contemplated. Numbers from the United States Census 

Bureau (2017) revealed that 20.14% of the U.S. population is bilingual. While the Southwest 

region is composed of 56% of Latinxs (Escobar & Potowski, 2015), 31.4% of Arizona is 

composed of Spanish speakers. The number of Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSI), title 

conferred to universities with a least 25% of Hispanic students, grew from 194 in 1994 to 523 in 

2017 (Hispanic Association, 2019). These numbers depict a specific portion of U.S. territory 

nevertheless they attest the significant presence of multilingual students in U.S. universities. In 
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this sense, while the MLA report advocates for developing and enhancing the translingual and 

transcultural competence of students in U.S. higher education, part of this population already 

holds a well-developed ability to operate between languages. This study thus seeks to investigate 

how FL writing classes can validate cross-cultural and biliteracy practices presented by these 

students through a genre-oriented approach. 

I conducted my study in Southwest university (pseudonym) which, as a Hispanic Serving 

Institution, is composed of a significant number of students who lead their lives in both Spanish 

and English. During the eight semesters I taught advanced writing in Portuguese for multilingual 

speakers there, students' wealthy set of cultural and linguistic resources shaping their identity as 

speakers and writers of both languages was evident. The level of awareness they displayed about 

what and how experiences in other languages played a role in their writing process in Portuguese 

was varied though. Stella, for instance, a bilingual speaker of English and Spanish, told me that 

her parents learned English in high school after moving to the U.S. from Mexico. As she was 

growing up in the States, they would speak mostly Spanish with her. Nowadays, her household 

has changed: as her parents were hired for U.S. jobs and started interacting more with English 

speakers, their English proficiency increased and at present they speak mostly English with her 

younger sisters. Stella also commented on the difference in her sisters' Spanish proficiency 

levels, hypothesizing a possible influence of her more frequent interactions in Spanish with one 

of them. Passionate for learning languages, Stella had also taken Italian classes, and would 

constantly make connections with Italian in our Portuguese classes.  

Peter, on the other hand, grew up bilingual speaking both English and Spanish by 

speaking Spanish with his mom, a Spanish speaker from Mexico, and English with his dad, an 

English speaker from the U.S. His schooling was completed in both countries: Peter attended 
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kindergarten in Mexico, two years of elementary school in Arizona, then middle school (grades 6 

to 9) in Mexico. He came back to Arizona for high school. In the case of his young sisters, they 

did most of their elementary education at a private bilingual school in Mexico. In his words, “at 

the end of the day we all turned out bilingual so, I mean, because of her [his mom], she doesn't 

speak English. So I mean with her we were forced to speak Spanish” (Peter, interview). Also 

demonstrating love of languages, Peter majored in Russian and kept up with his Portuguese after 

graduation by autonomously learning slang and conversational modes through Youtube videos. 

While pursuing a master’s degree in Russian, he currently teaches Spanish as a teaching 

assistant. 

These brief accounts of Stella's and Peter's experiences illustrate the complexity of the 

linguistic landscape in Southwest university, which mirrors other higher educational contexts in 

the U.S.: students take part in a variety of practices in different languages by assuming multiple 

social roles—as family members, as students, as citizens. These practices are realized through 

genres, which students produce across language settings skillfully. This knowledge of genre use 

includes awareness of when one is allowed to code-mesh and when one is encouraged to produce 

spoken and written genres within a single linguistic tradition, which seems to configure 

translingual competence. In this sense, while the MLA report (2007) succeeds in advocating for 

the development of translingual competence to promote diversity and social awareness, it has 

also become paramount to understand and promote the translingual practices that already take 

place inside and outside U.S. university classrooms as a way to support and leverage FL 

learning. Encouraging students to reflect about previous genre knowledge across languages and 

the emergent knowledge of genre(s) in Portuguese can become an important tool to advance 

students' knowledge of specific genres across languages by fostering genre awareness.  
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In the following pages, I will argue for genre-based teaching as a way to draw on and 

build upon students' multilingual repertoires in additional language courses. As can be seen in 

the brief accounts of Stella and Peter, the relations among language, identity, genres, and 

discourses require a cross-disciplinary (or transdisciplinary) itinerary due to the complexity of 

their conjunction (Tardy, 2017). The conception of literacy as multidirectional is also valuable to 

orient the study of meaning-making processes undertaken by multilinguals as they shuttle 

between languages (Canagarajah, 2006). Research on multilingual writers has flourished in L2 

writing studies in the face of the increasing number of L2 speakers of English in U.S. first-year 

composition classes (e.g., Roberge, Losey & Wald, 2015). Recent edited volumes on non-

English L2 writing (Yiğitoğlu & Reichelt, 2019) and L2 writing teachers’ preparation in global 

contexts (Seloni & Lee, 2019) show that the L2 writing field is also addressing multilingual 

writing and expanding dialogues beyond English and Anglophone contexts. This chapter will 

thus review approaches to multilingualism in applied linguistics and L2 writing discussed in 

English as a Second Language (ESL) and Foreign Languages to discuss principles and practices 

that may orient the development of genre knowledge across languages. More specifically, I will 

argue for looking at genre knowledge development across languages as a pedagogical goal for 

FL classes for multilingual students. This focus represents an initiative to recognize, leverage 

and expand students’ abilities with specific genres in multiple languages and modes without 

circumscribing learning to genres from the academic realm (Samaniego & Warner, 2016).  

A few FL programs in the U.S. have consistently adopted genre as a unified basis of the 

FL curriculum. However, implementation of genre pedagogies in FL departments are 

circumscribed to a few reported cases, and are mostly conducted in collegiate German programs 

(e.g., Byrnes, Maxim & Norris, 2010; Crane, 2016). Indeed, Allen and Goodspeed (2018) 
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underscored that genre-based pedagogies in post-secondary FLs other than German have 

remained descriptive (e.g., Allen, 2009; Kumagai & Iwasaki, 2016; Sommer, 2016), therefore 

empirical studies of genre-based pedagogy in U.S. FL education are still scarce (Troyan, 2016). 

In this sense, the need of learner-focused empirical research in English-predominant academic 

writing contexts (Cheng, 2011; Kuteeva, 2013) is also applicable to the reality of collegiate FL 

writing.  

Recent scholarship has investigated multilingual writers' appropriation of previous genres 

when writing in additional languages (e.g., Kim & Belcher, 2018) though non-clarity in 

terminologies have hindered the potential to produce more detailed accounts on how multilingual 

writers develop genre knowledge across languages (Tardy, Sommer-Farias & Gevers, 2020). For 

this reason, after reviewing approaches to multilingualism in applied linguistics and L2 writing 

in both ESL and FL languages, I will end this review itinerary in the presentation of the genre 

knowledge framework that underlies planning, implementation and analysis of this study. 

Finally, the potential of this framework in underscoring the development of translingual 

competence through a genre knowledge lens will be discussed. 

Ways to interpret the “shuttling between languages” 

Second language acquisition (SLA) and bilingualism were approximated as fields as they 

witnessed social and multilingual turns (Cenoz & Gorter, 2015). While the social turn moved 

studies further than pure cognitivist views of language, the multilingual turn softened boundaries 

across languages and allowed permeability and interconnectedness between constructs 

contemplated by both fields. The bilingual turn in L2 writing studies (Ortega & Carson, 2010) 

has recently been followed by the translingual turn (DeCosta, 2015; Lee, 2016) attested by the 

popularity of the term translingual in conferences and publications in the field (Gevers, 2018; 
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Pawlowski, 2019). These approaches and others consonant to these views will be addressed in 

this section. 

Research on bilingual cognition has investigated the association between languages in 

one mind, and it has shown that “the representational systems for both languages of a well-

practiced bilingual are active and potentially available when that individual is speaking in either 

language” (Bialystok & Craik, 2010, p. 22). Such findings corroborate hypotheses of SLA 

perspectives such as multicompetence, which postulate overlapping or merged L1/L2 conceptual 

knowledge across language systems (Cook, 2008). This perspective underscores that such a 

dynamic relationship between languages in one's mind is not “is not restricted to syntax” (Cook, 

2008, p. 20), thus acknowledging the dynamic nature of language knowledge since it is so 

closely tied to one's experiences. The existence of overlapping complex language systems is also 

the definition of the Common Underlying Proficiency (CUP), which stands for a two-layered 

system: an underlying shared level of linguistic resources across languages, and a surface-level 

with identifiable separated elements (Cummins, 1979, 2000). Other scholars have argued for the 

same shared-level perspective (Cumming, 1989, forthcoming; Gentil, 2011; Rinnert & 

Kobayashi, 2016). For example, Kobayashi and Rinnert (2013) found that multilinguals draw on 

their L1 and additional languages for different functions and resources, which indicates 

composing processes may differ qualitatively when writing in different languages. Analyses of 

think-aloud protocols in Wang and Wen's (2002) study revealed that student writers had both 

their L1 and L2 at their disposal when composing in their L2. 

Translingual approaches are also aligned with a fluid view of linguistic repertoires 

(Jaspers & Madsen, 2019). Approaches to writing and writing instruction based on translingual 

perspectives treat language difference “not as a barrier to overcome or as a problem to manage, 
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but as a resource for producing meaning in writing, speaking, reading, and listening” (Horner et 

al., 2011, p. 303). Considering language difference and diversity as a resource rather than a 

deficit has compelled adopters of translingualism to encourage students to code-mesh or code-

switch as a way to leverage their singular manners of navigating between languages. 

Nonetheless, failure in acknowledging social acceptability and power structures has nurtured 

debates against an uncritical implementation of translingualism (Gevers, 2018; Matsuda, 2014). 

Tardy (2017), for example, draws attention to the potential confusion over the role of language in 

writing and translingual practices that a non-critical implementation can cause. In her words, “it 

should be a significant concern to faculty and students in these [writing] programs that serious 

attention to language study has virtually disappeared just as our campuses have become more 

and more linguistically diverse” (Tardy, 2017, p. 186).  

To move away from the confusion generated by the term translingual and clarify 

terminologies in dialogue with other fields, Gentil (2018) proposes translanguaging and 

biliteracy as modes to understand writing produced by multilingual students. Translanguaging 

has referred to “the deployment of a speaker’s full linguistic repertoire without regard for 

watchful adherence to the socially and politically defined boundaries of named (and usually 

national and state) languages” (Otheguy, García & Reid, 2015, p. 283). From this perspective, 

boundaries between languages are the result of national and political divisions rather than of a 

natural linguistic mechanism (Hornberger & Link, 2012). Aligned with less strong versions of 

translanguaging, the “focus on multilingualism” perspective uses the knowledge about how 

multilingual students use their resources across languages to help them become better learners 

(Cenoz & Gorter, 2011; 2015). This perspective draws from a holistic view of linguistic 

repertoires represented by a continuum constituted of “being multilingual” on one end and 
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“becoming multilingual” on the other end. By proposing a navigation between both 

interconnected ends, the perspective “aims at integrating the curricula of the different languages 

so as to activate the resources multilingual speakers have” (Cenoz & Gorter, 2015, p. 4). They 

implement such integration in the context of Basque, Spanish and English in the Basque country 

where learners are “in the process of expanding their multilingual competence, and they are 

already multilingual” (p. 8). More specifically for writing classes, Gentil (2018b) proposes a 

similar approach through a “multilingualism-as-a-writing resource orientation”. Such an 

approach would aid “multilingual learners build on, take pride in, and expand their existing 

literacies and language repertoires, particularly when their home languages are stigmatized or 

marginalized” (Gentil, 2018b, p. 2433).  

These are examples of how assumptions of fluid but still bounded systems can coexist: 

fluid boundaries may encourage students to embrace and not feel oppressed by overlapping 

systems informing mental process when communicating, whereas observation of boundaries and 

awareness of contextual use can empower their identity. Recognizing that at times languages 

may be perceived as and function as discrete, bounded systems (Gentil, 2018a; Gevers, 2018; 

Jaspers & Madsen, 2019) is important “for language minorities to preserve the linguistic 

distinctiveness that helps them index and maintain their identities” (Gentil, 2018a, p. 124). It is 

important to stress that, in the classroom, these approaches do not necessarily inform the process 

of learning or mixing codes but how students use available linguistic resources to realize 

practices across the languages they know (Cenoz & Gorter, 2015, p. 7).  

From translingual competence to genre 

 Scholars have advocated for genre as a construct that operationalizes much of what the 

MLA report claims to be the goal in FL education (e.g. Ryshina-Pankova & Byrnes, 2017). 
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Genres materialize the intrinsic connection between language form, meaning, and use as they 

structure participation in more or less repeated practices via “typical forms of utterances” 

(Bakhtin, 1986, p. 63). In consequence, genres become sites of socially situated linguistic 

practices (Samaniego & Warner, 2016) that reveal how the cultural and linguistic meet.   

Along these lines, Carolyn Miller's (1984) basal piece on genre argued that “Genres help 

constitute the substance of our cultural life” (p. 163). By rhetorically “mediating private 

intentions and social exigence; it motivates by connecting the private with the public, the 

singular with the recurrent” (idem). This view of genre as social practice structure an 

understanding of how we respond to exigencies in our daily lives: we take notes in our agendas 

as reminders for a medical appointment on the following week, we give away business cards to 

interest potential new clients, we write a text message cancelling an appointment because we are 

recovering from a sickness. These recurrent actions realized through discourse are reproduced 

within social structures happening in specific time frames in history. 

Drawing from this connection between the individual and the social, Berkenkotter and 

Huckin (1995) defined genres as forms of situated cognition to address the enmeshment of 

procedures and social knowledge. As genres are inherently socially motivated, they are relatively 

stable as much as they are mutable since they adapt to respond to changing forms of social 

behaviours. These responses to exigencies are realized through literacy practices, which are 

“meant to include the linguistic, cognitive, and sociocultural dimensions of reading and writing” 

(Gentil, 2011, p. 122). The view of genre as social practice and shared cognition implies that 

individual reading and writing skills are not detached from the “social validation of such savoir-

faire across linguistic and cultural contexts” (Gentil, 2011, p. 122), which is true for bilingual 

settings but not only. The case of multimodal composing, which is increasingly making space 
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even in predominantly written traditions, e.g. academia, is another example of changing practices 

that need validation from social agents to be incorporated into a community. 

These forms and practices also play the role of promoting a sense of ownership to that 

community. As discussed by Berkenkotter and Huckin (1995), “Knowledge production is carried 

out and codified largely through generic forms of writing” (p. 476). Recognizing and 

(re)producing forms of meaning making entrenched in a community is not restricted to academia, 

but it is present in all meaning-making spheres and traverse contexts, languages and modes.  

For instance, multilingual writers, those who pursue the ability to write confidently in 

two or more languages (Gentil, 2018a; Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2016) not only demonstrate 

rhetorical flexibility and cultural sensitivity but also “brokering skills in negotiating texts and 

seeking recognition of what may count as skillful writing in a given context” (Gentil, 2018a, p. 

122). Gentil (2018a) even proposes the term “transliteracy” to refer more specifically to the 

confident dynamics in which multilingual writers perform biliteracy practices across languages.  

The level of confidence and smoothness in biliteracy practice is relative to each writer's 

experience and revealed in micro-practices performed in oral, written and multimodal modes. In 

my own research, for instance, Peter used to write letters in Spanish to his grandma to tell her 

about his routine at school in the US. While these home practices aided his identity construction, 

they also helped create affiliation to communities linked to his familial memories. As a 

university student, Peter earned a major in Russian. At the same time he was able to read about 

Russian politics in Russian language, he was able to select relevant information about Russian 

politics to include in a trip report about Moscow written for the Portuguese class. Peter's 

transcultural competence was demonstrated by how he navigated genres and discourses across 

languages and contexts. Examining the role written genres played in this trajectory help us 
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understand his level of social sensibility when engaging in these practices. Critical language 

awareness is essential as he makes decisions on which terms to translate and how to interpret 

formats that overlap and that are particular to only some languages. While historical and political 

consciousness is required to interpret historical events within these cultures, aesthetic perception 

is also accessed when adapting sensitive information to a different rhetorical purpose (i.e. trip 

report). Decisions included which content to incorporate and leave aside, which terms were 

translatable and which ones were applied to a single language, how to adapt linguistic resources 

from a familiar audience (i.e. grandma) to a wider audience (i.e. trip report shared as a blog 

post). This is another brief recount of how Peter engages singularly in this translingual trajectory 

by applying genre knowledge while shutting between languages and contexts. Just like him, 

other multilingual writers have been followed by researchers interested in genre knowledge 

development. This will be discussed in the next section.  

Previous studies on genre and multilingual speakers 

Research on genre pedagogy and L2 writing often adopts multilingual students as 

participants, but how genre knowledge is manipulated across genres has not played an extensive 

role in analyses (e.g. Wette, 2017). In fact, the tendency of treating bilingualism as an 

independent variable reflects a prevalent scenario in SLA studies as well (Cenoz & Gorter, 

2011).  

Nonetheless, some scholarships have combined multilingualism and genre. Previous 

research using methods such as surveys and interviews (Artemeva & Myles, 2015; Bawarshi & 

Reiff, 2010; Hyon, 2001) have offered important insights on multilingual students' practices with 

genres in both academic and personal life, as demonstrated by case studies such as Fengchen's 
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(Cheng, 2007), Katia's (Gentil, 2005, 2019); Natsu’s (Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2013), and Jina and 

others' (Kim & Belcher, 2018). 

These scholars have argued that knowledge of a genre in one language may be adapted to 

the use of a genre in another language (e.g. Kim & Belcher, 2018; Yasuda, 2011). Others have 

identified the overlapping writing knowledge repertoires across languages as writing expertise 

develops (e.g. Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2013) as well as relationships of autonomy or dependency 

of genre dimensions across languages (Gentil, 2011). For instance, Kobayashi and Rinnert’s 

(2013) study revealed the overlapping of rhetorical and process knowledge while Natsu 

negotiated perceptions of imagined readers in Japanese, Chinese and English. Observing the L1 

Korean writers negotiating writing in L2 English study abroad contexts, Kim and Belcher (2018) 

distinguished non-language-specific and language-specific genre knowledge dimensions. For the 

authors, language-specific genre knowledge includes linguistic knowledge (Kobayashi & 

Rinnert, 2012) or formal genre knowledge (Tardy, 2009), while non-language specific is 

comprised of Cummins’ (2000) CUP, Kobayashi and Rinnert’s (2012) rhetorical features, and 

Tardy’s (2009) subject-matter and process knowledge. This overlapping of genre dimensions had 

been previously been discussed thoroughly by Gentil (2011), whose theoretical piece discusses 

perspectives on literacy, bilingualism, writing proficiency and expertise to argue that the 

construct of genre has much to contribute to the study of multilingual writing development.  

As can be seen, the study of the complexity of skills required by the use of genre 

knowledge across languages seems to yield connections amongst theories such as 

multicompetence, genre and identity. For instance, both Gentil (2005) and Kobayashi and 

Rinnert (2013) seem to focus on processes and products of multilingual writing, with Kobayashi 

and Rinnert examining Natsu's identities, and Gentil examining how the context in which Katia's 
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writing took place contributed or hindered her biliteracy development by creating access to and 

participation in disciplinary and vernacular discourses. The focus on the role of genre awareness 

in genre knowledge development was also reiterated by Swales (2011) when he affirmed that 

true academic biliterates can “use their awareness of generic expectations in two or more 

languages to draw appropriate and comparative rhetorical conclusions” (Swales, 2011, p. 84). 

Genre-based approaches to teaching writing have focused on two areas: genre knowledge 

development and genre-awareness raising. Although pedagogical tasks can help students develop 

both related constructs (Tardy, 2019), previous research has not very well distinguished both, 

therefore they are used interchangeably in some studies. Taking this scenario into account, the 

following section will present the theoretical framework that guides this study and define 

important constructs for the study of genre knowledge across languages.  

Genre knowledge across languages: A theoretical framework 

While concepts of genre-specific knowledge and genre awareness have helped operationalize 

both research and pedagogy on students' genre knowledge development, the multilingual 

practices described so far in Peter's and Stella's cases have shown that we need to move forward 

from existing frameworks to address bi/multilingual education needs. If we think of the practices 

performed by Peter and Stella across languages and cultures, we notice that the existing mode of 

thinking about genre composing processes may not help explain the “shuttling between 

languages” when they write in Spanish, or English, or Portuguese. For this reason, the theoretical 

framework that guided both research design and data analysis of the present study is the 

enhanced genre knowledge framework by Tardy, Sommer-Farias and Gevers (2020) since it 

encompasses social context, metacognition and recontextualization presupposing a multilingual 

speaker. The following subsections will define and discuss the following constructs: genre-
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specific knowledge, genre awareness, metacognition, and recontextualization. Then, the last 

subsection will explain how each construct constitutes the genre knowledge of multilingual 

writers.  

Genre-specific knowledge 

Genre-specific knowledge is a multidimensional construct formed by (at least) formal, 

rhetorical, process, and content knowledge (Tardy, 2009). The confluence of these dimensions 

reflects a view of genre as a social action (Miller, 1984), which encompasses the complexity of 

influences exhorted by reception and production of prior texts over its shape, content and 

ideology. While formal knowledge comprises knowledge of form, discourse or 

lexicogrammatical conventions of a genre, rhetorical knowledge encompasses the user’s 

understanding of intended rhetorical purposes thus including awareness of audience, context, 

author’s positioning, and values influencing the text’s reception and production. Moreover, 

understanding how the genre is carried out by its distribution to audiences and its relationship to 

genre networks are properties of process knowledge, whereas subject-matter knowledge 

comprises relevant content forming that genre.  

In order to illustrate how such representation would help us interpret how genre-specific 

knowledge is enacted, we can analyze Peter's letter writing process. By writing letters to his 

grandma, Peter demonstrates 1) formal knowledge when he selects and applies relevant linguistic 

resources in Spanish; 2) rhetorical knowledge when the resources selected are consonant with the 

purpose of the genre (i.e. tell news about his routine), the rhetorical organization of the genre 

(i.e. date, introductory vocative, greetings), and the interlocutor proximity (i.e. grandma); 3) 

content knowledge when he includes information that his grandma will be able to identify with 
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and find important; and 4) process knowledge when he drafts, rewrites it as needed, and sends 

the letter.  

 As argued by Tardy (2009), such categories are seen as a heuristic since they converge in 

nature, though this conversion depends on each rhetorical situation. For this reason, once under 

analysis, the overlapping of dimensions is expected. For instance, rhetorical knowledge provides 

a rationale for manipulating form(s), i.e. format and linguistic features, to reach specific 

audiences effectively according to the situation, which demonstrates an imbrication with formal 

knowledge. Nonetheless, separating different types of knowledge in a model facilitates analysis 

of how genre learning takes place and, consequently, how we can develop genre pedagogies that 

account for the complexity of this construct. This is especially productive when we consider that 

learners develop dimensions distinctively. While newcomers may see evident divisions between 

dimensions, these tend to merge and dissolve clear boundaries as writers marshal their 

knowledge-related resources and develop expertise. These dimensions also oriented how to 

scaffold lessons, plan activities, and guide discussions in class (see Chapter 2). 

Genre awareness  

As a means to build genre-specific knowledge, genre awareness has figured as a pivotal 

construct to genre pedagogy. Scholars have advocated for a pedagogy that aims to develop genre 

awareness for it allows students to “seek the rhetorical nature of the genre, to understand its 

context and functions for its users, in order to avoid formulaic copying of a model rather than 

rhetorically embedded analysis of samples” (Devitt, 2004, p. 201). Such an analytical model 

could be used as a conceptual framework (Cheng, 2018) that students apply across multiple 

genres, discipline-specific examples of the same genre, and I would add, across genres in 

different languages. Previous studies showed that “Without support that raises their awareness, 
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they [students] are unable to recognize similarities or differences in genres” (Artemeva & Fox, 

2010, p. 491). 

Supporting genre awareness often encompasses fostering rhetorical flexibility (Johns, 

2008, 2015), which promotes the adaptation of genre knowledge to different contexts. While it is 

believed that multilingual writers draw on their whole repertoire of genres and rhetorical 

strategies across languages strategically (Gentil, 2011), teachers cannot assume that this process 

is automatically and appropriately performed by them (Artemeva & Fox, 2010; Hyland, 2007). 

Previous research has revealed that “Even advanced graduate L2 writers may need support in 

applying their emergent genre knowledge to the immediate task” (Negretti, 2017, p. 534). Such a 

support can be built up through rhetorical-consciousness raising tasks guided by discovery-based 

(Cheng, 2018) and examine-and-report-back (Swales & Feak, 2004) approaches. Deriving from 

these principles, pedagogical practices have promoted “conscious attention to genres” (Devitt, 

2009) through genre-analysis tasks (Abasi, 2012; Cheng, 2007, 2011; Kuteeva, 2013; Kuteeva & 

Negretti, 2016), student reflections (Negretti & Kuteeva, 2011; Kuteeva & Negretti, 2016), 

students’ self-annotations on their own writing compared with their writing (Cheng, 2007; 2018), 

conferences with students to gauge students’ developing rhetorical consciousness (Cheng, 2018), 

mind maps (Wette, 2017), and written description of rhetorical context (Negretti & McGrath, 

2018). These studies illustrate that fostering genre awareness is important because it enables 

students to be aware of what features are part of that genre and for what purpose they are used in 

specific situations. Based on this knowledge, users might be better prepared to apply genre 

knowledge to other situations or, in other words, recontextualize it (Cheng, 2018).  

When writing in an additional language though, previous experiences may influence how 

multilingual speakers perceive differences across languages and how they incorporate them into 
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their linguistic repertoire. One hypothesis is that the degree to which learners recognize 

themselves as writers and connoisseurs of written conventions in those languages may influence 

how they employ strategies and make associations across languages to write in a third or 

additional language. Research on Japanese L1/English L2 writers composing in English have 

revealed writers' perceptions (Rinnert & Kobayashi, 2016), and increased awareness of language 

and audience as some of the most influential individual factors in successful writing (Rinnert & 

Kobayashi, 2016; Yasuda, 2015).  

Genre awareness and metacognition  

Oftentimes writing classes require critical awareness of both language and writing from 

students to recognize similarities or differences in genres, but not all of them present tools to 

develop such awareness (Artemeva & Fox, 2010; DasBender, 2015). Following others genre 

scholars who have suggested the association between genre awareness and metacognition 

(Devitt, 2009; Negretti & Kuteeva, 2011; Reiff & Bawarshi, 2011), one way to tackle this issue 

is through scaffolding metacognitive knowledge by helping students reflect on what they know 

about genres, how they use that knowledge in their writing, and why (Negretti & McGrath, 

2018). These questions reflect the distinct facets of metacognitive knowledge: declarative 

knowledge (what I know), procedural knowledge (how I use what I know), and conditional 

knowledge (why what I know could be used in other situations). In this way, developing 

metacognitive knowledge means providing students with tools to “reflect upon, understand and 

control one's learning” (Schraw & Dennison, 1994, p. 460).  

Considering that genre pedagogies rely on sequenced and scaffolded tasks, often with 

reflective exploratory accounts of sample and self-produced genres, tasks “designed to promote 

genre awareness/knowledge may also incidentally promote metacognition” (Negretti & 
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McGrath, 2018, p.16). Some tools utilized to elicit reflection and trigger metacognitive 

awareness on strategies used by students during writing in previous studies are: reflective 

journals, recounts recalling strategies undertaken during students’ writing process (Negretti & 

Kuteeva, 2011; Negretti, 2012; Kuteeva, 2013), and students’ comments on activities produced 

during class, such as seminar activities (Negretti & Kuteeva, 2011), mind maps (Wette, 2017), 

process protocols (DasBender, 2015; Roderick, 2019), and assessment tools (Artemeva & Fox, 

2010).  

Tasks with this overarching goal of helping students “develop understandings beyond 

their immediate grasp” (Azevedo & Hadwin, 2005) are referred to as metacognitive scaffolds by 

Negretti and McGrath (2018). Their study formulated and implemented two tasks that scaffolded 

metacognitive genre awareness in a graduate-level L2 writing course. The first task consisted of 

a one-page description of their academic research writing context and their contribution to their 

research community, while the second task created a visualization of academic writing in their 

own research community by drawing on what they learned through genre analysis in the course. 

Students write an accompanying short reflection on the concepts of genre they found most 

useful, the observations they made in their genre analysis, how they used their genre knowledge 

in their writing, and what they think will be useful in future writing. 

While previous research has shown metalinguistic awareness as an essential component 

of multilingual proficiency (Jessner, 2006, 2008), and one of the outcomes of multilingualism 

often associated with the acquisition of an additional language (Cenoz & Gorter, 2011), the 

aforementioned studies show that fostering metacognitive genre awareness comprises cultivating 

metalinguistic awareness in addition to awareness of other genre knowledge dimensions. 

Findings also revealed differences in the type of features students are aware of as well as the 
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degree to which they interpret the relevance of these features (Negretti & Kuteeva, 2011; 

Kuteeva, 2013). For instance, the importance of rhetorical knowledge for problem-solving and 

recontextualization processes was prominent in studies about writing both in L1 (Roderick, 

2019) and L2 (Cheng, 2011; Yasuda, 2015). 

Recontextualization  

Previous studies have demonstrated that development of conditional metacognitive 

awareness of genre can translate this awareness into analysis and writing of academic texts 

(Negretti, 2012). Cheng (2007) defines this continuous act of adapting knowledge to new 

contexts as recontextualization, a process that entails the use of abilities “not only to use a certain 

generic feature in a new writing task, but to use it with a keen awareness of the rhetorical context 

that facilitate its appropriate use” (Cheng, 2007, p. 303). The varying conditions of each genre 

instance require writers to engage in a more or less demanding recontextualization process 

depending on how familiar the new genre or the new context is (Tardy, Sommer-Farias & 

Gevers, 2020). Gentil (2011) argues that such process entails rhetorical flexibility, and occurs 

similarly with writing across languages and cultures. In his words, “once a writer has acquired 

the ability to pay attention to generic features and to verbalize her understanding of genre and 

genre variation in one language, this ability should be available for use while composing or 

analyzing genres in another language” (Gentil, 2011, p. 11). Hence, multilingual students are 

believed to embody a heightened potential to reflect on language use, which could be 

strengthened if they become aware of not only linguistic but also rhetorical features and 

composing processes linked to the context in which the genre occurs.  

Taking my participant Peter as an example to illustrate the concept of recontextualization, 

we can imagine that writing letters to his grandma facilitates writing letters to other family 
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members since much can be transferred: similar rhetorical organization, composing and 

delivering process, linguistic features that demonstrate proximity between interlocutors. When 

writing a trip report about his trip to Moscow in Portuguese, he would need to adapt a few 

features even if he had written a letter about his trip to Moscow to his grandma. Compared to 

writing a letter, describing travel experiences in a trip report requires consideration of how a 

more public interlocution requires less affectionate language, and less assumption of shared 

knowledge about the country. Also, differences in rhetorical organization and composing and 

delivery process should also be taken into account. The fact that this is the first time he is writing 

about his Russian experience in Portuguese might also have required a demanding process to 

search for appropriate terms.  

Genre knowledge across languages  

The framework that guided this study is an enhanced version of Tardy's (2009) genre 

knowledge multidimensional framework, which now depicts genre knowledge as formed by 

genre-specific knowledge and genre awareness. Metacognition is considered as underlying genre 

knowledge and supporting recontextualization as well, which is depicted as a bidirectional arrow. 

Each construct is thought out to encompass language and non-language dependency to better 

support the operationalization of the study of genre production across languages. 
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Figure 1. Theoretical framework for genre knowledge, metacognition, and recontextualization 

(Tardy, Sommer-Farias & Gevers, 2020, p. 20) 

In the visual, metacognition and genre awareness are represented as non-language-

dependent. The association of these related constructs with multiple languages is supported 

studies such as Schoonen et al.’ s (2011), who considered metacognitive knowledge about 

reading and writing as language-independent or language-neutral. Their findings suggested that 

L1 and L2 writing proficiency were strongly associated, mediated by metacognitive knowledge 

and linguistic fluency. Enacted by degrees of combined resources provided by metacognitive 

genre awareness, the recontextualization process draws from partly-language-dependent 

knowledge of specific genres. In Peter’ s case, for instance, he may draw on his knowledge of 

multiple specific genres - not only but also including letters written in Spanish to his grandma - 

to access his genre awareness and assess which features from those specific genres can be 

adapted and applied to the writing of a trip report in Portuguese. Considering he has never 
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written a trip report before, conditional knowledge may even enable him to compensate for a 

lack of knowledge in this type of writing task by strategically drawing from their knowledge 

about similar tasks (Negretti, 2017). This happens across languages. 

Genre knowledge across languages as supporting translingual practice 

Seeing multilingual writers as multicompetent language users enables us to recognize 

their translingual competence and understand its complexity and sophistication. DasBender 

(2015) argues that “Multilingual students may have some tacit knowledge of these skills or have 

scant awareness that they possess these skills at all” (DasBender, 2015, p. 53). Pedagogical tasks 

as metacognitive scaffolds (Negretti & McGrath, 2018) or reflective writing prompts 

(DasBender, 2015) allow students to understand and make their thinking processes more explicit. 

I argue that these tasks have the potential to foster reflection of students’  use of genres in other 

languages as well. In this way, these thoughts, provenient from multilingual experiences and 

contexts, can be organized in a way to enable further adaptation and application in new settings. 

If we draw from the genre knowledge framework as depicted in Figure 1, requiring 

students to “rethink knowledge through two languages” (Gentil, 2018a, p. 124) may unveil 

processes that might be more tacit in one language than another. In this sense, “Metacognitive 

awareness and rhetorical savvy should be nurtured both as a means and an outcome of 

multilingual writing development” (Gentil, 2018b, p. 2435). In other words, knowledge of 

writing skills, lexical and lexicogrammatical features realized in specific genres, reception and 

production ideologies, reader expectations, rhetorical effects, disciplinary-specific terminologies, 

among others, might be organized differently across languages, determining the singular 

functioning of students’  translingual competence. Genre can thus help contextualize approaches 
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to raising metalinguistic awareness crosslinguistically and unveil how it serves purposes in 

different genres and across languages. 

For this reason, supporting translingual practice represents an additional argument to 

bring students’  previous experiences with genres into the fore in genre-oriented writing 

classrooms. In order to leverage students’  genre knowledge across languages to promote 

multilingual genre learning, a clear understanding of genre trajectories lived by the students as 

well as the theoretical constructs that are guiding our pedagogical practice need to be clarified.  

Overview and a look forward 

Stella and Peter are just two examples of students I witnessed negotiating meaning in my 

class. The impetus or motivation to pursue a deeper investigation on multilingual students’  use 

of genre knowledge across languages came from the different inquiries and needs they presented 

in my classroom and how those questions related to their literacy experiences in other languages. 

Similarly, my experience as a bilingual English and Portuguese speaker also constantly resonated 

with many of the stages they were going through as learners being socialized into genres in 

another language.  

My educational and professional background with genre theory and English and 

Portuguese teaching in a Brazilian institution influenced my role as a teacher-researcher in this 

study. Devitt (2015) defends that “Genre theory should incorporate the knowledge about genre 

that we have gained from genre teaching” and, this way, “practice can and should be translated 

into theory” (para. 7478). In this vein, my interest in contributing to making “genre theory more 

complex" (Devitt, 2015, para. 7805) is grounded in my inquiry-oriented teaching practice.  

Given the context in which my study is inserted, I believe it is important to discuss how 

to leverage students’  genre repertoires in other languages in the U.S., where 17.6% of the total 
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population is, for example, Hispanic, totaling almost 59 million people in 2016 (Noe-Bustamante 

& Flores, 2019). More specifically, this study aims to provide empirical evidence of how 

multilingual students negotiate their understanding of genre dimensions in different languages to 

learn how to write specific genres in an additional language. Through implementation of 

pedagogical tasks implemented as “metacognitive scaffolds” (Negretti & McGrath, 2018), this 

study examines the negotiation process that takes place when students are required to “rethink 

knowledge through two languages” (Gentil, 2018a, p. 124). More specifically, the study explores 

the following questions: 

1. Can the metacognitive genre awareness tasks implemented in the classroom facilitate 

the process of using genre-specific knowledge in other languages to write in Portuguese? If yes, 

how? 

2. How does one student in a genre-based writing class draw on genre repertoires and 

genre-specific knowledge in other languages to write in Portuguese as an additional language?  

These questions will help us dig into how translingual practices are negotiated inside FL 

classrooms and how we can better understand idiosyncrasies and patterns in students’  learning 

paths through a genre-based approach. These findings have the potential to discuss the 

effectiveness of genre-based approach for FL collegiate education in the face of a collegiate 

environment that is increasingly multilingual in the US. Finally, this study aims to show how our 

developing theories, with special attention to the genre knowledge framework (Tardy, Sommer-

Farias & Gevers, 2020), have made genre-based pedagogies more complex and comprehensive 

by addressing multilingualism, and at the same time facilitated the operationalization of genre-

related constructs in the classroom, therefore contributing to the study of a multilingual 

classroom landscape.  
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This dissertation will be organized by the following itinerary. First, Chapter 2 will 

present the methodology adopted for research design, including curriculum and materials design 

with focus on clarifying the rationale behind implementing pedagogical tasks as research tools. 

Chapter 3 will analyze students’ task response patterns to verify whether and how the genre 

awareness tasks facilitated the process of using genre-specific knowledge in other languages to 

write in Portuguese. A detailed analysis of assignments completed by Amanda, a bilingual 

speaker of English and Spanish who learned Spanish in a classroom setting, illustrated how 

awareness of genre dimensions were incorporated into her genre-specific knowledge and 

contributed to a broader understanding of genres available across languages. Chapter 4 is 

dedicated to unveiling intersections of identity and formal knowledge in Pablo’ s multilingual 

genre learning process. As a bilingual speaker of Spanish and English who learned both 

languages at home in the U.S, Pablo’ s performances in classroom tasks and testimonies shared 

during one interview highlighted, among other aspects, the importance of the social context to 

encourage students to embrace or repel language fluidity in their lives, and how this attitude 

influences student approaches to writing specific genres. Finally, Chapter 5 brings together 

findings from both analysis chapters to discuss implications for theory, research and pedagogy 

for multilingual genre learning and FL education.  
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CHAPTER 2 METHODOLOGY 

 

 As discussed in Chapter 1, the threads that constitute multilingual students’ experiences 

with genres across languages is dynamic and complex. Language use is the most common 

feature used to define bilinguals and multilinguals (Cenoz, 2003) even though definitions vary 

according to studies’ purposes (Bassetti & Cook, 2011). For this study, the use of two or more 

languages in everyday life (Grosjean, 2010) will be the defining characteristic of multilingual 

students with the purpose of including multiple practices performed by learners across 

languages. Interactions with oral and written genres shared with family and friends at home, with 

classmates and teachers at school, with acquaintances and others in digital spaces contribute to 

shaping literacy practices and their identities as users of different languages. As a researcher and 

a teacher, triggering students’ memories to recollect experiences and foster reflection on their 

meaning for their present practices is an important step to trace how the tasks implemented can 

support students’ genre knowledge development by taking into account genre practices across 

languages. This chapter will describe the course, the lessons, and the rationale behind the 

research and pedagogical practice that generated the data analyzed in this dissertation. 

The course 

This dissertation analyzes tasks implemented in a 15-week advanced grammar and 

writing skills course of Portuguese as an additional language taught during 2 semesters in a large 

university in the Southwest of the United States (pseudonym Southwest University). The course 

was designed and taught by me since Spring 2015. Data collected in Spring and Fall 2018 are 

used in this dissertation. It is important to clarify that the designation of the course as an 

advanced level course is due to the program’s structure: students enrolled in the Spanish-speaker 
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track take the writing skills course in their third semester of language courses, whereas non-

Spanish speakers enroll in this course in their fourth semester. While we can affirm that students 

produce complex texts in this course, students’ proficiency levels are heterogeneous, and may 

fall into an intermediate level in most cases.  

The syllabus defines the course’s main goal as “to develop reading and writing abilities in 

diverse genres that circulate in multiple social spheres in Portuguese language”. This goal is 

inspired by other genre-based Portuguese language curricula as presented by Kramer (2012) and 

Mittelstadt (2013). Different configurations of the course from Spring 2015 to Fall 2017 were 

taught as pilot studies to test students’ responses and perceptions to multiple genres. Along with 

modifications based on students’ responses to the tasks and genres, pedagogical practices from 

genre-based curricula in other languages were incorporated, such as Crane (2006), Byrnes, 

Maxim and Norris (2010), and Swales and Feak (2004). The resulting curriculum implemented 

in Spring and Fall 2018 is therefore a combination of what I believed were the best practices 

from multiple approaches to the teaching of writing through specific genres. 

Another key component influencing course design process was students’ feedback 

throughout the years. Although composing a wide array of genres after analysis of genre samples 

was reported as positive by most of the students in portfolio reflections and program evaluation 

surveys, the workload did not allow much time for an in-depth comparison of registers, forms, 

conventions, audience expectations, and cross-cultural and crosslinguistic influences of each of 

the genres. In other words, while students were consistently applying their declarative and 

procedural knowledge while composing two drafts of multiple genres, more time was needed to 

enhance conditional knowledge through situated awareness-raising activities. Adapting the 

curriculum to a more focused analysis of fewer genres was aligned with what Tardy (2019) 
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underscores: “there is some benefit to restricting the range enough so that students can draw on 

knowledge of one genre when exploring another, building a repertoire of genre knowledge that 

can also contribute to their metacognitive genre awareness” (p. 19). 

For this reason, the courses taught in Spring and Fall 2018 required the production of six 

genres instead of the initial twelve genres. Table 1 illustrates the set of topics and genres 

included in course syllabi from Spring 2015 to Fall 2017. The genres and topics in bold remained 

in Spring and Fall 2018.  

Table 1. Sequencing of genres in curriculum 2015-2018. 

 

Module Topics Genres 

1 Tourism Post card 

Trip report 

 
2 

Food Recipe 

Gastronomic Memory 

3 Job Market CV 

Job Application Letter 

E-mail 

3 Technology News Article 

Comic Strip 

4  
Truth and Lies 

Short Story; Mini Short Story 

Crônica 

5 Health and 
Society 

Opinion Piece 
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Table 2 illustrates the course structure as taught in Spring and Fall 2018. It also includes 

details of topics, genres, and the main tasks implemented in each module. The information under 

column 4 “Main tasks” is equivalent to the genre bolded in column 3 “Genres”. 

Table 2. Sequencing of genres and tasks in Spring and Fall 2018. 

Module Topic Genres Main tasks 

Introduction Reading and 
Writing in 
Different 
Languages & 
Modes 

• Overall reflection 
of learner’s current 
reading and 
writing practices: 

• Personal sphere 
(e.g. letter, email, 
text messages, 
book reviews, 
novels, etc.) 

• School sphere 
(e.g. essays, 
reports, etc.) 

• Internet sphere 
(Facebook posts, 
blog posts, 
memes, etc.) 

1. Previous Literacy 
Practices Questionnaire 

2. Diagnostic Assessment 
3. Genre analysis of 

everyday genres in 
groups 

4. Creation of Mind Maps 
in groups 

5. Corpus exploration with 
focus on lexicogrammar 
and register 

6. Student journal about 
course expectations, 
strengths and needs in 
Portuguese 

1 Tourism • Post card 
• Trip Report 

1. Student journal reflection 
to aid content selection 

2. Genre analysis of two 
samples chosen by the 
instructor and another 
sample chosen by the 
learner 

3. Analysis of transition and 
descriptive formulaic 
expressions 

4. Creation of mind maps 
individually (2 versions) 

5. Trip report (2 drafts) 

2 Job Market • CV 
• Cover Letter 
• E-mail 

1. Student journal 
reflection  

2. Genre analysis of four 
samples chosen by 
instructor 
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3. Analysis of specific 
lexicon, formulaic 
sequences and moves 

4. Research about 
professional context 
abroad  

5. Selection of a real job ad 
6. Job application letter (2 

drafts) 

3 Health and 
Society 

• Opinion Piece 1. Genre analysis of four 
samples chosen by the 
instructor and another 
sample chosen by the 
learner 

2. Analysis of arguments, 
theses, moves, and 
connectors 

3. Creation of mind maps 
individually (2 versions) 

4. Student journal reflection 
to aid topic selection 

5. Interview of 3 people on 
the chosen topic 

6. Opinion piece (2 drafts) 

 
As can be seen in Table 2, the introductory module is dedicated to exploring students’ 

genre repertoires and to setting the tone for the course: on the one hand, it aims to raise students’ 

awareness of one’s own practice with genres and the practices in surrounding contexts across 

languages they know; on the other hand, it provides tools for genre analysis, which will be 

performed throughout the course (e.g., mind maps, student journals, and corpus tools). These 

first reflections on audience, purpose, author’s positionality, rhetorical organization, and 

linguistic choices are encouraged by looking at various specific genres in multiple modes, such 

as crosswords, memes, book reviews, bus and city maps, and others. This task aims to trigger 

students' translingual competence by asking them to use knowledge of genres in languages they 

know. 
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Instruction changes gears to an in-depth analysis of specific genres related to tourism and 

travel in module 1, when students are required to first examine postcards from different decades 

and locations, and analyze how orthographic conventions, content, images, and linguistic choices 

provide hints about the relationship between the interlocutors. Comparison between conventions 

of postcards in Portuguese and postcards in other languages was encouraged to foster awareness 

of cross-cultural similarities and differences. The analysis of postcards also orients students to 

frame “language, technologies, and texts as relational interfaces through which the world comes 

to us and we go into the world” (Kern, 2015, p. 251), therefore reflecting on how technologies 

have shaped communication through adapting known genres, and creating new ones containing a 

range of digital multimodal elements.   

Subsequently, trip reports posted on various online platforms are analyzed and compared 

in terms of content, rhetorical organization, and moves to help students notice the porous 

boundaries between flexibility and convention in informal genres. By creating mind maps, 

learners were guided to incorporate features noticed in multiple genre samples, thus explicitly 

tracing alternatives to composing their own trip report in module 1. Students also analyzed 

multimodality through the use of fonts, pictures, headings, and other layout features in trip 

reports posted in blogs. Exploring different blog and bloggers’ profiles also contributed to raising 

audience and genre networks’ awareness. A virtual interview with a Brazilian travel blogger 

living Spain also provided students with an opportunity to gauge emic insights from an 

experienced genre user. 

Module 2 examined and proposed the composition of CVs and job application letters. In 

regard to the selection of this module’s theme, internal program assessment survey results from 

Spring 2016 through 2018 conducted in this program (Carvalho, Sommer & Picoral, 2018) 
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revealed that 29% (n=229) of students are enrolled in Portuguese classes due to possible career 

benefits. ACTFL (American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages) performance 

descriptors (Sandrock, Swender, Cowles, Martin, & Vicars, 2012) also mention professional use 

of language as predictors of advanced proficiency, which is one of the goals attained by this 

course. For these reasons, the inclusion of a set of professional genres involved students in the 

examination of what they liked to call “more formal” registers. 

The first task proposed in this module was to write a journal reflection aimed to activate 

their schemata about their professional careers: they were asked to write about previous and 

ongoing experiences as employees, researchers, and volunteers. This information helped them 

select content to compose CVs and job application letters. Similar to trip reports, CVs were 

analyzed both in terms of linguistic and non-linguistic features, such as layout, content 

organization, and photos, which may be present in Brazilian CVs, differently than other 

countries. The analysis of job application letters was oriented towards specific lexicon, formulaic 

sequences, common moves, and how these three elements aided the author to position herself in 

an effective way to achieve the genre’s rhetorical purposes. By conducting research about their 

majors or careers in Brazil or other Portuguese-speaking contexts, students selected a real job ad 

from recruiting websites and wrote their cover letter for that job. A complete module sample 

with the accompanying tasks can be found in the Appendix A. 

Finally, the last module consisted of analysis of samples of opinion pieces and editorials 

posted in news outlets websites. Four samples were chosen by the instructor and the students 

chose another sample to conduct an examination of the types of arguments, theses, moves, and 

connectors, leading to a discussion on coherence and cohesion from the sentence to the 

paragraph level. Writing in the journal aided topic selection, since topics ranged from public 
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healthcare to GMOs and veganism. They created questions to interview people on the topic to 

help them contextualize the discussion, narrow down the topic, and also incorporate arguments 

or counterarguments in direct or indirect speech formats. Similar to the trip reports in module 1, 

students created mind maps individually, one version before they wrote their first draft, and 

another version after they wrote their final draft.  

The rationale behind curricular choices  

Fostering students’ emancipation through enabling social participation and agency is a 

central goal of the course curriculum, which is a Freirean influence on my approach to genre 

pedagogies (Freire, 1992). In consequence, public interlocution and engagement of students as 

active participants in society underlie the descriptive-argumentative continuum that organizes the 

movement from more familiar to more public domains and, consequently, rhetorical purposes. 

The assumption that students possess translingual competence and already participate actively in 

various situations across languages underlie task sequencing and approach, and shed light on the 

selection of genre sequencing: trip reports enable learners to offer recommendations to a 

readership interested in travelling, CVs and job application letters require the creation of a 

professional identity through the use of more formal registers for job market insertion in a 

Portuguese-speaking country, and opinion pieces allow for the construction of a singular voice 

by positioning writers in a contemporary discussion of relevance to a specific public. Students 

might participate as readers, both as readers and writers, or even not participate at all in these 

domains in other languages. Whatever the case is, the course aims to increase students' 

awareness of how language is materialized as social actions through these genres, and how they 

can be enabled to do the same in an additional language if they want and need to.  
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Another influence on curricula choices is the washback provided by the Certificate of 

Proficiency in Brazilian Portuguese Exam (Celpe-Bras), an official genre-based proficiency 

exam issued by the Brazilian government, which can provide students with official accreditation 

of their advanced proficiency. The exam is built upon the theoretical framework that frames 

proficiency as adequate language use to perform actions in the world considering textual and 

discursive aspects (i.e. context, purpose, and interlocutors involved in the interaction). Since both 

the course and Celpe-Bras share principles about advanced literacy practices, there was an 

alignment of topics and genres with the assessment practices adopted in the course, which is 

derived from the original tasks administered by the exam. The midterm and final exams of the 

course were authentic Celpe-Bras’ tasks (see Appendix F for examples). 

For a more detailed look at the test design, a descriptive study carried out by Schoffen et 

al. (2018) can help illustrate how alignment of tasks and topics occurred. The study reviewed 

158 tasks that composed the exam from 1998-2017, and mapped out the frequent domains 

(journalistic, political, citizenship, commercial, and professional) and themes (work-related 

topics were the third most common, whereas health ranked fifth, and tourism sixth) addressed by 

the exam. The most frequent rhetorical purposes were position oneself (n=37 tasks), promote 

(n=31), present (n=19), suggest (n=18), and ask (n=16). When it comes to genres, emails or 

letters were required by ⅓ of the tasks (n=51), while articles (n=13), letters to the editor (n=13), 

presentations of different sorts (n=11), opinion pieces (n=10), and news reports (n=10) were the 

most common. Taking these purposes and genres into consideration, the trip report in the format 

taught in the course required promotion, presentation, and suggestion; job application letters 

required presentation and self-promotion and positioning, and opinion pieces required presenting 

and positioning oneself. In this sense, students developed genre-specific knowledge of such 
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genres, which were similar to the ones written during midterm and final exams. Therefore, the 

recontextualization process was not too demanding, but still required them to access genre 

awareness and explain composition choices.  

The scaffolding process 

Overall approach to tasks: Macro perspective  

Table 3 describes how the writing processes were organized as in-class and homework 

assignments. A similar table was provided for the students in the syllabus.  

Table 3. Stages of writing process in the course. 

Stage Goal Task 

1. After introduction to the 
theme/genre (in class or at 
home) 

Pedagogical: Reflect about the 
theme and/or genre 
 
Theoretical: foster genre 
awareness by encouraging the 
student to access previous genre 
knowledge 

Write in the journal  

2. Post genre analysis 
phase (in class or at 
home) 

Pedagogical: Brainstorm and 
organize ideas serving as 
preparation to write 
 
Theoretical: foster metacognitive 
genre awareness on various stages 
to compose a specific genre 

Write the introduction 
or main 
ideas/vocabulary 
choices or personal 
notes. Create a mind 
map (optional in some 
modules). 

3. Composing draft 1 (at 
home) 

Pedagogical: Compose text version 
1 
 
Theoretical: encourage repeated 
practice through recontextualization 
and procedural knowledge 
application  

Turn in the printed 
version to the teacher 
and upload to the 
Learning Management 
System (LMS). 

4. After writing draft 1 (in 
class) 

Pedagogical: Read other texts and 
provide feedback to them. 
 

Peer review of version 
1 
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Theoretical: use metacognitive 
genre awareness to enhance genre-
specific knowledge through analysis 
of other genre samples 

5. Composing final draft 
(at home) 

Pedagogical: Compose text final 
version through incorporation of 
teacher and classmates’ feedback 
 
Theoretical: encourage use of genre 
awareness to refine genre-specific 
knowledge through 
recontextualization 

Turn in the second 
version containing 
revisions and 
incorporated feedback 
in printed format and 
upload to the Learning 
Management System 
(LMS).  

6. After writing both 
versions  
(in class or at home) 

Pedagogical: Reflect about the 
writing process 
 
Theoretical: activating 
metacognitive genre awareness to 
refine knowledge of self, task, and 
writing strategies besides genre-
specific knowledge 

Update mind map 
incorporating new 
features (optional in 
some modules). 
 
Write in the journal 
about perceptions of 
self, task and writing 
strategies. 

 
 Sequencing and scaffolding tasks is an important guideline for genre pedagogies as they 

“make the complexity of genres more approachable” (Tardy, 2019, p. 19). The previous table 

illustrates how scaffolding served the purpose of raising students’ awareness of genre-specific 

features at first. At the same time, it aimed to be used as a tool for fostering genre awareness and 

refine genre-specific knowledge useful to analyze genres in later modules. 

It is important to clarify that, even though the term genre was sporadically used across 

tasks, explicitly defining genre was never part of the course goals. Instead, the approach 

inductively led students to understand why elements such as language, audience, and purpose 

were important to be taken as dynamic and integrated when composing a text. In other words, the 

metalanguage that was essential for students to develop was the one that enabled the naming of 

genre features so that learners were able to notice and locate these features when performing 
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genre analysis and applying those into their own compositions. In consequence, the concept of 

genre was inductively and organically integrated into students’ analytical framework as it was 

seen as a manifestation of social practices and a means to perform actions in the world. 

In order to illustrate how this structure and this manner of building metalanguage plays 

out in a micro perspective, I will use the opinion piece module to illustrate how these tasks were 

implemented in order to prepare students to address content, formal, rhetorical, and process 

knowledge involved in the composition of this genre. 

A sample lesson: operationalizing constructs in pedagogy  

The theme around which the composition of opinion pieces was planned was called 

“Health and Society”. The module introduced the topic of healthcare systems in Brazil and the 

U.S., and expanded to other issues in society as classes went by in order to enable students to 

think through a topic that interested them to the point they felt compelled to write an opinion 

piece about it.  

The first lessons introduced the genres and as a class we identified theses and arguments 

in each genre. We located how these arguments were realized in rhetorical moves, and were 

realized through specific connectors. In order to enhance their awareness of genre networks and 

distribution, students were also required to search and analyze one opinion piece of their choice, 

not necessarily related to the health theme. After that, they systematized what they had learned 

and displayed this knowledge through a mind map, which should include elements 

conventionally present in an opinion piece. In order to aid topic selection to write their own texts, 

students wrote reflections in their journals about previous experiences with healthcare and other 

topics they wanted to know more about. After reading more about the topic they wrote about in 

their journals, they had to create questions to interview people about inquietations they found 
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important to be discussed. Some topics chosen were veganism, influence of technology on 

children’s upbringing, the importance of vaccines, and GMOs. Many topics were discussions 

they were having in other classes, and they decided to expand and explore in Portuguese and by 

making connections with similar situation in Brazil. We also studied how to incorporate other 

peoples' opinions as arguments and counter-arguments. Student-driven exploration of genres 

deepens genre awareness, and interviewing people helps deepen both subject-matter knowledge 

and rhetorical awareness when they consider how to address the same topic to a broader 

audience. We also studied direct and indirect speech and paraphrase, so this interview exercise 

was important to not only adapt the content from English or Spanish to Portuguese but also 

consider how to incorporate that into the new genre. After the first draft was written, peer and 

teacher feedback followed. At home, students rewrote the opinion piece, and after the process 

was concluded, they created another mind map incorporating elements that may not have been 

perceived in the beginning of the module. They published their opinion pieces in the language 

program’s blog.  

Participants and recruitment 

Most of the students taking this course are bilingual speakers of Spanish and English, 

including heritage speakers of Spanish and Portuguese, therefore Portuguese is learnt as a third 

language. In cases such as Stella’s and Peter’s, briefly presented in Chapter 1, Portuguese is 

learned along with other additional languages with varying degrees of proficiency (Peter had 

earned a major in Russian and taken graduate courses in Russia, whereas Stella was taking 

Italian classes along with Portuguese).  

After concluding the course, 10 students from Spring 2018 and 16 students in Fall 2018 

consented to participate in the study. The consent forms were distributed by another researcher 
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and the signed forms were accessed by me only after the grades were posted. Since not all 

students turned in all the assignments, only participants who completed all assignments relevant 

for data analysis in a given chapter were considered (i.e. 19 participants in Chapter 3). Criteria 

for participant selection for each portion of the study will be clarified in each chapter. The 

linguistic and academic profile of all students included in the dissertation are in Appendix 

B. Below I present the profiles of Stella and Peter, mentioned in Chapter 1, and Amanda and 

Pablo, who are focal participants in Chapter 3 and 4 respectively. 

Table 4. Profile of 4 participants 

  
Participant 

(pseudonyms) 

Linguistic 
Background 

Experience in 
the Language of 

Inheritance 
(self-reported 

statement) 

  
Age 

Major 
Minor 

  

Year in the 
university and 
semester when 

recruited 

Stella Spanish/English 
L1 

Italian beginner 

I was exposed to 
Spanish as a 
child in my 

household in the 
US 

  
  
  

21-24 

Agricultural 
Business 

Economics and 
Management; 
Spanish with 
emphasis in 
Portuguese 

Junior 
 

Spring 2018 

Peter Spanish/English 
L1 

Russian 
Intermediate* 

 
I was exposed to 

Spanish as a 
child in my 

household in the 
US 

21-24 Spanish 
Portuguese 

Senior 
 

Spring 2018 

Amanda English L1 
Spanish 

advanced 

I've learned 
Spanish in a 
classroom 

setting later in 
life 

21-24 Neuroscience, 
Molecular Biology, 

Spanish 
Biochemistry 

Senior  
 

Fall 2018 

Pablo English/Spanish 
L1 

I was exposed to 
Spanish as a 
child in my 

household in the 
US 

17-20 Spanish and 
Portuguese; 

Business 

Sophomore  
 

Fall 2018 
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Data collection 

I collected assignments produced in the course during Spring and Fall 2018 (IRB 

#1603427596). The pedagogical tasks served as research tools that enabled me to observe how 

learners are approaching writing. I collected texts from seven different tasks: surveys, diagnostic 

assessments, genre analysis, written assignments, portfolio reflections, journal reflections, and 

mind maps. I compiled 140 assignments from 10 consented participants (390 pages in total) in 

Spring 2018. In order to shed light on students’ perspectives on these assignments, I carried out 

interviews with 9 students of this cohort after 6 months of course completion. From Fall 2018, I 

obtained 210 assignments from 15 consented participants (540 pages in total), and interviewed 4 

of them.   

The tools are described here in terms of 1) instrument’s structure, 2) implementation, and 

3) rationale. All these pedagogical activities were part of regular class instruction; thus, they 

appear in the sequence in which they were implemented in the classroom. 

Literacy practices questionnaire 

This survey-based tool required students to provide information about 24 genres in terms 

of the following categories: type of practice (check box with options read and/or write), language 

(check box for English/Spanish/Portuguese/others), interlocutor (open entry box to insert who 

they read or write to), situation (open entry box to give more details on the context), and 

modality (check box with two options digital and/or paper) (see Appendix C). The survey was 

completed through an online survey tool (i.e. Qualtrics) in class as an introductory reflection 

about their practices in the “Reading and Writing in Different Modalities” module. 

This survey was used as a tool to raise learners’ awareness of the texts they were already 

exposed to, and in which language these experiences took and still take place. Thus, this tool is 
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called literacy practices questionnaire. A strength of this format is the inclusion of the language 

in which the genre practice tends to take place, which is helpful to gauge information on whether 

they really write in different languages, a challenge for multilingual research pointed out by 

Gentil (2011). However, a limitation found was the non-inclusion of academic genres. In order to 

mitigate this issue, conferences conducted in the middle of the semester prompted students about 

their experience with academic genres. This data served as a source for future data triangulation. 

The rationale for the survey was twofold. First, it aimed to elicit learners’ immediate 

genre-specific knowledge, for example, elicit declarative knowledge about their experience with 

writing letters to their grandparents in Spanish. The inclusion of the support questions (when, to 

whom, in which language, etc.) aims to go beyond simplified answers, such as “yes, I write 

emails”, to reflect about a more complete dynamics of such a practice, e.g. “I write emails in 

English to my professors to send papers and to schedule appointments”. Second, the survey’s use 

as a pedagogical task served as a means of promoting metacognitive genre awareness as learners 

are given an opportunity to reflect about their previous practices and upon them as they happen 

throughout the semester. 

Diagnostic assessment  

Adapted from Artemeva and Fox (2010), the diagnostic assessment asked students to 

identify genres by naming and describing the features of five excerpts: trip report, job application 

letter, news article, opinion piece, and open letter. This task was implemented in the second 

week of the courses (See Appendix D, translated from Portuguese to English). 

This task’s rationale was to analyze the learners’ level of familiarity with the genres 

included in the course. The association of features noticed by the students and made explicit in 

their responses were coded for level of familiarity not only with the genre, thus demonstrating 
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genre-specific knowledge, but also for metacognitive awareness of features in different 

dimensions (rhetorical, formal, subject-matter or rhetorical knowledge). 

Mind map and accompanying reflections 

Inspired by Wette (2017), mind maps were implemented as an alternative supporting tool 

for genre analysis tasks. Mind maps consist of visually displaying features, e.g. register, content, 

layout, pertaining to a specific genre through the use of connected nodes with varying degrees of 

association and depth. An example can be found in Appendix E. Two versions of mind maps 

were created for each of the following genres: trip reports and opinion pieces. The versions of 

each map were created before and after learners performed analysis of genre samples and 

produced their own texts, as shown in Table 2. Since creating mind maps involves specific 

knowledge of the mind-map genre, students analyzed different genres and created mind maps in 

groups in the first week of the course in order to increase reliability of this tool when applied to 

their individual genre analysis. A description of how students would explain their map flow 

accompanied the diagram in an attempt to prompt practices in other languages involving the 

genre as well as their awareness of the writing process of that specific genre. In this sense, at the 

same time the map supported students’ metacognitive genre awareness, it showed which features 

were being incorporated to their genre-specific knowledge as they moved along the scaffolds. 

Genre analysis of students’ own texts 

Students’ midterm and final exams consisted of writing one text (See Appendix F for the 

original Celpe-Bras prompts), and analyzing it guided by specific questions (See Appendix G, 

for the analysis questions translated from Portuguese to English). This tool is a variation of 

Negretti’s (2017) brief self-evaluation tool, which aimed to “elicit learners' account of 

approaching the writing task” (p. 517). These genre analysis tasks used a concurrent stimulated 
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recall methodology (Gass & Mackey, 2000) in written form to elicit retrospection, since they 

were comprised of reflections written immediately after composing the text. 

Since the texts required to be written in the exams were not the same as the ones studied 

in class, learners had to access the metacognitive genre awareness developed throughout the 

course in order to both write the task and answer the questions. In the same vein, these guiding 

questions targeted students’ genre-specific knowledge and recontextualization processes. 

Written production  

Texts students produced in two occasions were collected: the genres written throughout 

the course (trip report, job application letter, and opinion piece), and the genres produced as part 

of the midterm and final exam (See Table 1). The texts collected throughout the course were 

composed of two versions. The first version was composed after analysis of genre samples and 

creation of mind maps, while the second version was written after peer view and teacher 

feedback on the first version. 

Both of these sources enable the verification of how students are recontextualizing the 

features noticed in the previous tasks in a new writing task. Specifically, in the case of exams, 

the goal is to verify how students are able to perform a similar genre, but not the exact same one 

studied in class. 

Table 5. Timetable and Structure of Writing Assignments and Exams. 

Date Topic Context Genre Rhetorical Situation 

Week 
2-4 

Travel and 
tourism 

 
 
 

 
Trip report 

Audience: Readership of a 
travel blog 
Purpose: Recommend food, 
hotel, and attractions of a 
city 
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Week 
5-7 

Job market 2 drafts written 
at home 

Job 
application 

letter 

Audience: Interlocutor of a 
job ad of student’s choice  
Purpose: Present 
professional abilities to 
convince the interlocutor 
you are a good fit for the 
position 

Week 
9 

Same topics, 
different 
rhetorical 
purpose 

 
Midterm written 
in class 

 

Cover letter  

Audience: The city’s Office 
of Cultural Affairs 
Purpose: Convince the 
project of the library where 
you work deserves the 
award for the best social 
project in the city 

Week 
10-13 

Health & 
Society 

2 drafts written 
at home 

 
Opinion 

piece 

Audience: Readership of an 
opinion blog 
Purpose: Present divergent 
perspectives on a topic and 
defend one of them 

Week 
15 

 
 

Same topics in 
the course, 
different 
rhetorical 
purpose 

  
Final Exam 
written in class; 
students choose 
one of the 
options 

 
Opinion 

Piece 
 

(Celpe-Bras 
2013/2) 

Audience: Readership of a 
Newspaper Column  
Purpose: Discuss 
consequences of “Living 
alone” for society’s 
structure 

 
Request 
Email 

 
(Celpe-Bras 
2016/1.2) 

Audience: Human 
Resources 
Purpose: Advocate for the 
use of shorts in the 
workplace  

  

Student journals 

Student journals were handwritten in a low-cost small notebook in class or assigned as 

homework depending on the week. The journals were comprised of short reflections prompted 

by pre-, during or post-writing inquiries about their familiarity with the topic or genre as 
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experienced in other languages, about challenges encountered, or as a brainstorming draft. On 

average students wrote entries to 6 prompts throughout the semester. 

Portfolio reflection  

The last assignment of the course, the portfolio reflection was a two-page reflection that 

addressed differences noted by the students on two selected genres produced in class. The 

assignment was framed as a “self-portrait of the writer” (Kuteeva, 2013), in which students are 

invited characterize themselves before and after the course. The linguistic development reflection 

is guided by a lexico-grammatical sheet (Ferris & Hedgcock, 2013) that students fill out 

comparing grammatical and stylistic changes in the first and final drafts. Questions addressing 

students’ multilingual experiences, and how they might have influenced their performance in the 

course as well as how they foresee their approach to future writing assignments are also part of 

the task (see Appendix G, translated from Portuguese to English). 

Although students were invited to compare two genres they produced, the assignment 

aimed to support students’ metacognitive genre awareness also by prompting how they 

understand possible new skills learned in the class. The questions also invited them to predict the 

applicability of these writing skills for future disciplines and across languages. 

Instructor journal 

I kept a journal to describe events that occurred during the class, mostly regarding 

perceived connections across languages made by the students spontaneously or not. A total of 9 

entries were written with an average of 300 words each. The entries were written weekly or 

biweekly. These entries also contain information on one conference held with each student after 

they turned in the first draft of the last written assignment. These meetings could not be recorded 

since they were conducted before I knew which students had consented to participate in the 
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study, therefore I took notes after the student left. Only notes about the consented students were 

considered as data sources. 

These conferences had an autobiographical interview tone (Gentil, 2005) since they 

focused on the participants’ language learning experiences and their connections with Spanish, 

English or other languages. They had the objective to shed light on connections made across 

languages that were still not clear from the other materials. 

Interviews  

I conducted follow-up semi-structured interviews with participants after 6 months of 

course completion. Questions were adapted from Hyon (2001), Kobayashi and Rinnert (2013), 

and Negretti and McGrath (2018) to target different facets of the pedagogical framework: genre-

specific knowledge, recontextualization, and genre awareness applied to both language-specific 

texts and across languages. The questions were organized in three sections, each one targeting a 

specific construct or relationship between constructs. The interview was text-based when 

convenient to the questions’ rationale (See Appendix H). Also, the interviews were conducted in 

English, but students were encouraged to code-switch if they felt like. The interviews were 

recorded and most of them were transcribed by me. Four of them were transcribed by the website 

“rev.com”, funded by a Linda Waugh Research Support award received in 2018.  

Overall, the interviews aimed to verify whether students use metacognitive genre 

awareness to describe their use of genre knowledge, and genre-specific knowledge across 

languages after course completion. 

Data analysis 

This dissertation will explore the development of multilingual learner’s genre knowledge 

promoted by pedagogical tasks that aimed to foster and support genre awareness. For this 
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project's purposes, genre knowledge development is understood as an increasing control over the 

shape and quality of specific genres produced across languages “by making appropriate choices 

of text features for their particular writing goals, based on their acquired repertoire of 

knowledge” (Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2012, p. 106). To explore how this process occurred in a 

genre-based writing class of Portuguese for bi/multilingual speakers, the data was analyzed 

through a qualitative analytical process (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). 

Data analysis procedures were composed of multiple coding stages. Results from the 

following process informed data analysis in both Chapters 3 and 4. A top-down coding approach 

identified statements eliciting genre-specific knowledge, genre awareness, metacognition, and 

genre awareness across languages following the genre knowledge framework under 

operationalization (Tardy et al., 2020) and the multidimensional genre knowledge 

framework  (Tardy, 2009), both described in Chapter 1. Since these are constructs that overlap 

with each other, a fourth category named Intersection contained passages that more explicitly 

represented how genre awareness, metacognition, and genre-specific knowledge are integrated. 

In order to strengthen trustworthiness and reliability, I read the data several times to revise and 

recode passages as needed. Some excerpts were shared with my advisor and with peers who are 

familiar with the constructs to discuss the passages and solve ambiguities. The use of the 

qualitative coding software Nvivo 12 facilitated pattern categorization and visualization. Table 5 

explains how these categories were operationalized according to the following coding scheme: 

Table 6. General coding scheme. 

Code Explanation 

Metacognition Awareness of writing strategies not associated with any specific genre; 
self-regulation strategies; perceived improvement/need of more work on 
overall abilities.  
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Genre awareness A broader understanding of genres; genre as a framework, sometimes 
applied to different genres, e.g. comparing different genres, i.e. 
knowledge of how to use genre analysis; features mentioned but not 
attributed to a specific genre; register awareness. 

Genre-specific 
knowledge 

Features attributed to a specific genre with varying degrees of 
association between genre knowledge dimensions. 

Genre awareness 
across languages 

Mentions genres and practices in other languages, making or not making 
connections with Portuguese.  

Intersection  The intersection code represents well-articulated answers addressing 
genre awareness and genre-specific knowledge, e.g, students mention 
the kinds of connections they make, enabled by conditional knowledge, 
and triggered by the noticing process promoted by the activities. 

 
 Drawing from this initial categorization of data, each chapter underwent additional 

rounds of coding to enable interpreting and responding to specific questions. 

Chapter 3 will respond to the question “Can the metacognitive genre awareness tasks 

implemented in the classroom facilitate the process of using genre-specific knowledge in other 

languages to write in Portuguese? If yes, how?”. The data sources analyzed were journal entry 

#1, two genre analysis of students’ own texts (Appendix G) and portfolio reflection (Appendix 

H) responded by 19 students. A case study complements the discussion, thus data from one 

interview, written assignments and mind maps produced by Amanda, a bilingual speaker of 

English and Spanish who learned Spanish in a classroom setting, were used to support the 

analysis. Chapter 4 is dedicated to the case study of Pablo, a bilingual speaker of Spanish and 

English who learned both languages at home in the U.S. His performances in classroom tasks 

and testimonies shared during one interview will sustain the analysis of the second research 

question: “How does one student in a genre-based writing class draw on his genre repertoires and 

genre knowledge in other languages to write in Portuguese as an additional language?” Pablo’s 
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multilingual genre learning process will shed light on intersections of identity and formal 

knowledge in multilingual genre learning. 
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CHAPTER 3 THE ROLE OF GENRE AWARENESS IN GENRE-SPECIFIC 

KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT 

Genre awareness is comprised of reflecting upon genre features, such as rhetorical 

organization and lexicogrammatical elements, and how they contribute to realize specific social 

actions. Teaching (for) genre awareness in a foreign language writing class involves raising 

students’ awareness that learning how to use an additional language is more than learning 

linguistic forms: it is learning how those forms, when manipulated, adapted, and shaped into a 

recognizable format, may convey meanings and be received differently by speakers in multiple 

settings. For multilingual students who experience the negotiation of which language to use for 

which purposes for which interlocutors every day, students that enact translingual competence, 

tying the notion of using genres in additional languages with the genre practices they already 

carry out in other languages may be an effective method.  

 Teaching (for) genre awareness has been advocated by many scholars. Devitt (2004), for 

example, underscored how a rhetorically oriented analysis of samples helps students understand 

the genres’ context of use and functions. This approach enables students to avoid formulaic 

copying of a model as it aids the construction of a conscious critical awareness on how genres 

work (Devitt, 2004). As a result, students are encouraged to be comfortable with ambiguity and 

variation, and feel better equipped to act in real world situations. When it comes to raising 

students’ genre awareness in an additional language, the task involves the importance of 

addressing multicompetence (Cook, 2008). Previous research has shown metalinguistic 

awareness is an essential component of multilingual proficiency (Jessner, 2006, 2008). However, 

it is not difficult to find FL classes stressing the metalinguistic component at the expense of other 

levels of meaning, such as audience and purpose. While this approach serves well classes with 
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goals for metalinguistic comprehension, FL classes that seek to prepare students to become 

active participants in communities (Schlatter & Garcez, 2012) need to address how language is 

used to achieve specific purposes within defined socio-rhetorical contexts. In this sense, in spite 

of metalinguistic awareness development being one of the outcomes of multilingualism often 

associated with the acquisition of an additional language (Cenoz & Gorter, 2011), fostering 

genre awareness has the potential to cultivate metalinguistic awareness along with awareness of 

other genre knowledge dimensions (Tardy, 2009). This perspective aligns with Gentil (2018b), 

who advocates for both metacognitive awareness and rhetorical savvy as both a means and an 

outcome to nurture multilingual writing development.   

While the multidimensional genre knowledge framework by Tardy (2009) offers a 

comprehensive heuristic to understand the facets that make up genre knowledge (formal, 

rhetorical, subject-matter and process knowledge), an enhanced version of this framework 

clarifies that genre knowledge comprises both genre awareness and genre-specific knowledge 

(Tardy, 2019; Tardy et al, 2020). In addition, the framework also describes how metacognition 

may be activated when genre awareness is under development or in use. Genre awareness 

presupposes reflection about features across genres and languages, and it is always available for 

users to draw from when composing specific genres; engaging metacognition may depend on 

how familiar users are with specific genres. The interaction between genre-specific knowledge, 

genre awareness, and metacognition has therefore been considered in the task design 

implemented in the FL writing class investigated in this dissertation. To examine the potential of 

these tasks to promote genre awareness through metacognitive scaffolds, this chapter will answer 

the question: Can the metacognitive genre awareness tasks implemented in a Portuguese FL 
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classroom facilitate the process of using genre-specific knowledge in other languages to write in 

Portuguese? If yes, how? 

Previous studies on genre knowledge, genre awareness, and metacognition revealed 

differences in the type of features students are aware of as well as the degree to which they 

interpret the relevance of these features (Negretti & Kuteeva, 2011; Kuteeva, 2013; Negretti & 

McGrath, 2018). Contexts contemplated include EFL academic writing classes (e.g., Kuteeva, 

2013; Negretti & McGrath, 2018), writing in general education courses (Driscoll et al., 2019), 

genre-specific writing by graduate students (Roderick, 2019), among others. The importance of 

rhetorical knowledge for problem-solving and recontextualization processes was prominent in 

studies about writing in both L1 (Driscoll et al, 2019; Roderick, 2019) and L2 (Cheng, 2011; 

Yasuda, 2015). In Negretti and McGrath’s (2018) study, while “all students reported using genre 

knowledge to plan, monitor, and evaluate their writing” (p. 28), such transformation varied: more 

explicit awareness of readership and rhetorical strategies was manifested by some students 

whereas more awareness of boundaries between convention and variation was eminent for 

others.  

These studies represent important progress in the field, however, the call for investigation 

of how undergraduate students “approach genre analysis tasks, what they learn from them, and 

how they incorporate the insights gained through genre-based instruction into their own writing” 

(Negretti & Kuteeva, 2011, p. 96) still persists. Although many of these studies analyzed 

production by multilingual participants, the role played by the linguistic background has not 

always been taken into consideration. This study thus contends that similar research methods and 

constructs can benefit research on multilingual undergraduate students’ genre knowledge 

development when writing in a foreign language. 
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Methods 

Tools  

Four data sources from my Portuguese writing classroom were analyzed: one journal 

entry, two genre analysis of students’ own texts (Appendix G), and one final portfolio reflection 

Appendix H). Following Negretti and McGrath (2018), these tasks are types of scaffolds that 

“can support various facets of metacognition, from activation of prior knowledge to evaluation” 

as well as “purposefully promote both genre knowledge and metacognition” (p. 16). Table 6 

presents the tools analyzed in this chapter and their corresponding elicitation goal. 

 
Table 6. Tools and goals for analysis in Chapter 3. 

 

Tool Time 
frame in 
Fall 2018 

Description Goal 

Journal: 
Entry 1  

August 
2018 

Students write about their 
strengths, weaknesses and 
expectations for the current 
course 

Evaluate students’ perceptions of 
current proficiency and verify 
whether they demonstrate an 
awareness of any genre knowledge 
facet. 

Genre 
analysis of 
own text 1 
(written 
during 
midterm 
exam)  

September 
2018 

Genre: Cover letter 
Audience: The city’s 
Office of Cultural Affairs 
Purpose: Convince the 
project of the library where 
you work deserves the 
award for the best social 
project in the city 

Verify how students refer to their 
writing process and whether genre 
features seemed to be prominent in 
the way they planned writing of one 
specific genre.  

Genre 
analysis of 
own text 2 
(written 
during final 
exam)  

December 
2018 

Option 1 
Genre: Opinion Piece 
(Celpe-Bras 2013/2) 
Audience: Readership of a 
Newspaper Column  
Purpose: Discuss 
consequences of “Living 

Verify how students refer to their 
writing process and whether genre 
features were prominent in the way 
they planned writing of one specific 
genre but comparing two prompts. 
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alone” for society’s 
structure 
 
Option 2 
Genre: Request Email 
(Celpe-Bras 2016/1.2) 
Audience: Human 
Resources 
Purpose: Advocate for the 
use of shorts in the 
workplace  

Final 
portfolio  

December 
2018 

Students evaluate their 
abilities and themselves as 
writers from the beginning 
until the end of the course 

Evaluate how students refer to 
strategies and achievements at the 
end of the course, and whether they 
mention genre features as 
prominent in the writing process 
undertaken throughout the course.  

 
Tasks such as the genre analysis tasks use a concurrent stimulated recall methodology 

(Gass & Mackey, 2000) in written form to elicit retrospection, since they are comprised of 

reflections composed right after writing the specific genre. Although students were encouraged 

to write in any language they wanted, all of them were written in Portuguese. In this case, a 

possible disadvantage of this data collection format is that there might be a difference between 

the language of processing versus the language of reporting as task completion is dependent on 

verbal skills of participants (Gass et al., 2000). Nonetheless, the data reflect cognitive events in 

the target language and are reliable because they correlate with behavior as preferred by the 

student. In addition, it is also useful in determining what prior knowledge in Portuguese is used 

when processing texts in that language. 

This study seeks to address Gentil’s (2018b) call for more empirical research “to 

determine how multilingual writing practices can promote metacognitive awareness, rhetorical 

flexibility, and audience sensitivity among older writers” (Gentil, 2018b, p. 2433). To do so, the 

results of tasks responded by 19 students from multiple language backgrounds (see Appendix B) 
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will be shared in the findings section along with a case study that provides an in-depth 

interpretation of one individual learning path, which will help me trace what genre awareness 

looks like in the course of a semester. The case study will aggregate data from an interview 

completed with the focal student after six months of course completion. Two students, Luis and 

Karina, were not included due to incomplete data sources for this analysis.  

Data analysis 

Data analysis procedures and the coding process were composed of multiple stages. As 

mentioned in Chapter 2, data was coded following a top-down approach in order to identify 

statements eliciting genre-specific knowledge, genre awareness, metacognition, and genre 

awareness across languages of the tasks produced by the 19 students. Since these constructs 

overlap with each other, a fourth category named Intersection contained passages that more 

explicitly represented how genre awareness, metacognition, and genre-specific knowledge are 

integrated. In order to strengthen trustworthiness and reliability, I read the data several times to 

revise and recode passages as needed. Some excerpts were shared with my advisor and with my 

peers who were familiar with the constructs to discuss the passages and solve ambiguities.  

I will present the analysis of one category, i.e. genre awareness, in this chapter. To enable 

an in-depth study of this construct, a second coding stage consisted of identifying more fine-

grained categories to group features students were expressing awareness of. For this stage, I used 

a bottom-up coding approach. Examining each category was helpful to analyze the extent to 

which they pertained to either more general metacognition (associated with general self-

regulatory strategies) or to more specific genre awareness (associated with perceived 

conventions or comparisons across genres). After several analytical readings, codes were revised 

and regrouped accordingly. The criteria followed was that the categories should be present across 
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multiple participants and recur across materials produced by the same participant (Charmaz, 

2002; Negretti, 2012). The teacher-researcher positioning is treated as a benefit due to the 

possibility of identifying comments and analyses from students who relied directly from 

classroom content versus data that revealed original interpretations (Negretti, 2012). The detailed 

coding scheme is found in Appendix K.  

One of the challenges found during the coding process was the overlapping of 

dimensions, a situation faced by other studies examining genre knowledge (e.g., Negretti & 

McGrath, 2018). In this study, the overlaps yielded important findings because they contribute to 

honing the genre knowledge framework under operationalization (Tardy, et al, 2020). For 

example, overlaps with the focal construct in this chapter, i.e. genre awareness, and the construct 

genre-specific knowledge occurred when students explained reasons behind choices by citing 

features of one specific genre. This overlap will be discussed in the findings section as well.  

Findings 

Findings revealed three forms through which genre awareness manifested in students’ 

responses to journals, genre analysis tasks and portfolio reflections. While some differences 

observed in types of reflections were motivated by the question prompts, the nuanced or 

simplistic manner students were able to answer these prompts displayed which paths they went 

through to build genre knowledge. This information helps us answer the research question of 

whether these tasks were able to help them build genre knowledge and how, providing data on 

which and how they were aware of genre-specific elements across languages. 

First, students explained choices mentioning genre-specific features through association 

of vocabulary items or phrases and the domain (formal/informal/topic) they pertained to. This 

response pattern reflects the porous relationship between genre-specific knowledge and genre 
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awareness. Second, students manifested genre awareness by making explicit connections 

between their previous experiences with similar genres in other languages and contexts and the 

genre under analysis, which helped them develop and apply genre analysis as a framework. 

Third, students reflected on their strengths and weaknesses as writers and language learners, 

therefore demonstrating engagement in broader metacognition and illustrating how a broader 

awareness about themselves, the tasks and the learning process can aid genre-specific knowledge 

development. Each category will be discussed in detail in this section. 

Genre awareness serving genre-specific knowledge 

Students reflected on genre by mentioning specific features they used in their texts, such 

as word choice and rhetorical organization. Explanations often included the reason why they 

chose those features to compose specific genres, mentioning audience and purpose in different 

levels of logical reasoning. These passages were thus coded as both genre awareness and genre-

specific knowledge. This interaction represents the intersection between genre awareness and 

genre-specific knowledge because reflecting about one’s choices is a property granted or enabled 

by genre awareness (and its metacognitive property). When students analyzed elements of two or 

more genres comparatively, they were coded solely as genre awareness since those choices were 

signaling an understanding of genre analysis as a framework. These cases will be discussed in 

the next section.  

 Table 7 exemplifies how Pablo, Carlos, Muriel and Amalia associated lexicon and verb 

tense choices and established connections with rhetorical, formal and content dimensions of 

specific genres.  
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Table 7. Intersection between genre awareness and genre-specific knowledge demonstrated by 
students’ reasoning behind choices of genre-specific features.  

Genre knowledge 
dimensions and 

features 

Excerpt translated to English  Original in Portuguese 

[1] lexical or 
lexicogrammatical 
choice 
 
[2] rhetorical 
purpose 
 
[3] reader/audience 
awareness  
 
[4] authorial 
positioning/stance 
 
[5] content 

[1] The two words that I chose were 
“hope” and “please”. [2] The effect 
I want to create is a sense of 
“humanity”. [2/3/4] I want the 
reader to understand that I am a 
human asking for help. If the effect 
serves as I expect, [2] the reader 
will recognize their own humanity 
and consider my presentation [or 
cover letter] more.  
 

Midterm analysis by Pablo, cover 
letter for award 

As duas palavras que eu escolhei 
são “esperança” e “por favor”. 
O efeito que eu quero criar é um 
sentimento de “humanidade”. Eu 
quero que o leitor entenda que 
sou um humano pedindo ajuda. 
Se o efeito serve como espero, o 
leitor va a reconocer sua própria 
humanidade e consider mais meu 
apresentacao. 

[2] My text has the characteristic of 
trying to sell myself, [4] in a not 
very aggressive way. [1] I say “it 
won't be possible” instead of saying 
“we really need to get the award”.  
 

Midterm analysis by Carlos, cover 
letter for award 

Meu texto tem a characteristica 
de tentar “vender o peixe” numa 
forma não muito aggressiva. Eu 
falo “não será possível” em vez 
de falar “nós precisamos muito 
ganhar o prêmio”. 

[3] For the reader, which was the 
human resources department, I 
wanted to write with a formality 
tone [1] (“Good morning”, “thank 
you for your time”, “respectfully”) 
[2] to show that this will be a 
conversation of formality and 
respect. Also, [1] I used words of 
“I” a lot [2/4] to show that this was 
my original opinion, but I used “our 
company” sometimes to show that I 
am part of the team and I want to be 
joined with the company. For the 
verb tenses, [1] I spoke in the past 
only in the beginning [5] to show 
how clothing is always changing, 

Para o leitor, que foi o setor de 
recursos humanos, eu quis 
escrever com o tono de 
formalidade ("Bom dia", "muito 
obrigada por seu tempo", "com 
respeito') para mostrar que isto 
vai ser uma conversação de 
formalidade e respeito. Também, 
eu usei muito "de palavra de "eu" 
para mostrar que isso foi meu 
opinião original, mas eu usei 
"nossa empresa" as vezes para 
mostrar que eu sou parte do 
equipe e quero ser juntado com a 
empresa. Para os tempos verbais, 
eu falei no passado somente no 
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but [1] I spoke in the present in the 
remained of the text because [5] I 
wanted to talk about today and 
now.   
 

Final exam analysis by Muriel, 
Analysis of email to the 

company's  human resources  

começo para mostrar como a 
roupa sempre está mudando, 
mais eu falei no presente para o 
resto do texto porque eu quis 
falar de hoje e agora. 

 
In my text [1] I chose the more 
formal vocabulary such as “I 
believe” instead of “I think”. [1/3] I 
chose a more distant vocabulary 
from the reader and I didn't use 
“Dear Committee”, I used “Dear*”. 
[1] And at the end I used “thank you 
for your time” and didn't use 
“kisses” or “hugs”. [2/3/4] I selected 
them this way because one has to be 
respectful to the Committee. [4] I 
also used the verb tense conditional 
because it is a way to show humility 
and [2] that it would be good if our 
project were recognized.  
 

Midterm analysis by Amalia, cover 
letter for award  

Em meu texto eu escolhi o 
vocabulário mais formal como 
“eu creio” e nao escolhi “ eu 
acho”. Escolhi vocabulário mais 
distanceado do leitor e nao usei 
“querida comissao”, eu usei 
“estimado”. E no final usei 
“obrigada pelo tempo” e bai usei 
“abracos” o “beijos”. Eu o 
escolhi assim porque tem que ter 
respeito a comissao. Tambem 
usei o tempo verbal condicional 
porque e como uma maneira de 
mostrar humildade e que fosse 
bom que nosso projeto fosse 
reconhecido. 

 
As can be seen, the role of the author and the interlocutor were frequently brought up in 

connections between word choice and meaning intents. Pablo, for instance, focused on the 

semantic field of the words “hope” and “please” to set the tone for his cover letter which, in his 

opinion, should convince the reader by conveying and appealing to a shared sense of 

“humanity.” Muriel also explained her chosen authorial stance by citing single words such as “I” 

and “our company,” although she also added an explanation about phrases associated with genre 

conventions, such as “thank you for your time.” Some students, like Carlos, explained how they 

manipulated their authorial stance in the face of the genre’s rhetorical purpose by comparing the 

effects of different clauses. Amalia also pointed out that she wanted to convey a tone of humility 
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through her choices. In this sense, readership was frequently linked to rhetorical purpose, which 

helped shed light on both rhetorical organization and different levels of lexicogrammatical 

features and phrases selection. 

These passages also illustrate the porosity of genre awareness and genre-specific 

knowledge and the extent to which they depend on language differently. For example, 

commenting on specific linguistic features is directly linked to Portuguese (and a “growing” 

proficiency may also influence which features they mention and use as a justification), but the 

way students link those linguistic features to audience or purpose may be stemming from 

perceptions acquired not only reading samples of those genres in Portuguese but also similar or 

the same genres in other languages. While these relationships remain unconscious, some 

examples of students’ reasoning based on previous experiences across languages discussed later 

in this chapter may shed light on these relationships.  

Genre-specific knowledge serving genre awareness  

Besides relations established between specific features and genre-specific dimensions 

depicted in Table 2, some students presented a more nuanced explanation about how they 

connected features to genre-specific purposes. Brenda, for example, demonstrated an ability to 

associate connectors to functions pertaining to more than one single genre (see Table 8 row 1), 

thus moving from genre-specific knowledge to a broader genre awareness of how these features 

work in a genre family (Swales, 1990), e.g., argumentative genres. While she mentioned the role 

of connectors in improving sentence-level and macro-level textual organization, she also 

considered how genre format may affect genre reception. Jane demonstrated a similar level of 

formal knowledge when explaining that repetition could fulfill a rhetorical function by 

emphasizing a specific point in the reader’s mind. While she had the opinion piece written in her 
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final exam as a reference, she noted the importance of rhetorical questions to similarly keep the 

reader engaged in her text, thus demonstrating an integration of her understanding of formal and 

rhetorical purposes of a genre.  

Table 8. Genre awareness triggered by reflection on genre-specific features. 

Excerpt translated to English Original in Portuguese 

Connectors can be used in texts mainly 
because they improve organization, structure, 
and clarity of the written text. This way, the 
writer writes a text that is very easy to read, 
that let readers concentrate more on the 
content (the argument and the supporting 
facts) because connectors create a flow in the 
text that it is easy to read and understand. 
However, connectors change depending on 
the sentence’s purpose. 
 
Argue against - Nonetheless, etc 
Add - Besides that, also… 
Result - Consequently, etc 
 

(Brenda, genre analysis of final exam 
text) 

Conectores podem ser usados nos dos textos 
principalmente porque eles melhoram a 
organização, estructura e claridez do texto 
escrito. Assim, o escritor escreve um texto que 
é muito fácil de ler, que deixa lectores 
concentrem mais que os no contenido do texto 
(o argumento e os puntos suportivos) porque 
os conectores criam uma fluidez no texto que é 
fácil de seguir e entender. Mas, os conectores 
usados vão mudar dependendo do propósito da 
oração.  
 
Argumentar a contra - No entanto, etc 
Adicionar - Além disso, também… 
Resultado - como consequência, etc  

(Brenda, genre analysis of final exam 
text) 

I think that repetition is a good way to 
convince the reader. If someone reads the 
same word, this word will remain in her 
head. [...] I also posed many rhetorical 
questions to the reader that exemplify the 
argument of reasoning and logic.  
 

(Jane, genre analysis of final exam text)  

Acho que repetição é uma forma boa para 
convencer ao leitor. Se uma pessoa lê a mesma 
palavra, essa palavra vai seguir em sua mente. 
[...] Tambem fiz muitas perguntas retoricas 
para o leitor que exemplifica o argumento de 
razonamento e logica  
 

(Jane, genre analysis of final exam texts) 
 

These passages are considered illustrative of how genre-specific knowledge serve genre 

awareness because these reflections of features applicable to a broader range of genres stemmed 

from reflection about one single genre, in this case, an opinion article about the benefits or 

shortcomings of living alone.  
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Genre awareness  

I identified three different ways students manifested genre awareness in their responses: 

• Students compared two or more specific genres and used genre analysis as a 

framework to understand genre-specific features and their functions; 

• Students made connections with experiences in other languages and contexts to 

help with understanding and composing genres in Portuguese; 

Students talked about genres as a broader concept, commenting on flexibility, variation 

and writing as a tool, therefore recognizing genres within socio-rhetorical contexts. 

Comparison between genres: genre analysis as a framework. Students also compared 

genres to argue in favor of choices, and this response pattern was common in both genre analysis 

tasks. These findings reinforce that students were able to use genre analysis as a framework to 

access conditional knowledge and reflect on why they chose some features over others to apply 

to a specific genre. This comparison illustrates how becoming familiar with the features and 

purposes for use in specific genres can potentially serve broader genre awareness. This task 

presents potential to foster rhetorical flexibility by requiring students to reflect on their decision-

making processes when selecting some features over others and being explicit about why they 

may or may not be applicable for composing certain genres.  

Comparisons established in both genre analysis tasks were made on the basis of 

similarities of applications across genres such as shared lexicogrammatical features (e.g., verb 

tenses and idiomatic expressions, cited by Peter), similar content (e.g., contemporary situations, 

by Peter; global themes, by Muriel), shared argumentative structure (e.g., by Stella), and similar 

rhetorical organization (e.g., comparison of types of letters, by Jane) (see Table 9). These 

hypothetical scenarios allow for elaboration of different kinds of effects certain combinations of 
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features would generate in the interlocutor, therefore expressing levels of rhetorical knowledge 

combined with formal knowledge. 

Table 9. Students’ comparisons between genres on the basis of observed genre features. 

Genre knowledge 
dimensions and 

features 

Excerpt 
Translation to English  

Excerpt 
Original in Portuguese 

[1] lexicon or 
lexicogrammatical 
choice 
 
[2] rhetorical 
purpose 
 
[3] reader/audience 
awareness  
 
[4] authorial 
positioning/stance 
 
[5] content 
 
[6] process 
 
[7] rhetorical 
organization 

[7] The email was also an argument, 
but I found it less interesting. [1] A 
choice for both would be to use the 
present (perfect or imperfect) because 
[5] both are contemporary situations. 
[1] Both allow the use of idiomatic 
expressions and borrowings. [4] Both 
give us the chance of our individual 
experiences. 
 

 (Peter, genre analysis of final exam 
text)  

O email era um argumento 
também, mas achei menos 
interessante. Uma escolha para 
os dois seria usar o presente 
(perfeito ou imperfeito) porque 
ambas são situações atuais. 
Ambas permitem o uso de 
expressões idiomáticas e 
empréstimos. Ambas dão para 
nós uma chance de nossas 
experiências individuais. 

 (Peter, genre analysis of final 
exam text) 

I think my email [7] has a format 
similar to my opinion piece. [2] In 
fact, both have the same purpose: 
convince the reader. [3] But here I 
know who I am talking to. [1] I also 
included transitions that I learned 
when I wrote my article. [...] [5] In 
this text I had a stronger opinion and 
[4] was more sure of it. In the other 
text, [6] my ideas weren't so clear and 
[4] I wasn't so sure of what I wanted 
to argue for. [...] [6] Something that 
can be used for both texts is to 
compare different arguments and say 
why one is better than the other. I can 
use my argument against the 
arguments of the bermudasim 
campaign. [5/6] However, the other 
text has two [source] articles that I 
can use to argue for. I don't need to 
use only my point of view. 
 

Eu acho que meu email tem um 
formato parecido ao meu artigo 
de opinião. Em verdade, os dois 
tem o mesmo proposito: 
convencer ao leitor. Mas aqui 
eu sei com quem estou falando. 
Eu também incluiu transições 
que aprendi quando escrevi meu 
artigo. [...] 
Em este texto eu tinha uma 
opinião mais firme e ficava com 
mais certeza. Em o outro texto, 
minhas ideias não estavam 
claras e não estava tão segura 
de que queria argumentar. [...] 
Uma coisa que pode ser usada 
para os dois textos é comparar 
dois diferentes argumentos e 
dizer porque um é melhor que o 
outro. Eu posso usar meus 
argumentos contra os 
argumentos do movimento 
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(Stella, genre analysis of final exam 
text)  

Bermudasim. Mas, o outro texto 
tem dois artigos que posso usar 
para argumentar. Não tenho 
que só usar meu ponto de vista.  

(Stella, genre analysis of final 
exam text) 

I transformed the characteristics of a 
cover letter for a job into a cover 
letter for an award competition. [7] 
The structure is similar; both letters 
have an initial and closing formal 
salutation, an introduction with the 
letter's purpose, and a professional 
and refined tone. [7] I wrote a 
succinct letter because [6] cover 
letters are read quickly and need to 
present a strong case for the 
candidate. However, besides that, [5] 
cover letters also have to describe the 
candidate's  abilities, strong aspects, 
and benefits. This balance between 
being brief and selling yourself is the 
cover letter's key characteristic in my 
text. 
 

(Jane, genre analysis of midterm 
exam text)       

Eu transformei as 
caracteristicas da carta de 
apresentação para um emprego 
de uma carta de apresentação 
para um premio. A estrutura é 
semelhante; as duas cartas têm 
um saludação formal inicial e 
final, têm uma introdução com o 
propósito da carta e têm um tom 
profissional e refeinada. Eu 
escrevei uma carta sucincta 
porque as cartas de 
apresentação são lindos 
rapidamente e têm que 
apresentar um caso forte para o 
candidato. Mas, além disso, as 
cartas de apresentação também 
têm que descrever as 
habilidades, pontes fortes, e 
beneficios do candidato. Esse 
equilibrio entre su breve e 
vender o peixe é a 
característica chave da carta de 
apresentaççao no meu texto  

(Jane, genre analysis of 
midterm exam text) 

I think both texts can be used in 
linguistic choices and structure [5] 
because they are texts with global 
themes (they talk about the situation 
in Brazil and how it compares to the 
rest of the world), [2] it has ideas that 
require an opinion for or against it, 
and are relevant for us, students. With 
the structure, having opinions that are 
for/against as organized in the text, 
[6] it is good to create a personal 
opinion and use 'critical thinking' to 

Eu acho que os dois textos 
podem ser usado nas escolhas 
linguísticas e de estrutura 
porque eles são textos com 
temas globais (eles falam sobre 
a situação no Brasil e como isso 
é comparado com o resto do 
mundo), tem ideias que requiere 
uma opinião contra ou em 
favor, e são relevante para nós, 
os estudantes. Com a estrutura, 
de ter opinões que são em 
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write a sophisticated answer. With 
linguistics, [1] the texts are written in 
a formal and academic tone, [3] but 
they make sense for the interlocutor.  
 
(Muriel, genre analysis of final exam 

text)   

favor/contra de organizado no 
texto, é bom para criar um 
opinião pessoal e usar “critical 
thinking” para escrever uma 
resposta sofisticado. Com a 
linguistica, os textos estão 
escritos no tono formal e 
academico, mas tem sentido 
para interlocutor.  

(Muriel, genre analysis of final 
exam text) 

 
The previous responses expressed nuanced genre awareness by associating multiple genre 

features to hypothetical recontextualization instances. However, there were instances in which 

choices were associated with the theme of the module in which specific genres were studied 

(e.g., trip reports within the tourism module, opinion piece within the health module) instead of 

tapping into the socio-rhetorical use of those genres. Table 10 illustrates some of these instances: 

Table 10. Reasoning behind choices based on module’s theme. 

Excerpt 
Translation to English  

Excerpt 
Original in Portuguese 

It is kind of similar to the formal style we 
discussed in class about job market and 
tourism. There are no recommendations like 
a tourist report, but we write similarly. 
 

(Edu, genre analysis of midterm exam 
text) 

E meio similar com o estilo formal nos 
discutimos em aula sobre trabalho e turismo. 
Não tem recomendações como um journal 
turístico, mais escrevemos com similaridade.  
 

(Edu, genre analysis of midterm exam text) 

The general knowledge about tourism and job 
market also helped a lot because it was easier 
to think of more correct vocabulary.  
 

(Derek, genre analysis of midterm 
exam text)  

O conhecimento geral do turismo, e mercado 
de trabalho também ajudou muito porque eu 
tive mais facilidade para pensar em 
vocabulario mais correto. 

(Derek, genre analysis of midterm exam text) 

The use of the word “dear” because I 
remembered when we were reading examples 
of job application letters. I also used specific 
details like “carrying books in suitcases” 

O uso de a palavra estimada esta porque eu 
lembrei quando estávamos lendo os exemplos 
de cartas de apresentações. Eu tambem usei 
detalhes específicos como “carregando livros 
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because I remembered reading about trips 
and all the description they use.  
 

(Lara, genre analysis of midterm exam text) 

em malas” porque eu lembrei lendo sobre os 
viagens e todo o descrição que eles usam.  

(Lara, genre analysis of midterm exam text) 

 
In spite of an evolving integration between genre dimensions be recurrent in students’ 

reflections, some justifications demonstrate earlier but valuable stages of genre awareness 

raising. While revealing that themes help students contextualize genres and use it as an 

additional framework of reference, this response pattern seems to signal an earlier stage of genre 

awareness development in which students don't explicitly refer to audience and purpose yet. The 

connection between subject-matter may act as a springboard for a more nuanced genre awareness 

in later stages or in specific genres. Lara’s justification (see Table 10 row 3), for example, 

displays recognition of specific linguistic and content features seen in specific modules in class. 

Even though Lara does not associate the uses of specific words or phrases with the genre’s 

audience and purpose, which would demonstrate a more developed integration of genre 

knowledge dimensions, her answer shows that contextualizing the writing tasks within the topic 

in which they may be produced is helpful for students to make connections between text and 

context and see genres as social practice.  

Other students were able to combine modules’ theme, audience and purpose, and genre 

analysis as an analytical framework. Sally responded: “Characteristics of my texts that contain 

the themes we discussed are textual organization and language (tourism module) to convince 

people. Also, the characteristics we discussed in the job market module that I used in my text 

were genre, audience, and purpose. All of them helped in my writing” (Sally, Genre analysis of 

midterm text). Drawing students’ attention to genre, audience and purpose was also geared 

towards dissolving the dichotomy between formal and informal that frequently underlies 

students’ conceptualization of writing. While some students still based their explanations under 
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these two modes, others were progressively not necessarily leaving that terminology aside, but 

adding a more nuanced and contextualized view of language use and referring to genres. Brenda, 

for instance, explained: “after this class, I can write with these elements with various different 

languages - formal and informal - and I can create documents of different types, like a CV or a 

blog” (Brenda, portfolio reflection). 

The three response patterns found in this category illustrate some possible paths through 

which students may develop genre knowledge: students can progressively associate linguistic 

features to subject-matter, to rhetorical knowledge, or present an integrated view of genre by 

performing a more complete comparison between different genres. Specifically, these patterns 

shed light on different affordances offered by the tasks through scaffolding and explicitly 

bringing out connections among genre dimensions (rhetorical, formal, content and process). 

Depending on students’ background, some questions may facilitate their progressive 

understanding of the complex construct of genre through connections with content, purpose, 

genre networks, semantic fields and vocabulary, and others.  

Reasoning based on previous experiences. Previous experiences with genres and 

situations. As shown in the previous sections, students’ genre awareness is activated differently 

in each student and this process is influenced by their background, such as familiarity or lack of 

familiarity with genres and lived experiences in multiple contexts across languages. In the final 

exam, students could choose to write one out of two prompts: either an email to the human 

resources of a company advocating for the inclusion of shorts as work attire, or an opinion article 

for a newspaper on living alone (see Methods section for more details). One of the frequent 

reasons behind choosing to write one genre over another in the final exam was based on having 

lived similar situations. Alexia, Carlos and Adam chose to write an opinion piece about the 
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benefits of living by themselves because they had had similar experiences. Muriel, on the other 

hand, said: “I don’t have much to say because I live with my family and I don’t have relevant 

experience to write about this. Therefore, when I am interested and there is something new I 

want to present to an interlocutor, I am more comfortable in writing a text”. Similarly, Jaime 

reported to feel compelled by Arizona’s heat to advocate for the use of shorts in the email 

prompt, therefore also linking his composing choices to personal identification preferences.  

Giving the opportunity for students to think through their choices also displays their self-

doubts. We can see this internal negotiation process in Melissa’s response: “I thought that the 

text I chose was easier to read, but after writing it, I am not sure if it was right. We wrote opinion 

pieces in class but I thought that the email would be easier because I always write emails to my 

professors. However, now I don’t know if I made a good choice. I think the opinion piece would 

have been better for me” (Melissa, final exam analysis). Melissa’s confidence in writing emails 

to professors and the comprehensibility of source text for the email prompt motivated her to opt 

for writing the email in her final exam. However, thinking through her choices may have 

reminded her of the good grades and the positive feedback received in her opinion piece in the 

Portuguese class. In this sense, she may have contended that writing an opinion piece in the 

exam would require less challenging recontextualization than an email due to her recent 

experience writing an opinion piece in the Portuguese class. While writing the opinion piece 

would entail writing the same genre with a similar purpose to a similar audience in the same 

language, writing the email entailed writing same genre with a different purpose and audience, 

which was an experience realized in languages other than Portuguese.   

Similarly, students referred to engagement in activities in real life relatable to the 

audience and purpose required by the genre in the midterm exam to justify reasoning behind 
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their compositions. As mentioned in the Methods section, the midterm exam asked students to 

write a cover letter directed to the Secretary of Culture in the city to promote a library project ran 

by a community to receive a specific award. A source text contextualized the project and the 

community.  

Muriel, Peter, Jane and Amanda had worked in similar social organizations as the one 

portrayed by the source text, therefore they reported to have adapted knowledge acquired in 

those contexts to the genre written in the test. One example is Peter’s professional experience: 

“It’s been some years ago, but I worked as a volunteer for a public organization of English 

teaching for low-income immigrants. In English I had to write a ’grant’ letter so the structure 

was similar as well as the topic (argue for an award to be able to continue and improve the 

organization’s purpose)”. Amanda, Brenda, Muriel, Pablo, Veronica, Derek and Jane also 

reported similar level of familiarity with the chosen genres that facilitated their writing process. 

Familiarity of socio-rhetorical context and register were mentioned as useful. Similarly, Amalia, 

Daniela, and Derek reported having avoided writing specific genres for not remembering or 

lacking enough experience to perform the genre confidently in the required assignment. These 

examples show students’ thought process of how they understand the role genres play in their 

lives and the extent to which they rely on their previous knowledge acquired in other languages 

and contexts to recontextualize genres in the Portuguese class. Triggering students to think 

through this (un)familiarity can be understood as a metacognitive scaffold to foster genre 

awareness and supports the development of a critical stance towards one’s abilities and strategies 

to adapt genre knowledge to different contexts. The act of recognizing contexts and social 

practices realized within these multilingual contexts, for example, is an important step towards a 

perspective of writing as genres integrating text and context.  
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Previous experiences with languages. Writing about similar topics in other languages was 

acknowledged by various students. For example, Daniela, Muriel and Marta found helpful to 

write in Portuguese about topics they had written in other languages. For instance, Stella 

mentioned metalanguage about rhetoric learned in English and literature classes: “I really like to 

use the words in a more emotional form. Emotions connect people, it is something known as 

“pathos.” I also included “ethos” when saying that I am the library’s supervisor. These terms I 

learned in my english and literature classes” (Stella, Midterm analysis). These connections 

performed by Stella illustrate the solidification of subject-matter knowledge that is not language-

specific.    

Some students provided details of which linguistic features were borrowed or transferred 

from other languages, and how they helped in recontextualizing specific genres. Pablo, Veronica, 

Carlos, Sally and Daniela mentioned vocabulary as an advantageous aspect of their Portuguese 

writing experience. Carlos, for instance, pointed out that his experience with Spanish helped with 

selecting less informal and more adequate words for the writing assignment with special easiness 

in terms of sentence structure. Sally also mentioned vocabulary and textual structure as coming 

from her knowledge in English and Spanish, with a more important role played by Spanish 

vocabulary. Similarities between Spanish and Portuguese without specific examples were 

brought up by Jaime and Derek as well. Pablo cited some examples though. He specifically cited 

“in other words” as an expression coming directly from his English vocabulary: “It is a phrase 

that I say all the time and I constantly use in my formal writing (and sometimes informal ones)”. 

Other students, such as Peter and Jane, cited previous experiences with specific genres, i.e. cover 

letters in English, as helpful when writing similar genres in Portuguese. 
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Understanding genres as realized within socio-rhetorical contexts. By the end of the 

semester, the portfolio reflections revealed how the different understandings about genre 

expressed in the journals and the genre analysis of their own texts progressively contributed to a 

more solidified knowledge of writing and genre as a social practice. For instance,  Sally defined 

the writing tasks as teaching “how to write in the different contexts that are applicable to real life 

scenarios that I could utilize in the future, in case I decided to continue learning the language (I 

will)” (Sally, portfolio reflection). Acknowledging the applicability of specific genres to real life 

scenarios served broad genre awareness and its use and reception in certain social contexts. This 

can be noticed in Martha’s comment, who pointed out that “Everyone reads reports and articles. 

Reports are not always about trips and articles are not always someone’s opinion, but in most 

cases they are part of our lives” (Martha, portfolio reflection). Additionally, genres were 

understood as supporting learning about a society’s culture as well as talking about it. That was 

the point raised by Daniela: she mentioned that she had not only learned about Brazilian society 

but also “how to write about society using different genres” (Daniela, portfolio reflection). As a 

consequence, students transformed their conceptualization that writing-to-learn is the only 

possible approach in foreign language classes.  

By noticing the role played by genres in structuring everyday communication, students 

pointed out how the mindset underlying genre analyses could be used as tools for 

recontextualizing genres across languages. Table 11 displays two testimonies:    

Table 11. Students’ insights about genre analysis as a framework applicable across languages. 

Translated into English Original in Portuguese 

Writing various genres that I had written 
only in English expanded my horizons as a 
writer and made me think about how I 

Escrever vários gêneros de texto que eu somente 
tinha escrito em Inglês expandiu meus horizontes 
como escritor e me faz pensar em como eu podia 
e queria expressar estes tipos de pensamentos 
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could and wanted to express these types of 
thoughts in another language.  
[...]  
By writing various types of text in 
Portuguese, I increased my repertoire as a 
writer in terms of language, argumentation 
and vocabulary as subtopics related to 
what it means to be a writer in a language. 
[...] 
I know that many of the lessons in this 
class are transferable to any type of 
writing, especially in terms of writing 
process. I internalized these elements in 
class, including the formal or academic 
writing in Spanish and English for my own 
enjoyment.  

(Jane) 

num outro idioma. [...] Em escrever varias tipos 
de texto em português, eu aumentei meu 
reportório como escritor em termos de gênero, 
mas também em termos de linguagem, 
argumentação, e vocabulário como subtópicos 
relacionados a o que significa de ser autor numa 
língua.[...]  
eu sei que muitos das lesões dessa aula são 
transferíveis a qualquer tipo de escritura, 
especialmente em termos do processo de 
escrever. Internalizei estes elementos da aula, e 
vou utilizá-los em outras esferas da escritura, 
incluso a escritura formal ou acadêmica em 
inglês e espanhol e nos diferentes gêneros de 
textos em português para minha desfrutação. 

(Jane, portfolio reflection) 

Far from being a translation activity given 
that I already had versions of both texts in 
English, the preparation activities to 
compose the CV and the job application 
letter helped me to think a bit more about 
the texts’ rhetoric, the organization, and 
the persuasive effect per se. [...]  
Evaluating my progress so far on 
composition in Portuguese, I feel that the 
aspects that I improved the most were: 
adapting my text to the interlocutor, the 
transitions, and above all, my vocabulary 
repertoire.  

(Carlos) 

Longe de ser uma atividade de tradução dado 
que eu já tinha verões de ambos textos em inglês, 
as a atividades em preparação para a redação 
do C.V. e a carta de apresentação me ajudaram 
a pensar um pouco mais na retorica dos textos, a 
organização, e o efeito persuasivo em si. [...]  
Avaliando o meu progresso ate agora com a 
redação na linga portuguesa, eu sinto que os 
aspetos nos que eu melhorei mais foram: a 
adaptação do texto para o interlocutor, as 
transições, e sobre tudo o meu repertorio de 
vocabulário. 

(Carlos, portfolio reflection) 

 
Jane and Carlos noticed changes in their rhetorical flexibility after they completed the 

course, citing a more conscious thought of how to express specific content in another language 

(Jane) and adapting the text to the interlocutor (Carlos), a practice that went beyond simply 

translating texts previously written in other languages. Conversely, these students noticed 

improvement in vocabulary repertoire in Portuguese, which even reflected in new perspectives 

on using language in both English and Spanish (Jane). These examples allow us to draw some 

theoretical observations about multilingual genre knowledge development. First, the noticed 
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improvement in vocabulary knowledge points to a language-specific nature of formal 

knowledge, which is added with repeated experience with specific genres across languages. 

Second, being prompted to write familiar genres in other languages is also prone to developing 

rhetorical flexibility and increasing genre awareness. While previous studies have argued that 

asking students to write to different audiences is a useful way to develop genre knowledge (e.g., 

Driscoll et al., 2019), adding the multilingual layer to this equation may turn the 

recontextualization process more demanding and, consequently, may also exercise rhetorical 

flexibility and contribute to multilingual genre knowledge development.  

Metacognitive knowledge and genre awareness. Conditional knowledge enables deep 

thinking about why one does something in a certain way. Students’ justifications about elements 

of genres considered during their writing process therefore offer indicia of how genre awareness 

can be considered metacognitive in nature. As illustrated by the genre knowledge framework 

underlying this analysis (Tardy et al., 2020), developing genre knowledge entails knowledge of 

both the social context in which genres are produced and also convenient engagement in 

metacognition to understand genres’ elements and their role in the overall meaning conveyance 

process. Genre knowledge may thus be developed not only by becoming familiar with the 

features and how to use them to achieve rhetorical purposes but also by being aware of the self-

regulatory strategies and the personal strengths and weaknesses that may help or hinder one’s 

writing process.  

We can see how a genre perspective complexifies this process. One the one hand, 

fostering genre awareness will provide writers with analytical tools (e.g., notions of content 

adaptation, orientation to audience, word choice, etc.) to apply when writing specific genres 

across languages. On the other hand, the analysis and production of specific genres will always 
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be contingent upon one’s personal experiences across languages and contexts, which forms a 

subconscious layer. However, acknowledging individual differences in knowledge building is 

productive for both learners and teachers. While we can’t access subconscious knowledge of 

previous genres, creating tasks that require students to engage metacognition can enable deep 

thinking both about one’s abilities as a writer and the text’s requirements given a specific 

situation. The fact that this reasoning may be broad or general in degrees (“I have trouble with 

planning my writing ahead of time”; “Writing narratives is easy”, or “I can’t write novels, but I 

am pretty good with poems”) may represent the fine and gradual line separating and connecting 

general metacognition and genre awareness.  

This section will thus present categories coded as broader metacognition through a 

bottom-up approach (see Appendix K for coding scheme). Table 12 displays frequency and 

distribution of themes associated with metacognition across the data (journals, genre analysis 1 

and 2, and portfolio reflection). The column “Students” refers to how many students mentioned 

that specific category (e.g., 19 students described themselves as writers), the number of files 

refers to the number of files across tasks and students that contained mentions to a specific 

category, and “Occurrences" refers to how many times that category was coded across students 

and tasks. The description of each code is found in Appendix K.  

As can be seen, all the students expressed some sort of reflection towards themselves 

(self-knowledge), the learning tasks (cognitive tasks), and the learning process (strategic 

knowledge), which are categories making up metacognitive knowledge (Flavell, 1979; Negretti 

& McGrath, 2018). Only 3 out of 19 students didn’t mention neither evaluated tasks for learning 

nor specifics about skills learned, as shown by the table below.  
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Table 12. Metacognition: Frequency and Distribution.  

Metacognitive knowledge Students Files Occurrences 

Describing difficulties (and ways to overcome it or not) 19 36 65 

Describing expectations for learning 19 25 36 

Describing oneself as a writer 19 31 61 

Describing strategies and their use and results 19 34 55 

Evaluating the tasks for learning 16 19 38 

Expressing positive feelings about skills learned 16 18 49 

 
The importance of developing students’ metacognitive understanding of genre is 

corroborated by findings of previous studies on metacognition, writing and self-regulation. 

Roderick (2019) found that “articulating a narrative of progress can encourage writers to use the 

problems they encounter to refine their knowledge about the task, place a heightened value on 

difficulty, and increase motivation for persisting with difficulties” (p. 429-430). In this sense, 

encouraging students to describe difficulties and strategies used to overcome them can help 

students better evaluate their challenges and needs and reframe challenges through a solution-

oriented perspective. The two more successful writers in Roderick’s (2019) study took up 

strategies that generated self-regulation by intertwining goal setting and self-reflection. In this 

study, the students who presented more nuanced genre knowledge, integrating rhetorical to 

formal knowledge more explicitly, seemed to also present a clearer sense of more or less useful 

strategies to aid recontextualization in Portuguese in their particular cases. Drawing students’ 

attention to which strategies are more or less helpful for them may optimize engagement with the 

genre and leverage the interaction between previous and emergent knowledge in a more 

productive manner. 
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As a complex construct, genre knowledge building can be facilitated by supporting 

students’ awareness of their unique experiences with language through literacy practices in 

multiple contexts. Showing them that these are all possible relationships to be established, and 

help them to fine tune interpretations of personal experiences with languages and genres for a 

better alignment of expected production is an important contribution the patterns discussed in 

previous sections help us shed light on. In order to better connect the ties of each construct, 

describe interactions amongst them, and discuss how these interactions reveal development of 

specific students’ genre knowledge, the following sections will zoom in into one case study. 

Amanda’s case will help us understand overlaps and intersections of constructs of genre 

knowledge and the role of tasks in fostering genre awareness.  

Amanda: “everything was intentional”. Amanda’s self-perception as a writer and 

influence of previous background. Amanda started learning Spanish in kindergarten and 

described her proficiency level as “pretty advanced for a non-native Spanish speaker” (Amanda, 

interview) by the time she graduated from high school. Besides her twin brother who attended 

Spanish classes with her in high school but didn’t pursue language studies any further, she 

mentioned that no one else in her family speaks an additional language. Interested in becoming 

trilingual, she started learning Portuguese at 18, however, “it started off pretty slow just because 

the availability of classes and there’s not very many classes total,” so she took “maybe one or 

two a year” with a total of “six or seven Portuguese classes” taken to the point of our interview. 

That semester was also her last semester as an undergraduate. About her Portuguese proficiency 

level, she said: “I would probably consider myself an intermediate Portuguese speaker” 

(Amanda, interview). 
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In her first journal, Amanda said she wasn’t sure who she was as a writer although she 

did recognize that writing occupied an important role in her life. She didn’t provide examples of 

practices in English or Spanish to explain her point, but she did mention previous emails written 

in Portuguese to doctors in Brazil and how that moment represented an important step because 

she intended to pursue Medical school. She recognized her reading abilities in Portuguese as an 

asset, and also expressed expectations for learning technical texts. These expectations 

demonstrate a level of awareness of connections between disciplinary domains, register and 

formal knowledge. When assessing her difficulties, she mentioned not being comfortable with 

longer compositions because there was more room for errors. Difficulties with Portuguese were 

defined as “I try to use words from Spanish,” and “I need to get better in practicing Portuguese 

vocabulary until I don’t do this anymore” (Amanda, journal entry 1).   

From these passages we notice that, while the advanced proficiency in reading was not 

explicitly associated with a positive contribution from Spanish, the challenges with writing were 

defined as Spanish interference. In addition, the example she provided to reflect on herself as a 

writer emanated from a situation of writing in a real context for authentic purposes. These two 

aspects shed light on different facets (implicitly) forming her conceptualization of writing: 

writing as a crosslingual interference-free activity, and the writer as someone able to participate 

in a specific social practice.  

Genre awareness serving genre-specific knowledge development. The two 

pedagogical modules that preceded the midterm included consciousness raising tasks like genre 

analysis of various genre-specific samples with focus on content, rhetorical organization, 

phraseology and lexicogrammatical features. In addition, the creation of mind maps and 

journaling aided to brainstorm, recognize and organize all genre-specific dimensions. As 
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mentioned, students were required to write a cover letter to nominate a library project to win an 

award sponsored by the city’s Secretary of Culture.  

In the genre analysis of the text she wrote in the midterm, Amanda’s attention was 

directed to the verb tenses and how they served the way she manipulated the content: past for 

accomplished activities, future for upcoming advantages the library would benefit from. Drawing 

from semantic fields, she reported to have utilized lexicon related to social actions, which could 

emphasize the project’s achievements. She didn’t mention which words she included in these 

categories, but her original text presented rhetorical moves such as “We would like to emphasize 

the importance of access to educational resources” and “Before our social actions, there was 

essentially no easy access to reading and, for this reason, I saw a strong opportunity to 

implement real changes in my community.” These passages, for example, do incorporate lexicon 

that emphasize both social actions and achievements conveyed through a resolute stance. 

Amanda considered that her experience in a similar organization helped her understand the 

context, thus providing advanced subject-matter knowledge. In this organization, she had 

experience writing similar genres, which also contributed to knowing the letter’s structure and its 

socio-rhetorical purpose, therefore supporting a less challenging recontextualization process.  

As the course progressed, I perceived more interconnection among genre dimensions in 

her final genre analysis, in which she analyzed an opinion piece about the increase in the number 

of people living by themselves. Similar to the first analysis, she mentioned verb tenses and 

vocabulary and connected their functions to content, however, she added that she wanted to 

construct a positive image of the context, which demonstrates a clearer consideration of her 

readership and the purpose of this genre. Amanda explicitly referred to the audience: “I also 

chose to use personal expressions so that the reader can relate to the social movement and 
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imagine why so many people live like that” (Amanda, final exam analysis). This excerpt shows 

her reasoning behind the effects of each choice: topics, verb tenses, vocabulary. Also, it shows 

how she draws from her knowledge of the genre opinion piece this time, and how she considered 

the rhetorical purpose when writing the text.  

Both passages where she explains reasons behind choices showed evidence of genre 

awareness, which also demonstrated she was engaging metacognitive knowledge since she was 

required to describe not only what she knows about the specific genre she had just produced but 

also how she wrote it by citing and justifying why she selected those linguistic and content 

features. The complexity of knowledge she was prompted to demonstrate by the task was based 

on how intrinsically connected she described the features of at least the four genre dimensions.  

The point I want to make here is that considering genre awareness fully language independent 

allows the individual to develop meta-awareness of specific genres in any one language as well 

as to hold broader awareness about genres across languages (see also Tardy et al., 2020). The 

fact that genre awareness is not dependent upon one specific language results in a productive 

process for multilinguals because it serves genre-specific knowledge, which is partly language-

dependent. For example, when writing the midterm exam text, Amanda mentioned she was 

familiar with the cover letters written by organizations in English. This familiarity did not 

require her to engage heavily in her metacognitive knowledge to adapt previous knowledge of 

the subject-matter and the rhetorical features needed in that case. However, as can be noticed in 

her genre analysis, her attention was more consciously directed to the language-dependent 

portion of the cover letter, driving her to engage in metacognition to select the formal resources 

in Portuguese, i.e., appropriate expressions, vocabulary and register. On a note on linguistic 

boundary fluidity, genre awareness would also enable the recognition of situations in which 
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code-meshing and genre play (Tardy, 2016b) is encouraged or well-received given the audience 

and the context of use.        

Genre awareness fostered by metacognitive scaffolds. Amanda’s accounts of her 

writing processes in the genre analysis tasks revealed how familiarity with previous situations 

and genres in other languages facilitated her recontextualization of similar genres in Portuguese. 

However, metacognitive scaffolds used in class aided Amanda to plan and monitor her writing of 

less familiar genres as well. More specifically, she said that “it was helpful to write a detailed 

draft based on my map and, later on, write as detailed as possible so that I could obtain valuable 

feedback” (Amanda, portfolio reflection). Amanda explains in detail her reasoning when writing 

both versions of the trip report, the first genre written in the course:  

In the first draft, I simply wrote in a ‘flow of consciousness’ about the favorite trip I’ve 

ever done. Although it had been beneficial to put all my ideas on paper, the reflection 

about my trip had neither purpose nor a real advice for others, and it was badly 

organized. In addition, I didn’t take into consideration that a trip report should look very 

differently than a classic essay. For my final draft, I decided to use my experience to 

concentrate on university young people that travel around Europe. In doing this, I could 

give them useful tips and use the destinations I visited as illustrations to these points. 

(Amanda, portfolio reflection, italics added)  

In this testimony, Amanda describes the development of her rhetorical knowledge. By 

understanding the socio-rhetorical situation in which the text is inserted, she realized that a 

“classic essay” was not suitable - due to its lack of form and organization, and irrelevant content 

and unclear purpose - would not fulfill the task requirement. The exercise of her rhetorical 

flexibility through writing multiple versions and fostered by analysis of authentic trip reports, 
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scaffolded mind maps and journaling activated metacognition, which fueled into genre 

awareness. Along the course, her acute genre awareness and rhetorical flexibility, fostered by 

repeated practice with an ongoing negotiation between more or less familiarity with specific 

genres in multiple contexts across languages, turned into a more integrated multilingual genre 

knowledge. For instance, she noticed that her opinion piece draft, the fifth genre written in the 

course, was the one that required less changes, which she believes had an effect from repeated 

practice. 

We went back to this topic after six months of course completion. In the interview, 

Amanda once again mentioned the importance of the structured process to write genres:  

I enjoyed the process of getting to a final product. Except those like smaller ones, most of 

the time we had one or two drafts and you would get feedback, and I felt like by that final 

assignment I was much better at being very precise with my use of language depending 

on the context of the type of writing I was doing, stuff like that. So just like kind of going 

slow and taking step by step and knowing that writing is a process. You’re not just like 

slapping something on a piece of paper once and being done with it. (Amanda, interview) 

Since she had taken writing classes before, I also wanted to know how much of this 

perception was coming from previous experiences. She answered: “I would say I definitely have 

[experience with scaffolds] but it is usually an afterthought where maybe you do bring in a draft 

and do a peer review, but I don’t know. It just wasn’t as purposeful in my opinion usually in 

thinking of all these steps that we took.” Amanda stressed that other classes would be “more 

focused on the maybe the content of what’s going to be in your writing” instead of considering 

rhetorical purpose, register, interlocutor, word choices, and proposing multiple tasks to address 
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these aspects. “[T]aking the time to do those little things makes a big difference”. (Amanda, 

interview)  

When I asked about Amanda’s writing process nowadays, she did specify one genre but 

said that an approach she has taken to all texts is “being intentional with what you’re trying to 

argue” (Amanda, interview). When explaining what she meant by intentional, she mentioned 

characteristics such as an attitude of anticipating how long specific writing stages might take 

“Versus sometimes it’s easy to just find some information and slap it in an essay and hope you 

say what you think you’re going to say” (Amanda, interview). These passages demonstrate that 

her genre awareness is strengthening process knowledge, which includes knowledge of “the 

actual composing processes that aid the writer in text completion” (Tardy, 2009, p. 21). 

Amanda’s orientation to writing also demonstrates integration of process and rhetorical 

knowledge when she realizes her role as a writer when making careful selection of language to 

achieve the genre’s purpose and helping users of the genre understand it as intended. The 

challenging aspect of recontextualization in some genres was also recognized: “And sometimes 

like the order in which you introduce things, how you explain to them, how you elaborate on 

them takes a lot more thought than you might anticipate” (Amanda, interview). These aspects 

reveal the availability of genre awareness to support composing processes across languages, at 

the same time it reveals the role of metacognitive knowledge in supporting genre knowledge 

development. These passages reveal a clearer comprehension of herself as a writer, at the same 

time she describes difficulties and ways to overcome them through specific strategies, which are 

applicable across genres.  

Reconceptualizing writing: writing as composing genres in Portuguese. By the time 

Amanda concluded the course, she noticed progress in her writing. Her first trip report had 335 
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words, whereas the second draft counted with 442 words with pictures and a catchy title. The 

first draft of her opinion piece had 730 words, whereas the second draft had 773. Considering the 

specificities of each genre, she progressively increased number of words at the same time she 

increased her metacognitive understanding of writing process in Portuguese. In her opinion, the 

opinion piece “was the most decisive draft so far. In comparison to the first draft of my trip 

report, the first draft of my opinion piece had very few grammatical errors. I still commit errors 

with noun and verb agreement as well as word choice occasionally, but I got better in not using 

Spanish words” (Amanda, portfolio reflection). 

After reemphasizing that a clearer definition of boundaries between Spanish and 

Portuguese and a more automatic use of appropriate words were her biggest weakness in 

previous courses, Amanda affirmed: “With this significant improvement, I had more time to 

revise my article critically, focusing on how to clarify my evidences and reorganize paragraph 

structure” (Amanda, portfolio reflection). This last sentence from Amanda’s testimony represents 

an important reflection about the role of formal knowledge in FL genre development, and how 

much attention students might devote to genre dimensions in expense of others depending upon 

their proficiency level. By expanding students’ vocabulary repertoire and solidifying their 

knowledge of linguistic boundaries, students may feel more prepared to manipulate genres and 

navigate discourses. Amanda’s case also shows how expanding vocabulary and solidifying 

grammatical knowledge does not need to be done separately from learning how to write specific 

genres for real purposes. Amanda affirmed that the class “felt like a turning point” because she 

didn’t have to look up tons of words and conjugations and she grants this progress to the amount 

of writing done in class since, as she said, “it is just a muscle you have to work”. Through 

working this muscle, Amanda felt like her “writing knowledge was reformulated”: “now I use 
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language as a tool to amplify my ideas. I used to think that only ideas mattered, but now I 

understand that a combination of format, organization, and word choice contributes to the 

general diffusion of a text” (Amanda, portfolio reflection). As Amanda demonstrated throughout 

the course and the data collection process for this study, language use is now seen as situated, 

which is applicable to any setting. This approach seems to resemble the ability to pay attention to 

generic features and to verbalize the understanding of genre and genre variation across languages 

(Gentil, 2011). 

Discussion and conclusion 

 This chapter explored whether the metacognitive scaffolds implemented in a foreign 

language writing classroom facilitated the use of multilingual students’ genre-specific knowledge 

in other languages to write specific genres in Portuguese. This investigation also addressed ways 

in which these tasks supported multilingual genre learning.  

 The analysis was theoretically grounded in the perspective that genre-specific knowledge 

and genre awareness are two integrated but distinguishable constituents of genre knowledge 

(Tardy, 2019; Tardy et al., 2020). The tasks implemented in the course aimed thus to foster 

students’ genre awareness through active engagement in metacognition in multiple levels: by 

reflecting on strengths and difficulties as writers in multiple languages, recalling practices with 

specific genres across languages, analyzing genre samples and building visual mind maps, 

among others. The rationale behind this approach is that once students are able to pay attention 

to genre-specific features in one language, this knowledge becomes available for use in other 

languages (Gentil, 2011) as it becomes part of their genre awareness therefore available across 

languages (Tardy et al., 2020). Findings showed that the tasks analyzed in this chapter did 

promote genre awareness, however, the degree to which students developed genre awareness 
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varied across individuals. I will discuss these results in this section and derive both theoretical 

and pedagogical implications for multilingual genre knowledge development in FL classes.  

 Findings indicated that students manifested genre awareness by progressively connecting 

previous notions of writing and linguistic accuracy to emergent notions of genre and the 

importance of integration between linguistic features and features pertaining to other dimensions. 

Analysis of journal entries in the beginning of the course revealed a vague conceptualization of 

writing marked by expectations of linguistic accuracy improvement, which would be 

automatically equated with improvement in writing skills. By the middle of the course, the first 

genre analysis of their own text during the midterm exam revealed a more solid understanding of 

the interconnection between linguistic choices and rhetorical purposes. This integration was 

manifested more prominently by some students than others. Some of the students who presented 

a more simplistic view of genres attained their choice justification to content or topic without 

mentioning audience or purpose. These patterns could be associated with an earlier stage of 

genre development, corroborating Driscoll et al. ’s (2019) findings. Their study showed that 

content and procedural knowledge categories co-occurred more frequently with simplistic genre 

codes, which may “represent rudimentary understanding that provide a foundation for genre 

knowledge development” (Driscoll et al., 2019, p. 19). In the FL writing class context, this 

behavior might indicate that linguistic accuracy may not be the most important aspect when 

recontextualizing genres, but it may influence students’ confidence in relying on language to 

assess text quality and justify choices. Students may be using most of the resources available in 

their FL repertoire, and may not necessarily feel that they have enough repertoire in one specific 

language to choose from and use in the form of choice justifications. This effect may also be 

perceived in responses that mention semantic field (when students reported using words like 
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please and hope to convey stance) with no further elaboration. Another aspect is that subject-

matter knowledge, as a non-language dependent knowledge dimension, can be seen as a more 

solidified dimension of students’ genre awareness and sustain the emergent integrated notion of a 

genre analysis framework. This discussion also stresses the partly-language-dependent character 

of formal knowledge: while students need to have lexicon to express their thoughts in writing, 

the knowledge base to interpret content can partially come from other languages.  

Affirming that genre-specific knowledge is partly-language-dependent opens up a 

window to manners in which teachers can foster genre awareness, drawing connections between 

specific genres across languages. While students’ unfamiliarity with specific genres may not 

heterogeneously feed into students’ genre knowledge, presenting this comparison with the 

support of other metacognitive scaffolds that help students construct knowledge about that genre 

can be helpful. In the case of Amanda, this moment of awake was experienced in the beginning 

of the course, when she rewrote her trip report. The threshold concept that enabled her to realize 

that a trip report was different than a classic essay was awareness of rhetorical knowledge, which 

was consistently integrated to her genre awareness and applied in later texts. This episode is also 

aligned with Driscoll et al. (2019), who defended that rhetorical knowledge should be treated as 

a threshold concept.  

The extent to which this process was more easily performed by L2 Spanish speakers 

versus heritage Spanish speakers need to be explored in further research. In this study, we could 

observe that a faster integration of genre knowledge dimensions was perceived in L2 Spanish 

speakers (e.g., Muriel, Brenda, Jane, Amanda) though this difference can’t be proven significant 

since heritage bilingual Spanish speakers also demonstrated important progress by the end of the 

course (e.g., Carlos, Daniela, Alexia). In this respect, while L2 Spanish speakers generally begin 
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to actively engage in metalinguistic exercises and learn-to-write processes earlier in their FL 

studies, bilingual/heritage Spanish speakers may be more likely to engage in the solidification 

and expansion of language along with multilingual genre knowledge only in college. This 

experience is even dependent upon writing approaches and learning cultures within disciplines, 

which results in the heterogeneous and idiosyncratic student profiles. The implementation of 

broader and comprehensive tasks are therefore likely to address a wider range of needs.    

These findings also stress the importance of pedagogical tasks that help students delve 

into their multilingual practices to foster genre awareness and enable genre-specific knowledge 

application across languages. Since social context constitutes genre knowledge’s base layer, 

multilingual speakers can benefit from exploring practices through which their translingual 

competence develops. Student responses that drew from previous experiences with situations in 

multilingual settings proved a useful anchor to support connections between genres realized in 

different languages. For example, students who had worked in similar social organizations were 

able to understand the exigencies that genres realized within that socio-rhetorical context may 

demand. This familiarity with the social context provided them with valuable tools to interpret 

the source text and draw connections of similarities and differences between the target context in 

another language. For students with no similar experiences, teaching them methods to search for 

authentic genre samples is helpful. For instance, students can conduct mini-ethnographies (Johns, 

1998; Swales, 1990) to identify and observe genre networks in different languages and compare 

them.  

Since comparison of two or more specific genres prompted students to use genre analysis 

as a framework and helped them understand genre-specific features and their functions, activities 

such as crosslingual genre production and translation of genres to different audiences can 
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promote genre awareness and build genre-specific knowledge across languages (Tardy et al., 

2020) in a more nuanced way. Despite the progressive interconnection of formal and rhetorical 

knowledge perceived in students’ comments, reflections on genre fluidity and variability were 

not very prominent. Assigning extra crosslingual activities, including genre play and 

metacognitive scaffolds focused on variation, may further underscore language and genre 

fluidity. These types of tasks may help expand students’ genre-specific knowledge beyond the 

use of discrete lexicogrammatical structures in a handful of situations, and better exercise their 

rhetorical flexibility.  

Genre awareness is closely related to metacognition, so Amanda’s case study allowed me 

to explore in more depth the interaction between these two constructs and how they iteratively 

serve genre-specific knowledge. This analysis helped me illustrate the “dynamic sociohistorical, 

cultural and personal conditions that shape how and why students relate to and make use of their 

discursive resources” (Reiff & Bawarshi, 2011, p. 334). First, Amanda was able to negotiate 

knowledge of formal elements in light of their rhetorical purposes, therefore she solidified 

conjugations and vocabulary in Portuguese through repeated practice. As a result, this increase in 

perceived language accuracy occurred along with a perceived strengthening of her translingual 

competence. Indeed, this happened once she felt more confident when using genre awareness to 

recontextualize specific genres in Portuguese and in other languages after the class. The 

opportunity to write genres that were familiar to her in other languages was beneficial by 

facilitating her understanding through comparison of rhetorical purposes and conventions across 

multilingual settings. For instance, Amanda said that she enjoyed writing the resume because she 

based it off from her CV in English. After seeing the formats used by her classmates, she noticed 

her resume was not easy to read. She said: “Using my classmates’ resumes as inspiration, I added 
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lines in between sections, and reorganized my experiences with what is more relevant and 

current” (Amanda, portfolio reflection). She used genre-specific knowledge built in the 

Portuguese class to revise her resume in English and apply for internships in English-speaking 

contexts. This was possible due to a perceived solidification of genre-specific knowledge 

crosslinguistically, which happened through heightening awareness of rhetorical purpose and 

audience. 

Amanda’s case illustrates how developing rhetorical flexibility encompasses “task 

perceptions, metacognitive awareness, and criteria for evaluation” (Negretti, 2012, p. 173). In the 

same vein, “setting problem-driven goals, framing solution-oriented problems, and articulating a 

narrative of progress” (Roderick, 2019, p. 430) can give students’ more confidence about how 

they are using language and orienting features within a specific genre. This close relationship 

between genre awareness and metacognition may be therefore the underlying key ability that 

enables evaluation of a user’s writing, self-regulation, and adaptation of genre knowledge in the 

face of familiar and unfamiliar specific genre composing across languages. As Amanda defined 

it, this understanding of writing as a social practice realized through genres can be achieved 

through intentionality: in every text, one does not pose attention only into grammatical accuracy 

but also adjusts other genre knowledge dimensions. In a multilingual genre learning perspective, 

such intentionality can more productively be applied once students develop genre awareness and 

notice conventions and fluidity across languages.  
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CHAPTER 4 INTERSECTIONS OF IDENTITY AND FORMAL KNOWLEDGE IN 

MULTILINGUAL GENRE LEARNING 

 

This chapter will build upon histories and life situations of one English/Spanish heritage 

bilingual speaker, Pablo, to examine how his accounts of the use of multiple languages across 

contexts intersect with his identity negotiation and genre knowledge development across 

languages. More specifically, these elements will be analyzed in light of the social ecologies 

Pablo was involved in and how they influenced his perceptions of language ideologies, the use of 

spoken and written genres, and the process of learning how to write specific genres in a foreign 

language. Relevant to this analysis is to discuss how social mediation, power, access, and 

resource availability influence genre knowledge development since genre, discourse, and identity 

are closely related (Tardy, 2016a). These elements will allow me to explore the broader research 

question: How does one student in a genre-based writing class draw on his genre repertoires and 

genre knowledge in other languages to write in Portuguese as an additional language?  

The choice of Pablo as a focal participant was due to his frequent deliberate attendance to 

my office hours, which provided me with more detailed accounts of his home and 

interdisciplinary experiences. Reflections about these conversations were registered in my 

instructor journal (see more about instructor journal as a method in Chapter 2). These notes were 

triangulated with Pablo’s written assignments, journal entries, mind maps, student journals, the 

portfolio reflection, and the post-course completion interview. The analysis was guided by 

Tardy, Sommer-Farias and Gevers’ (2020) framework of genre knowledge, metacognition and 

recontextualization as well as Tardy’s (2009) multidimensional knowledge framework. Both 

approaches offer useful heuristics to analyze dimensions of genre knowledge development and 
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offer a comprehensive framework to operationalize analysis around the processes in which genre 

knowledge development might occur, taking into account social context, multilingualism and 

metacognition. The analysis paid attention to the role formal knowledge played in his perception 

of particular language features and used his phonetic awareness as a tool to differentiate forms 

within his dynamic repertoires of knowledge (Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2012) to write in Portuguese 

and other languages and disciplines. While Chapter 3 presented a more detailed account of 

Amanda’s multilingual genre development and influences of English and Spanish learned in 

instructional settings, in this chapter I will discuss how Pablo negotiated identities influenced by 

language ideologies about English and Spanish learned in informal situations. Finally, I will 

reconstruct Pablo’s trajectory when applying his translingual competence to navigate multiple 

educational settings. 

Genre learning and heritage speakers: developing literacy practices across languages  

Our social practices are enacted through speech and written genres that make up the 

communities we are part of. Having access to the space in which these genres are performed is 

not enough though. Bazerman (2002) argued that “going to the place is only the first step, for 

once you are there you need access and encouragement to engage with particular people in 

particular roles, use particular resources, and take part in particular experiences and activities” 

(Bazerman, 2002, p. 14). Multilinguals build their linguistic repertoires by participating in a wide 

array of social practices. In this sense, I will define multilingualism as a “dynamic and socially 

oriented ability to participate in social practices using two or more languages or language 

varieties” (Tardy et al., 2020). Through exposition or active engagement in social practices 

across languages, multilinguals become multicompetent language users (Cook, 2008).  
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Genres are developed at the same time identities are negotiated as they represent sites of 

participation and positioning within communities of practice. Since these social ecologies reflect 

power structures, individuals perceive ideologies and modes of meaning making through 

engagement with the activities and people associated with genres. In other words, “Identities and 

forms of life get built within the evolving social spaces identified by recognizable 

communicative acts” (Bazerman, 2002, p. 17). Case studies such as Prior's (1991) and 

Casanave’s (2002), for example, show students developing genre knowledge and identity 

through a constant remaking process as they occupy academic spaces gradually through their 

writing. In the case of multilingual writers, identity formation is influenced by the particular and 

changing forms of discourse occurring in various languages and sometimes transnational 

contexts. Haneda (2005), for example, tells the story of Jim and changing perceptions of his own 

language as he travelled to Japan from Canada as a heritage speaker of Japanese. These cases 

illustrate that “[l]inguistic and discursive resources are not simply set aside or exchanged when 

we encounter new contexts; rather, we carry them with us, consciously or unconsciously, and 

they come to bear on the way we can access, experience, and participate in various contexts, 

including college composition courses” (Bawarshi, 2010, p. 196). The multidimensional set of 

skills multicompetent writers negotiate when they shuttle between languages (Canagarajah, 

2011) include an array of available identity categories. Language ideologies play an important 

role in identity construction and therefore in practices of individuals, which are intricately related 

to both the cultural contexts of language use and “the histories and life situations of individual 

learners” (Showstack, 2018, p. 97). These histories of life give insights into “the complex 

interplay between L2 learners’ lived experiences embedded in their daily interactions with others 

and the macrosocial milieux in which their use of the L2 occurs” (Haneda, 2005, p. 269).  
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Heritage speakers and genres  

The student profiles of Peter and Stella (mentioned in Chapter 1) as well as Pablo (focus 

participant in this chapter) make up a considerable portion of classes in the Portuguese program 

in Southwest University. Their unique trajectories within and across languages, language 

varieties and contexts of use are crucial in singularly forming their abilities and identities as 

heritage and bilingual speakers. 

Research endeavors have described bi/multilinguals on the base of at least proficiency 

and usage (Cenoz, 2013; Treffers-Daller & Silva-Corvalán, 2016). Valdés (1997), for instance, 

investigated heritage students’ familiarity with reading and writing practices across languages in 

order to provide a list of profiles of heritage students taking Spanish language courses. The eight 

different profiles revealed by Valdés (1997) illustrate the complexity of heritage students’ 

literacy practices through proficiency and literacy ranges: for instance, while some learners were 

schooled in a Spanish-speaking country with no knowledge of English, others developed good 

academic skills in English and are speakers of rural or of more prestigious Spanish varieties. 

Many studies have discussed the factors that significantly contribute to language development of 

heritage speakers, such as contexts of acquisition, educational experiences, and preferred 

language practices (Gatti & O’Neil, 2017). These studies also emphasize bilingualism as a 

complex and necessarily multidimensional phenomenon and serve as an argument for different 

definitions of bi/multilingualism to account for group heterogeneity (Bassetti & Cook, 2011).  

To leverage students’ rich linguistic repertoires when writing in another language, both 

the fact that students use more than one language frequently at home and school (perspective 

usually taken by educators), or their ability to comprehend and produce spoken, written or signed 

languages (definitions for purposes of bilingual cognition research) (Bassetti & Cook, 2011) are 
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relevant to consider. These specificities mark the experience of the individual with the language 

and shapes singularly their linguistic repertoires and identities. Along these lines, it is paramount 

to keep in mind that “the labels ascribed to second language writers are often limiting and not 

reflective of students’ self-perceptions of identity” (Tardy, 2016a, p. 253).  

Heritage speakers in the FL writing class  

Several scholars have pointed at the lack of research and the unclear place of writing in 

the FL curriculum in the U.S. context (Allen, 2018; Haneda, 2007; Reichelt, 1999, 2011, 2016; 

Reichelt, Lefkowitz, Rinnert, & Schultz, 2012, among others). Discussions around “the lack of a 

unified sense of the purpose of writing within the FL curriculum” (Reichelt, 2001, p. 578) has 

urged scholars to suggest ways to overcome this issue. Recent edited volumes on non-English L2 

writing (Yiğitoğlu & Reichelt, 2019) and L2 writing teachers’ preparation in global contexts 

(Seloni & Lee, 2019) represent advances in the fields, addressing a variety of languages, contexts 

and practices.  

In the field of FL curriculum in the U.S., particular attention has been given to the 

development of advanced FL literacy (e.g., Byrnes & Sprang, 2004; Kern, 2000). While process 

approaches slowly replaced product approaches in the 1990s (Allen, 2018), writing-to-learn 

practices became common. Research of Anglophone learners of Spanish as a FL and heritage 

language (HL) has shown that writing-to-learn practices (aimed at developing accuracy) fail to 

address students such as heritage speakers (Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 2011). To address this, the 

authors suggested developing rhetorical skills and genre knowledge use beyond the FL 

classroom. The need to cater to rhetorical exigencies other than academic language use in FL 

classes marks one important difference between FL and EFL writing classes, since English’s 

pervasiveness as the language for science communication in many institutions globally gave 
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research and academic genres an important place in EFL classes. Learning how to write in a 

foreign language other than English may be therefore driven by different motivations (Reichelt, 

1999; 2001). Studies have described writing tasks around recipes in Basque classes (Manterola, 

2019), job application letters in Turkish (Yiğitoğlu & Reichelt, 2014), digital storytelling (Oskoz 

& Elola, 2016), and trip reports and opinion pieces in Portuguese as discussed in this study. 

Exposure to the FL may be limited to input from the instructor and materials provided in class, 

which can restrict students’ assessment of opportunities for resistance or subversion of forms. 

Fostering motivation to access authentic discourses provided by the web is a strategy to 

minimize this issue (Belcher, 2012). 

If FL writing research is still in an incipient stage, the gap in the FL writing literature in 

regard to heritage learners (Haneda, 2007) and non-English writing is also prominent. Haneda 

(2005, 2007) examined heritage speakers of Japanese in a Japanese writing class from a social 

practice perspective and also pointed at the need to expand students’ repertoires of genres for 

both written and oral communication, a point also defended by Colombi (2009). Suggestions for 

empowering language minority students include incorporating their languages and cultures in the 

curriculum, affirming their identities, and involving them and their home communities in school 

practices (Gentil, 2018b).  

Methodology 

Qualitative coding was used to analyze the first journal entry, the diagnostic assessment, 

the portfolio reflection, writing assignments, and the interview transcript. The written 

assignments and the visual mind maps produced in the Portuguese writing class were coded to 

identify the specificities of the writer’s multidimensional knowledge of different genres over 

time (Tardy, 2009), i.e. whether Pablo mentioned rhetorical, formal, content or process 
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knowledge components. The written texts were compared using the tool DiffChecker (available 

at https://www.diffchecker.com/eNrcGu6n). While this visualization allowed me to more easily 

trace changes in his genre-specific knowledge in Portuguese, the accompanying classroom tasks 

provided further insight into Pablo’s previous genre-specific knowledge and metacognitive 

knowledge. Such sources were triangulated with analysis of the transcription of the post-course 

completion interview. As a result, I was able to construct a composite of Pablo’s trajectory as a 

multilingual speaker, which was used to understand his positioning in the face of multiple 

language repertoires and his use of genre awareness to compose genres across languages and 

disciplines. The timeline of the tasks produced in the Portuguese writing class is found in Table 

13. Excerpts of Pablo’s statements and comments gathered from the data sources are 

incorporated throughout the text between quotation marks.  

Table 13. Data sources and dates. 

Data source Date 
Journal Entry #1 August 2018 
Diagnostic Assessment August 2018 
Visual mind map (2 versions) September 2018 
Trip report (2 versions) September 2018 
Visual mind map (1 version, 1 written note) November 2018 
Opinion piece (2 versions) November 2018 
Portfolio Reflection December 2018 
Interview May 2019 

 

Social participation and language use: Pablo’s negotiation of forms across languages 

Linguistic background 
 

Pablo grew up speaking both English and Spanish. He defined his case as “odd” because, 

in his words, “a lot of students here in the US, they ended up learning one and then the other, 

even if their families are bilingual. Some don’t even learn it, you know, but in my case, my 
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mother had been already, she already knew English, not that well but she knew it, so she was 

constantly forcing me to switch languages” (Interview). Since early childhood, Pablo was 

immersed in social practices involving multiple languages for distinct purposes: switching 

between two languages at home and learning how to phonetically read languages in the choir 

where he sang. These experiences led him to establish a particular relationship with each 

language. He can “make pretty good connections” in Italian but can’t in French because all the 

nasal sounds “throw him off” when he is decoding the written form. He can make good sense of 

German when reading “music world” texts but not books, while in “his weakest language”, 

Russian, he can still sound like he is speaking it. Overall, he can read these languages 

“automatically now” without thinking about them, meaning that he recognizes his ability to 

pronounce linguistic patterns within each language’s sound systems.  

Pablo’s awareness of ideologies associated with both verbal and nonverbal forms of 

expression gradually developed as he moved from elementary and middle school to high school. 

His elementary and middle school was a “minority heavy school as it was mostly Latinx or black 

population with a few refugee populations”, which permitted his use of Spanish in spaces such as 

a few classes and the soccer team. His experiences with the language and social surroundings 

changed when he moved to a new school, afforded by a scholarship to sing in the choir. Besides 

the choir, where it “didn’t matter who you were, they would accept you whether it was language, 

culture, stuff like that,” the school “wasn’t really a welcoming environment”, and Pablo didn’t 

feel “really encouraged to speak in [his] classrooms another language”. This feeling developed 

because other students would not speak to him due to 1) his accent (“they came up to me and 

said you have an accent, you know, so then I started speaking less and less in school, at least in 

my first years, because I wasn’t even aware I had an accent”), and 2) his body language (“no one 
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would speak to me because of the way I walked [...] I have a sway when I walk to a lot of the, 

what I call, sheltered white kids back then, it was how a gangster would walk”). As a result, he 

“would only speak to select few in Spanish” at school. 

At the same time Pablo felt discriminated by “the sheltered white kids” because of his 

language use and practices, he also noticed how, amongst the group he identified with (“it was 

like 34 kids total of us that were like latinas, latinos and latinx”), there was not a unified sense of 

community and sometimes this would generate clashes within this group. Each classmate related 

to a different aspect of Latin culture: some were able to speak and write in Spanish, while others 

didn’t speak it but used to hear the banda music genre, or engaged in Latin food and festivities. 

This account illustrates how heritage speakers of Spanish in the U.S. are a heterogeneous group 

both culturally and linguistically (Colombi & Harrington, 2012).  

As Pablo increased awareness of dominant discourses and interpreted power relations and 

stigma associated to language use as he navigated contexts, he started negotiating ways to 

position himself as a speaker of these languages and index membership to different groups: 

“Over the years I’ve practiced to reduce [my accent]. So right now this is kind of my calm 

English, but if I really want to I can go into Standard English, you know, and it’s just Standard 

English. They speak lower rounder vowels all that stuff”. Not only had he noticed that language 

forms instantiate social values within communities of practice, but he was also able to find tools 

to blend into one community or another to avoid being considered an outsider in each 

community. The awareness of and the critical stance towards linguistic varieties and their social 

representations started to develop during the heritage classes at the university: “it wasn’t until 

like college here in the Heritage program that I started understanding how it’s like, a lot of these 

things happen that are set up systemically in which you start fighting with each other rather than 
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fighting the actual issue.” The discussions promoted in class also contributed to his identity 

formation, since professora Helena (pseudonym) encouraged them to speak in class, even though 

many students were not comfortable with their Spanish varieties. In his case, Helena explained 

about Spanish regional varieties, which led him to understand why people said he speaks 

Mexican Spanish, and how Chicano words, which are part of his variety, work, for example, by 

borrowing root words in English and combining them with Spanish endings: “so emprestamos 

the most from the English language like estoy parkeando.”   

Over the years, Pablo developed control over the forms making up his dynamic linguistic 

repertoire for specific purposes, demonstrating acute rhetorical flexibility. As a result, he enacted 

his translingual competence more confidently by becoming aware of both stigmatized and 

established language varieties. Interestingly, this “shuttling across languages” was fine-tuned 

into a more conscious control of the phonetic level of languages. The recounts he provided 

demonstrate audience awareness and formal knowledge (as more explicitly represented by 

phonetics across languages). Such facts also point at how singularly different rhetorical 

exigencies (Miller, 1984) shape one’s development of multiple languages contributing to a 

hybridized repertoire of knowledge.  

Connections and perceptions of boundaries of a dynamic linguistic repertoire. Since 

his first contact with Portuguese, Pablo would experiment with the porous boundaries between 

the cognate languages by talking to a Brazilian American Latina: “I would just randomly switch 

into Spanish, she would randomly switch into Portuguese, and so it was close enough that we 

would try to have conversations with each other and just to see what we would understand or 

not”. Years after this episode and having concluded two Portuguese language classes in the 

university, he came to my Portuguese writing class still much inclined to perfect his 
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pronunciation of different languages. In his first journal entry, he described his passion for the 

phonetics of words as his strength in Portuguese language, and switching between English, 

Spanish and Portuguese perfectly with no accent1 as a personal goal.  

During individual conferences, Pablo had told me that he used to mix Spanish and 

Portuguese at home when talking to his mom, and would just realize he was speaking Portuguese 

and not Spanish when she gave him a blank face. That episode got repeated during a presentation 

in a Spanish class: he realized he was speaking Portuguese and not Spanish within 10 minutes of 

presentation. He would often justify these lapses as “it just makes more sense in Portuguese”, 

thus referring to his first quick access to Portuguese instead of Spanish words as part of his 

comfort with Portuguese phonetics. 

In regard to writing, Pablo said that he considered his writing skills in Portuguese had 

improved consistently by the end of the semester, arguing that Spanish started to disappear from 

his Portuguese texts. This progress was enabled by a strategy of processing sounds of both 

Spanish and Portuguese when writing in Portuguese: in order to distinguish between languages, 

he would say the word out loud, and evaluate whether the word was in Portuguese or Spanish 

based on its vowels and nasal sounds. He describes this process in the following excerpt: 

“The reason I know I’m speaking Portuguese is because my tongue gets a little looser, I 

think. So I don’t know but instead of saying ya [iɑ], I say já [ʒɑ] començou, çou o dia, já 

começou o dia, and then as long as I remember that all the /o/s that are at the end tend to sound 

like /u/ like that all the time, you know or the /d/ /i/ /t/ /i/. I can switch pretty quickly into 

Portuguese. Especialmente you know, especialmente quando estou falando espanhol. De repente 

 
 
1 Meu forte forte da lingua portuguesa é meu paixão para a fonética das palavras. Um objetivo para a fonética das 
palavras. Um objetivo pessoal é que posso mudar a fonética entre o inglês, espanhol e o português perfeitamente 
para não ter sotaque. (Pablo, journal entry #1) 
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puedo cambiar entre los dos e no sei por que. Então me sai naturalmente e é mais notável com, 

es más notable con, so it’s like this.” (Interview) 

As can be seen in this excerpt (Portuguese is italicized, Spanish is underlined), even 

though he is consciously making the effort to alternate between languages, Pablo engages his full 

linguistic repertoire and comfortably switches between them. Jaspers and Madsen (2019) argue 

that fluidity and fixity shouldn’t be taken as dichotomous relations among systems, “because 

what looks fluid may well have been inspired by mobilising fixed categories, while linguistic 

fixity may be informed by an awareness of fluidity” (p. 11). Pablo’s manner to navigate across 

fluid systems is to use his phonetic awareness to differentiate between English, Spanish and 

Portuguese. This awareness of fluidity serves as a basis to guide him when selecting formal 

features through application of this perception of fixity when writing in Portuguese. Gentil 

(2019) also defined this mechanism as guided by the “stabilized-for-now” perception of 

linguistic fluidity in a connection to the “stabilized-for-now” definition of genres (Schryer, 

1993), which are also fluid. In this sense, Pablo’s use of conversational features doesn’t concern 

adaptation from speech to writing but serves the purpose of using spoken features (i.e. 

phonemes) to help him distinguish language boundaries in the formal level (i.e., lexicon 

recognition) to later on be applied to writing specific genres. In this sense, this personal strategy 

appears to be a powerful tool to sustain his translingual practice since he can more skillfully 

control when he can and wants to codemesh in both oral and written genres. The relationship 

between this aspect of his formal knowledge and genre will be addressed in the later in the 

chapter. The next section will examine the role of teachers in his multilingual identity 

construction. 
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Teachers help and inspire students to enact identities: “can I do it here?”  

Pablo’s interactions with teachers seemed crucial to help him embrace his identities and 

participate in multiple spaces across languages and, ultimately, build a sense of his translingual 

competence. His attention to phonetics was also pervasive in how he interpreted these 

interactions. In high school, he qualified as “phenomenal” the fact that Professora Harrison 

(pseudonym), even with her “heavy heavy American accent”, would respond back to him when 

he switched to his “football-announcer-speed” Spanish. Pablo was also highly impressed when 

he found out that Carla (pseudonym), his Portuguese language instructor in the first semester, 

was not a native speaker, but had grown up in Tucson and learned Portuguese at Southwest 

University just like he was doing. Impressed by what he would consider non-accented 

Portuguese and a cool way to switch between languages, he thought to himself: “if you can do 

that here, I was like, can I totally do it?”.  

In spite of situations when instructors’ language may be disengaged from how students 

would envision themselves using the language in the present and the future (Norton, 2010), 

Pablo had seen teachers’ language varieties and identities positively. Even if not in a conscious 

deliberate stance, the relationship of these instructors with language had the potential to represent 

a counteract to dominant ideologies that marginalize language varieties because they occupy 

positions of power and authority while enacting identities of speakers of those varieties.  

Pablo circulated amongst a range of educational contexts that allowed him to experience 

and unveil perceptions of himself as English, Spanish and Portuguese speaker and construct his 

identities in the face of these perceptions. His experiences seemed to be, even implicitly, 

validated by the instructors. These interactions also seemed to influence how linguistic forms 

were noticed and added to his repertoire. For example, he would incorporate phrases said by the 
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instructors, like “ai Jesus” [ajʒezus] in Portuguese pronunciation instead of “oh Jesus” [ohesus], 

and use it in a translingual manner (inserting [ajʒezus] when speaking Spanish deliberately). 

Such an inspiration came from Louise, his Portuguese literature instructor. These episodes as 

recounted by him seemed to help him see 1) fluidity as acceptable in certain contexts (Louise’s 

case), and 2) the attainability of producing speech within linguistic boundaries, in this case in the 

FL, as both desirable and possible (Carla’s case). 

During our meetings, conferences, interviews, and even during our classes, he was 

welcome to code-mesh to get his point across. When code-meshing was his choice, I responded 

to his question or comment in Portuguese, sometimes using only Portuguese, sometimes also 

mixing languages, to what I followed with a rephrase of his code-meshed comment in 

Portuguese. At the same time I didn’t want to limit Pablo’s and other students’ use of their 

dynamic repertoire to communicate in class, I also wanted to exercise their rhetorical flexibility 

and prepare them to recognize and produce structures within one bounded language, Portuguese, 

in future situations. This teaching practice was also grounded in the principle of benefit 

underlying the exercise of rethinking “knowledge through two languages to uphold linguistic 

boundaries” (Gentil, 2018a). Showstack (2018) argued that “Instructors in multilingual contexts 

can ascribe novice positions to students by correcting and evaluating their language use, and they 

can also position them as experts by acknowledging the knowledge and experiences they bring 

with them to the classroom” (p. 96). By using translingual practices for reflection and as a 

springboard to critically discuss rhetorical purposes, interlocutor expectations in different 

settings, and social validation and stigma, instructors can leverage students’ repertoires and at the 

same time prepare them to manipulate their dynamic linguistic repertoires in their favor.  
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These episodes also put in evidence how “sequences of mediated participation” 

(Bazerman, 2002, p. 15) can also influence relationships and identity through perception, 

evaluation and incorporation of forms into one’s repertoire. These interactions may sharpen the 

perception of us and our actions, motivating “our sense of selves” (Bazerman, 2002, p. 20), and 

guiding the regulation of our actions through the use of languages and language varieties. In 

addition, the recognition of ideologies and power relations embedded in speech and written 

genres constitute important steps towards the development of translingual competence. 

Observing teachers helped Pablo become aware of language ideologies and possibilities to enact 

identities by incorporating linguistic elements or shaping accents when speaking Spanish, 

English and Portuguese. As a result, Pablo reflected upon means to manage his self-

representation by manipulating his dynamic linguistic repertoire through combination of features 

used for both speech and written genres in each context. In this sense, I suggest, drawing from 

Rinnert and Kobayashi (2016), that multicompetent language users construct L1, L2 and L3 

written and speech genres based on the knowledge they have accumulated throughout these 

trajectories. They make decisions, conscious or unconsciously, about the features that suit how 

they want to convey their positioning and identity in specific interactions using genres across 

languages and contexts. Now that I have examined Pablo’s relationship to the different languages 

in his repertoire, I will address his engagement with genres in both Spanish and STEM classes. 

After reflecting on his genre-specific knowledge in these disciplines, I will more closely look at 

his genre knowledge development in the Portuguese writing class.   
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Genres across languages and disciplines  

The access to resources and the occupation of a legitimate participatory role across 

communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) influence genre knowledge development across 

languages. The academic environment constitutes an important community in which “writers 

acquire and strategically deploy genre knowledge as they participate in their field’s or 

profession’s knowledge-producing activities” (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995, p. 477). In this 

section, I will examine Pablo’s growing awareness of specific genres across languages as he 

assumed multiple social roles throughout his academic trajectory.  

Spanish and STEM majors 

As a Spanish major, Pablo took literature classes in which he was required to write 

literature analysis. Since he used to write essays in English and not in Spanish, he found this 

writing experience to be “kind of new”, therefore acknowledging a more challenging 

recontextualization process. He said that the teachers really forced them to write essays well in 

high school, which included “making sure [his] sentences were as grammatically correct as 

possible”, using the “correct words”, and not letting quantity surpass quality. As he started 

classes in the university he realized, by reading his classmates’ essays, how lucky he had been by 

having a supportive family that provided him the opportunity to attend high school even though 

he hated its power dynamics. Enacting these social roles forced Pablo into a process of identity 

negotiation, because he was required to “shuttle between languages” (Canagarajah, 2006) in 

order to respond to various rhetorical exigencies across multilingual settings. This exercise 

consequently helped him increase his “genre awareness, rhetorical flexibility, and audience 

sensitivity” (Gentil, 2011, p. 20). In this sense, developing register as well as critical language 

awareness supported his multilingual identity construction along with genre knowledge 
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development. One example is when Pablo felt more comfortable with his identity of Mexican 

American and Chicano Spanish speaker, and such confidence was applied to his writing in 

Spanish: 

I was just phenomenal finding like an identity with that and then being able to apply that 

in my writing and understanding the differences between using my colloquial words, and 

maybe writing an academic term paper, like the difference between that but also 

understanding the difference between the literary paper, a personal essay, and then 

finally what I’m starting now, because I’ve switched over to doing, I’m also a STEM 

major, then I am starting to understand a lot of research papers. I’ve just finished my 

stats class understanding research papers also in Spanish. (Pablo, interview, italics 

added) 

This quote evidences that navigating across multiple settings and taking up different roles 

gave Pablo the “possibility to sharpen awareness of potential differences in dominant rhetorical 

patterns and reader expectations across languages” (Rinnert & Kobayashi, 2016, p. 375). This 

example also evidences the importance of contextual changes when writers switch languages and 

not solely languages per se (Canagarajah, 2010). At the end, Pablo’s increased genre knowledge 

propelled him to deliberately search and read research articles in Spanish, broadening the scope 

of his English-based STEM genre practices. 

Reading research papers in Spanish demonstrates his agency and investment in exploring 

and purposefully expanding his repertoire of knowledge across languages. His awareness of 

language differences and crosslinguistic influence was also brought about during the activities he 

performed as a journal editor provided by an assistantship through the Spanish department. As an 

editor, Pablo was exposed to articles written in English by authors from Colombia, Spain and 
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Chile. He commented on the revision process: “everything is very straightforward and it’s very 

direct” in English, whereas “in Spanish, everything tends to be passive, and reading a lot of 

Portuguese stuff, it was more passive as well”. He perceived the effect of these structural 

differences when reading the essays: “it would take like four sentences for them to tell me 

something that could have told me in four words, you know”. Even though he affirmed to be 

aware of writers’ multilingual writing process, he said it was driving him “insane for a little bit” 

because a more straightforward narrative, with less “fluff”, would have given them more space to 

expand on the topic and discussion. Interestingly, Pablo was engaged in a translingual 

disciplinary enculturation process by understanding “texts and people’s relationships with texts 

and with other people who are producers and users of texts” (Casanave, 2002, p. 27). In other 

words, Pablo had the opportunity to understand genre practices from the editor’s perspective, 

evaluating the genre based on manipulation of content selection, extensiveness of detail 

description, and rhetorical effects of lexicogrammatical features. Interestingly, he seemed to be 

aware of the importance to evaluate the attainment to genre conventions taking into 

consideration the social context and practices in which the genre was produced (Colombia, Spain 

and Chile) and received (U.S.). Adding a layer of linguistic and transnational boundaries to this 

enculturation seems to be at the core of the process of redefining their identities as multilingual 

writers in each discipline.    

Developing genre knowledge across languages    

Rinnert and Kobayashi (2016) emphasize that educational contexts affect 

multilingualism. We can see this influence in Pablo’s case, not only in terms of literacy and 

speech abilities developed in different languages but also in terms of his bilingual identity and 

affiliations to communities of practice. Having examined Pablo’s multilingual practices and the 
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awareness, interpretation, and enactments of identities across languages and contexts provided 

me with a more in-depth understanding to interpret the elements he included in the genres 

written for the Portuguese class. While the previous sections emphasized Pablo’s positioning in 

relation to the languages he knows, this section will look more closely into Pablo’s genre 

knowledge development as observed in the Portuguese writing class. To do so, I will start with a 

brief discussion on approaches to writing in FL classes that may have influenced Pablo’s 

understanding of the role of writing and language learning. Then, I will analyze his writing 

process when writing two specific genres: a trip report and an opinion piece in Portuguese.  

Now that we know Pablo’s intimate relationship with phonetics, it doesn’t strike as 

surprising that he started the Portuguese writing class by saying in his journal that he needed to 

practice writing with special attention to conjugations and colloquial words2. More specifically, 

his expectations were that he would learn about “structure” in the writing class before taking a 

literary analysis class: “I was going to be writing a lot more which I knew that it was going to 

help me solidify some of my struggles, you know, and understand more of the academic maybe 

writing versus colloquial writing, just understanding the difference between portunhol3” 

(Interview). Pablo’s interest in solidifying differences between Spanish and Portuguese resonate 

the common practice of FL classes that use writing as an activity to practice language, also 

known as writing-to-learn approach (e.g., Manchón, 2011).  

 
 
2 Definitivamente eu necesito que praticar meu escritura (conjugações) e meu habilidade de entender a palavra 
coloquial. Eu acho que minha maior dificuldade é a escritura e minha maior facilidade é o discurso. (Pablo, journal 
entry #1, August 2018) 
3 Portunhol or Portuñol is the mixing variety of Spanish and Portuguese, named after the portmanteau 
Espanhol/Español and Português/Portugués. The same process forms portmanteaus like Spanglish (Spanish and 
English). 
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In fact, Pablo believed that the writing class would help him better distinguish languages 

as well as colloquial and academic writing, which would be essential for his success in future 

literature courses. Pablo’s belief is the symptom of the persistent presence of two-tiered systems 

in many language programs, which contributes to hinder FL writing development by 

perpetuating the writing-to-learn approach and its emphasis on grammatical accuracy (Reichelt 

et al, 2012). Instead of developing writing with a purpose across the curriculum since beginning 

levels, FL writing classes do not necessarily propose writing assignments to produce and 

communicate meaning. As a consequence, “communicative writing tasks become an achievable 

goal for FL student writers only when they reach advanced proficiency in the target language” 

(p. 303). Studies such as Hedgecock and Lefkowitz (2011) and Elola (2018) have shown that 

genres are not a common practice in Spanish writing classrooms, which are more concerned with 

developing students’ grammatical accuracy, leading to an error correction tradition (Reichelt et 

al, 2012). While there are benefits of this approach to language learning, such as increased 

feature noticing and cognitive attentional processes (Manchón, 2011), a literacy-oriented 

approach to genre has the potential to prepare students to interpret these linguistic features as 

realized within socio-rhetorical situations and use writing to respond to them accordingly. 

Understanding genre as a social action means approaching writing as a means to interfere in and 

contribute to these actions, even if these situations don’t constitute immediate exigencies faced 

by the students in the FL context. Nonetheless, a changing and interconnected world transformed 

by internet as well as globalization and immigration waves have the potential to transform this 

reality. Specific genres produced in additional languages are each day more likely to find spaces 

to realize exigencies that transcend national boundaries. Take Pablo’s contact with Portuguese 

through an American Brazilian friend in high school as an example. In our Portuguese writing 
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class, a space for real exchanges was created through a blog in which students post their texts. 

This space represents the possibility to reach a broader audience, therefore not circumscribing 

the teacher as the only reader and not limiting the genre’s circulation to the time and space of the 

classroom in one semester. These aspects resignify and enable a more meaningful genre 

composition process.      

Genre-specific knowledge in the Portuguese writing class 

Previous studies about multilingual writers have revealed singular relationships writers 

establish with their dynamic repertoires of knowledge as they develop genre-specific and 

rhetorical awareness. For instance, while Buthainah felt comfortable with code-meshing in later 

drafts (Canagarajah, 2011), Katia code-meshed in her first drafts and erased meshing at later 

drafts (Gentil, 2018a). These examples from academic writing show the development of 

multilingual writers’ audience awareness and the process through which they underwent to 

produce the rhetorical effect they desired, with or without effects of using multiple languages in 

one text. In Pablo’s case, we have seen how important it is for him to conform with dominant 

linguistic ideologies and produce texts within accepted conventions and linguistic boundaries. 

We saw this thought applied primarily to conversation, when he practiced producing a more 

standard English accent, and further in writing, when he expressed the desire to no longer use 

portunhol in his texts in Portuguese. Nonetheless, traces of his positioning as a bilingual speaker 

connoisseur of a wide variety of languages were inserted in the trip report and in the opinion 

piece in different ways. 

Trip report. The trip report was the first major assignment students had to complete. The 

genre was framed as a text that not only recounted experiences lived during a trip but did so by 

selecting relevant episodes to recommend (or not) specific activities, hotels, and food options to 
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a well-defined audience (family, couples, group of friends, etc.). This characteristic was found in 

trip reports posted in backpacking websites and travel blogs, which were used for genre analysis 

tasks (see Chapter 2 for more details).  

Students responded to a diagnostic assessment task in the beginning of the semester in 

which they had to name five genres and the elements that helped them identify the genre based 

on a short excerpt. This task helped me verify the extent to which students were familiar with 

specific genres. The genre trip report was one of the five genres I selected. The prompt and the 

genre excerpt, taken from a blog post, were the following (Figure 1):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Diagnostic assessment prompt and text excerpt 1 translated to English from original in 

Portuguese. 

Pablo classified this excerpt as a student essay, justifying his choice due to the 

“structured story” and the use of “interesting words” that “are not very common in colloquial 

speech”. His analysis did not mention any elements of content (“jungle”, “cruise ship”, 

“communities living by the river”), hints to author’s positioning and audience (“families have to 

evaluate well if they have this profile”), and tone (use of present tense to signal activities still in 

place instead of the recount of a singular activity in past tense). As I did not gather information 

1. Read the 5 passages below and identify from which sources they may have possibly 
been extracted (for example, magazine, newspaper article, student essay, encyclopedia 
entry, etc.). In the justification part, explain briefly what helped you identify the source.   
 
TEXT 1 
We chose to stay at a jungle hotel. I think that for the kids, especially the younger ones and 
that never slept on a boat, it is calmer. Another hotel option in demand, the cruise ship, has 
the advantage of going to more remote places inside the jungle, but families have to 
evaluate well if they have this profile. In the jungle, one of the most interesting activities 
are the hikings in the forest with lessons about the plants and fruit that mother nature offers 
us so richly and abundantly. The kids get really interested in learning how the communities 
living by the river live and maintain the habits learned with their ancestors. 
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about his practices reading or writing similar genres in Spanish or English, I considered Pablo’s 

unfamiliarity with this genre based on the diagnostic assessment task. Even though, unfamiliarity 

with the test genre diagnostic assessment may as well have influenced his response, my analysis 

is triangulated with journal entries and visual maps. 

In class, we analyzed numerous trip reports, brainstormed in journal writing, created visual 

mind maps, and talked to a travel blogger through Skype. After all these activities, Pablo decided 

to write his text about a summer trip to Greece (the original versions 1 and 2 in Portuguese are in 

Appendix L). He started his text with the sentence “I know I have already talked about my 

experience in Greece”, probably referring to the pre-writing activity completed in the journal. This 

rhetorical choice positions the instructor as the audience instead of a public audience. He continues 

to describe the activities carried out in Greece citing only one visit to a church painted by El Greco. 

The emphasis of subsequent sentences is on details of his interactions with Greek-Italian bilinguals 

with examples such as the pronunciation of the Greek word “ευχαριστω”, which means “thank 

you” in English and is pronounced “ef-ca-ris-to”. In spite of my feedback suggesting more 

attainment to the task prompt through organization of the text in paragraphs and inclusion of 

recommendations to a more public audience, his adaptations for the second draft consisted of more 

information on his experience as a translator of Italian, or “espaliano” (“Spalian”). Pablo pointed 

out that he learned Greek phonetics is similar to Spanish phonetics, and this helped him learn new 

words faster. He also changed the title to “The five languages in Greece” in reference to Greek, 

Spanish, Italian, English and possibly Portuguese, a metaphor for the representation of his 

multilingual presence in Greece. A personal reflection sentence inserted in between parenthesis 

and the whole textual block with no paragraphs, resembling a free thought flow characteristic of 

conversational genres, was also kept in the second draft. The observation of the original version in 
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Portuguese reveals interference from other languages in the lexical level in only two occasions 

(salude and experto), along with a few verbal and nominal agreement errors. Mechanics, which 

included spelling, contractions, accents and punctuation, was the main target of changes in the 

second draft. According to the Diffchecker website used to compare both versions, Pablo 

performed 24 removals and 25 additions from the first to the second version. Figure 2 shows the 

first sentences of both original drafts in Portuguese (see the complete drafts in Portuguese in 

Appendix L). Both full versions are translated to English in Figure 3. The highlighted words signal 

differences between both versions and represent the changes performed by Pablo. 

    

 

Grécia 2018 
 
Eu acho que minha melhor viaje foi a Grécia 
este verão. Eu sei que já fale sobre minha ex
periencia em Grécia, mas acho que não fale 
sobre minhas atividades favoritas. Por exem
plo, eu tive a oportunidade de explorar uma 
pequena igreja que foi pintado por El Greco. 
O melhor da pequena igreja era que estava l
ocalizada perto do mar onde o som das onda
s criou uma sensação de paz. Também, nesse 
mesmo dia, eu cantei música grega folclóric
a com alguns músicos locais que eram biling
ues em espanhol e grego. Pessoas de todas a
s idades começaram a cantar conosco e rapid
amente havia um grupo de dançarinos celebr
ando e movendo-se frente nosso grupo. Mo
mentos como estes onde a música junta difer
entes culturas e pessoas são meus favoritos p
orque me lembram de porque eu faço e cant
o música; para ajudar e conectar diferentes p
essoas. (Há uma ideia que para poder ajudar 
as pessoas é necessário estudar coisas relaci
onadas com o remédio, mas as pessoas que s
omente acreditam essa ideia tipicamente não 
levem em conta a salude da mente ou da espi
rito.)   

Os cinco idiomas da Grécia 
 
Eu acho que minha melhor viagem foi à Gréc
ia este verão. Eu sei que já falei sobre minha 
experiência na Grécia, mas acho que não falei 
sobre minhas atividades favoritas. Por exemp
lo, eu tive a oportunidade de explorar uma pe
quena igreja que foi pintada por El Greco. O 
melhor da pequena igreja era que estava local
izada perto do mar onde o som das ondas cria
ram uma sensação de paz. Também, nesse me
smo dia, eu cantei música grega folclórica co
m alguns músicos locais que eram bilíngües e
m espanhol e grego. Pessoas de todas as idad
es começaram a cantar conosco e rapidament
e havia um grupo de dançarinos celebrando e 
dançando frente nosso grupo. Momentos com
o estes onde a música junta diferentes cultura
s e pessoas são meus favoritos porque me lem
bram de porque eu faço e canto música; para 
ajudar e conectar diferentes pessoas. (Há uma 
ideia que para poder ajudar as pessoas é nece
ssário estudar coisas relacionadas com o remé
dio, mas as pessoas que somente acreditam n
essa ideia tipicamente não levam em conta a s
aúde da mente ou do espírito.)  

Figure 3. Comparison of first sentences in the trip reports drafts 1 and 2 (original in Portuguese). 
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Greece 2018 
 
I think that my best trip was Greece this su
mmer. I know I have already talked about 
my experience in Greece, but I think I hav
en’t talked about my favorite activities. Fo
r example, I had the opportunity to explore 
a small church that was painted by El Grec
o. The best of the little church was that it 
was located near the sea where the sound o
f waves created a sensation of peace. Also, 
in this same day, I sang Greek folkloric mu
sic with some local musicians that were bil
inguals in Spanish and Greek. People from 
all ages started singing with us and quickly 
there was a group of dancers celebrating a
nd moving in front of our group. Moments 
like these where music unites different cult
ures and people are my favorite because th
ey remind me why I make and sing music; 
to help and connect different people. (Ther
e is an idea that to be able to help people it 
necessary to study things related to medici
ne, but people that only believe in this idea 
typically don’t take into account the health 
of mind or spirit). Truly, an unforgettable 
day! Besides singing with people and expl
oring building or monuments, I also practi
ced my other languages such as Greek and 
Italian. First, I want to say that I am not an 
expert in none of these languages. I can si
mply speak/read and when the opportunity 
was presented, I helped to translate simple 
words to not get lost around Hermopolis ci
ty. Something cool that I learned before tra
veling to Greece was that Greek’s phonetic
s is literally the same as Spanish’s phoneti
cs. Then, when it was time to start speakin
g Greek, I explained the sounds needed to 
say the Greek words correctly. For exampl
e, the words “ευχαριστω”, that means “tha
nks” in Portuguese, is pronounced ef-ca-ris
-to. It is a very common word in Greece, a
nd I certified myself that all my students k  

The five languages of Greece 
 
I think that my best trip was Greece this summ
er. I know I have already talked about my exp
erience in Greece, but I think I haven’t talked 
about my favorite activities. For example, I ha
d the opportunity to explore a small church tha
t was painted by El Greco. The best of the littl
e church was that it was located near the sea w
here the sound of waves created a sensation of 
peace. Also, in this same day, I sang Greek fol
kloric music with some local musicians that w
ere bilinguals in Spanish and Greek. People fr
om all ages started singing with us and quickly 
there was a group of dancers celebrating and 
moving in front of our group. Moments like th
ese where music unites different cultures and p
eople are my favorite because they remind me 
why I make and sing music; to help and conne
ct different people. (There is an idea that to be 
able to help people it necessary to study things 
related to medicine, but people that only belie
ve in this idea typically don’t take into account 
the health of mind or spirit). Truly, an unforge
ttable day! Besides singing with people and ex
ploring building or monuments, I also practice
d my other languages such as Greek and Italia
n. Now, I am not an expert in none of these lan
guages, but when the opportunity presented its
elf, I helped to translate simple words so we w
ould not get lost around Hermopolis city. For e
xample, the words “ευχαριστω”, that means “t
hanks” in Portuguese, is pronounced ef-ca-ris-
to. It is a very common word in Greece, and I 
certified myself that all my students knew how 
to pronounce it well. I knew how to pronounce 
the word because before traveling to Greece I l
earned that Greek phonetics is the same as Spa
nish phonetics. Thus, I could explain the soun
ds needed to say the words correctly and was a
ppointed as the group’s translator. Therefore, I 
had to translate everything; even the words fro
m other languages like Italian! Why did I have 
to remember the little Italian I know and transl
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new how to pronounce it well. Finally, this 
trip was an unexpected adventure where m
y love for Greece and its incredible people 
only increased each day that I experimente
d the new ideas and cultures available for e
veryone.  

ate Italian words in Greece? As it seems, after 
Greek and English, Italian is the third most sp
oken language in Greece. It results that, specifi
cally in the islands such as Syros and Mykono
s, Greece has a huge population of Italian imm
igrants that simply don’t want to live in Italy. I 
think that definitely there was a day where I sp
oke more “Itanglish” than English trying to sp
eak with local people! Telling the truth, I neve
r thought that one day in my life I would be a t
ranslator in Greece for two weeks; but it was a
n unexpected experience that changes my perc
eption about translation and languages in gene
ral. In the end, this trip was a unique adventure 
where my love for Greece and its incredible pe
ople only increased each day that I experiment
ed the new ideas and cultures available for eve
ryone.  

 

Figure 4. Comparison of trip reports full draft 1 (titled “Greece 2018”) and draft 2 (“The five 

languages of Greece”) (translated to English). 

As can be seen, Pablo emphasized his translingual experiences in Greece in his trip 

report, which may as well have driven him into using a personal tone to recount situations 

involving multilingual interactions to construct the narrative. These choices also seem to 

demonstrate his strong identity as a multilingual.  

In spite of the study of the genre for two weeks, his limited literate experience with trip 

reports, as demonstrated by the diagnostic assessment, may explain his difficulty in 

recontextualizing lived experiences in Greece into the trip report in the format required by the 

task in Portuguese. The elements included in his mind map also shed light on how Pablo was 

taking up the lessons and associating the elements of the trip report. Figure 5 shows five nodes 

representing 1) illustration, 2) purpose, 3) organization, 4) language, and 5) an interesting title. It 

is particularly interesting to examine the depth of nodes purpose (2) and organization (3) since 
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these elements presented more limited development in his trip report. Stemming from the 

purpose node (2) we find repetitive and unclear child nodes, such as a) “give information about a 

place”, b) “give information about culture”, c) “give information about a cool idea”, freely linked 

to nodes d) “formal” and e) “informal”. These child nodes denote more abstract ideas and do not 

mention audience. The child nodes stemming from the organization node (3) are f) “a type of 

story/short story”, g) “it is not necessary to change ideas a lot”, h) “a list with specific details”, 

and i) “choose a more specific theme”, from which the child nodes j) “music”, k) 

“people/places” and one illegible node stem (l). The nodes f and h seem to represent his process 

of understanding this genre’s organization through comparison with other more familiar genres 

or textual formats (short story and list). The nodes g and i, on the other hand, seem to evoke 

process knowledge with the use of an action verb “choose a more specific theme” and a personal 

evaluation of the writing process with “it is not necessary to change ideas a lot”.   
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Figure 5. Visual mind map created by Pablo (September 2018). 

Besides the dimensions of genre knowledge revealed by Pablo’s mind map in the 

beginning of his writing process, other factors from previous genre practices may have also 

resorted influence. First, the casual non-academic content of a genre named trip report may have 

affected how he interpreted the genre’s purpose and, in consequence, his selection of elements. 

His perception of conventions as “it’s not necessary to change ideas a lot” as revealed in his 

mind map (node g) may have influenced his unstructured and more conversational manner of 

organizing the content, perhaps signaling his closer familiarity with conveying information about 

trips through conversation. Second, the fact that FL classes tend to assign free recounts of past 

experiences without a clear rhetorical purpose may have resonated as a repeated practice and 
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once again was reproduced in this assignment in spite of the tasks implemented to foster 

awareness of this specific genre during the course.  

The comparison of conventions from different genres and textual formats in Pablo’s mind map 

represented by child nodes f and h show that he did engage metacognitive resources when 

planning his writing while attempting to make sense of the genre trip report. According to 

findings from Chapter 3, genre awareness may be characterized by comparison of conventions 

across genres. However, a more acute awareness of the social action the genre realizes, 

combined with an awareness of audience and purpose, would have been helpful for him to more 

successfully align his composition with the task expectations. This episode seems to make 

parallels with simplistic genre awareness as rarely addressing audience, and content forming a 

rudimentary basis for genre knowledge development (Driscoll et al., 2019).  

Opinion piece. The opinion piece was the last major assignment students had to 

complete. This argumentative genre was contextualized within a module on the topic Health and 

contemporary issues, such as veganism, GMOs, abortion, and technology. In this module, Pablo 

and his classmates read articles on healthcare systems in Brazil and in the United States, 

analyzed opinion pieces written by journalists, ambassadors, and students in different contexts 

and topics, created visual mind maps, and analyzed lexicogrammatical features such as 

conjunctions and nominalizations (see Chapter 2).  

The diagnostic assessment task also included an excerpt of an opinion article4, which 

allowed me to examine Pablo’s genre-specific knowledge in the beginning of the semester. 

 
 
4 Se quisermos nos transformar num país evoluído econômica e socialmente temos de, inexoravelmente, cuidar para 
que nossas crianças sejam educadas e preparadas para viver e vivenciar uma nação diferente, onde todas tenham 
oportunidades equânimes de adquirir conhecimentos com qualidade, e possam aprender a viver harmonicamente 
numa sociedade com valores éticos, morais, respeito ao meio ambiente e, principalmente, aos seus semelhantes.  
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Pablo’s response was: “I am almost sure that this text is an opinion piece because there is a 

specific argument. The author uses data and information that help increment her positioning” 

(Pablo, diagnostic assessment, August 2018). While still self-doubting his evaluation, Pablo 

seems to present a more solid genre-specific knowledge of opinion pieces than the trip report in 

the diagnostic assessment task. He was able to notice content-specific features (i.e. argument, 

positioning, data), even though he neither explained what the argument was nor mentioned 

audience or register-specific features. The elements noticed likely reflect his previous 

experiences with argumentative text formats, such as the five-paragraph essay, familiar to most 

students with U.S. schooling experience.  

Pablo decided to write his opinion piece about the lack of sleep culture among university 

students (the full original drafts 1 and 2 in Portuguese are in Appendix M). The first version of 

his article was composed of four paragraphs: the first one contained his thesis statement (“I truly 

support the idea that in the university it is a critical time to explore and really get to know things 

that are important for oneself; this is not possible if most of the students are kind of sleepy.”), 

followed by others presenting supporting arguments (see Figure 6). The last paragraph ended 

with the phrase “thank you for your time”, signaling an unconventional opinion piece closing 

structure. He also added a note acknowledging he hadn’t enough time to work on it. After 

receiving my feedback, Pablo came to my office hours to discuss his draft. In my instructor 

journal, I noted his was concerned with grammar, and we clarified some inaccurate syntactic 

 
 

Segundo dados do Banco Mundial, 26% da população do planeta tem entre zero e 14 anos de idade, o que 
representa cerca de 1,9 bilhão de pessoas. No Brasil, dados do IBGE indicam que 22% das pessoas estão nessa 
faixa etária. Considerando que 85% dos brasileiros residem em áreas urbanas, temos hoje, no Brasil, 38 milhões de 
crianças vivendo nas cidades (42 milhões em todo o país). A nossa taxa de crescimento populacional está em 
declínio, mas ainda é positiva. De acordo com o IBGE, ela foi de 0,8% entre os anos de 2015 e 2016. 

Mantida essa média, mais de 1,6 milhão de crianças engrossarão esse contingente por ano. Mas há 
recursos suficientes para a educação? 
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patterns in his text. On that occasion, he also shared his motivation to write about this topic, 

telling me stories about friends in Southwest and other universities and how posters around 

campus sometimes reinforce rather than assist students to recover from stress through enough 

sleep. I encouraged him to explicitly mention those stories and genres in his opinion piece to 

better contextualize the conversation and orient his arguments towards a specific audience, i.e. 

university students reading his text posted in the Portuguese program’s blog. For the second 

draft, he didn’t incorporate those scenarios. Instead, he did further research on academic journals 

in Portuguese and included a total of three academic sources supporting his thesis statement – 

two more than the first draft. Searching articles in Portuguese helped him incorporate specific 

terms in Portuguese to his opinion piece and allowed him to find parallels between university 

cultures in Brazil and the U.S. and use them to convince audiences in both contexts. Pablo also 

changed the closing phrase but kept the tone addressing the interlocutor/reader directly, calling 

them for action: “I hope that after reading my article we can work together to really make a 

difference”. According to the DiffChecker tool used to compare both drafts in Portuguese, he 

performed 28 removals and 28 additions from first to second draft. overall, changes were 

concentrated in the sentence-structure level, whereas less changes were needed in terms of 

mechanics in comparison to his trip report (see Appendix M).  

 

Sleep in the university 
 
A universal truth in the university, which sur
prisingly doesn’t have more scientific data o
nline, is that students don’t sleep enough. Thi
s phenomenon is so common in the universit
y, even professors joke about the topic. Now, 
there are many reasons why a student can’t sl
eep well, but I think that the topic of sleep be
came such a joke that it is not taken seriously 
when it should. I truly support the idea that i
n the university it is a critical time to explore  

“Sleep is for the weak” 
 
 
A universal truth of college is that students d
on’t sleep enough. This phenomenon is so co
mmon in the university, even professors joke 
about the topic. Now, there are many reasons 
why a student can’t sleep well, but I think tha
t the topic of sleep became such a joke that it 
is not taken seriously when it should. I truly s
upport the idea that the university is a critical 
time to explore and really get to know things 
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and really get to know things that are importa
nt for oneself; this is not possible if most of s
tudents are kind of sleepy. For this reason, I 
believe that universities around the world, as 
well as university students, need to improve t
heir attitude about sleep and understand the i
mportance of sleeping enough hours each da
y because lack of sleep can negatively affect 
physiological natural processes, the school as
signments, and personal lives even if that’s o
bvious.  

that are important for yourself; but this is not 
possible if most of students are kind of sleepy
. For this reason, I believe that universities ar
ound the world, as well as university students
, need to improve their attitude about sleep as 
a joke and understand the importance of sleep
ing enough daily hours. Keeping promoting a 
culture of less sleep in the university not only 
negatively affects students’ physiological nat
ural processes and school assignments but als
o mentalities and personal lives. 

 

It is necessary to sleep well every day so that 
the body continues functioning well. Now, d
uring my research about the topic, I found ou
t that most people don’t know how much “en
ough hours” are. As it was demonstrated in t
he academic research Sleep and adolescence: 
how many hours adolescents need to sleep, a
ge is directly related to sleep and hours neede
d to sleep sufficiently; the older the person is
, less hours are needed. This means that most 
students in the university (being between age
s of 17-25), need to obtain 7-8 hours each nig
ht.   

It is necessary to sleep well every day so that t
he body continues functioning well. Now, dur
ing my research about the topic, I found out th
at most people don’t know how much “enoug
h hours” are. As it was demonstrated in the ac
ademic research Sleep and adolescence: how 
many hours adolescents need to sleep, age is d
irectly related to sleep and hours needed to sle
ep sufficiently; the older the person is, less ho
urs are needed. This means that most students 
in the university (being between ages of 17-25
), need to obtain 7-8 hours each night. Besides 
classifying specific hours, the scientific resear
ch also emphasizes the need for regularity eve
ry day. If a person doesn’t create an itinerary 
where she sleeps the same number of hours ev
ery day, her capacity of processing informatio
n diminishes significantly. In other words, the 
assignments done, the conversations conducte
d, and even the way of walking can’t function 
100%. In sum, the results of the scientific rese
arch teach us how [the lack of] sleep can affec
t any adolescent drastically; now imagine this 
with university students only with time to co
mplete all the task.  

 

At school also needs to improve attitude abo
ut the sleep topic because there are several st
udents each year that are affected by insomni
a negatively. To be more direct, the mentalit
y related to sleep as a “joke”, needs to chang
e it to “serious health problem”. Universities 
shouldn’t be promoting less sleep but finding 
different ways to reduce the epidemic that aff
ects their universities.   

At school in the university also needs to impr
ove their attitude about the sleep topic becaus
e several students are negatively affected by i
nsomnia every year. To be more direct, the m
entality that relates the [lack of sleep] with “jo
kes” needs to change its definition to a “serio
us health problem”. For example, the scientifi
c research Sleep Patterns in Portuguese Unive
rsity Students, which discovered different slee
p patterns in residency situation, had difficult
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y finding data related to the research topic bec
ause universities around the world have condu
cted little research specific to university stude
nts’ sleep. Basically, the researchers went blin
dly and found the unexpected. You would thi
nk that due to the number of students affected 
by insomnia, this type of information would b
e more studied; but, on the other hand, due to 
the joke mentality, universities don’t consider 
[the lack of sleep] as a serious problem to be s
tudied. It is obvious with the results that unive
rsities shouldn’t be ignoring the sleep proble
m, instead they should find different ways to r
educe the epidemy that affects their universiti
es.  

 

Finally, I hope that during my time in college 
we can change the negative mentality about s
leep and finally improve lives of our colleag
ues and friends. Thank you for your time.   

 

(Hola professora! This draft is basically them 
main one, but it is not complete because I did
n’t have enough time to [poner] all the infor
mation I fished. For the last version, everythi
ng will be on paper!)  

Finally, insomnia affects how someone acts i
n their work and personal life. As it was reve
aled by the scientific research Evaluation of s
leep-wake cycle patterns among adolescents 
who work and don’t work, high school studen
ts from São Paulo, full time students sleep mo
re hours, they would have more energy to co
mplete tasks and go out with friends in their f
ree time. Conversely, after a few days sleepin
g less hours, the student workers started to lac
k energy to complete assignments or o out wi
th friends or work well in their jobs. It is incr
edible how the consequences of insomnia wer
e quickly seen and the students started to lose 
it all. Researches like this reinforce my idea t
hat people as well as universities need to reali
ze the damage that insomnia causes in school 
and personal life.  

   

Finally, it is time to change the toxic joke me
ntality in the university and start to create opp
ortunities to improve lives of our colleagues a
nd friends affected by it. Ignoring or intention
ally messing up with your sleep only creates p
roblems with all aspects of your life. I hope th
at after reading my article, we can all work to
gether to really make a difference. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of opinion pieces draft 1 (“Sleep in the university”) and draft 2 (“Sleep is 
for the weak”) (translated to English). 

 

Different from the trip report, Pablo's visual mind map included categories for author (“a 

person with a specific idea”) and interlocutor (“an undecided person”), both on the right side of 

the central node. Nonetheless, his definition of target audience is generic and still not explicitly 

linked to possible reception targets in a public context.    

 

Figure 7. Visual mind map of opinion piece (version 1, November 2018). 

 

Pablo didn’t create a second version of his mind map but preferred to write about how he 

perceived differences between both versions. He added two nodes in black ink to the first visual 

map—“constant ideas” and “be passionate”, in the left side of the main node—saying that he still 

agreed with the other categories in red (Figure 7). He explained his point of view: “constant 

ideas guarantee an essay where the ideas are relevant to the main theme”, and “it is noticeable 

that if one is not passionate about the main theme, this affects drastically how one presents the 

information” (Pablo, Journal, November 2018). The non-systematic structure of his mind map as 
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well as the unconventional vocabulary used to characterize the conventions of opinion pieces can 

shed light into Pablo’s genre awareness and how he is building genre-specific knowledge. The 

opportunities to shape the audience as beyond the classroom seemed to have had a positive effect 

because he oriented his text towards university students and faculty as a broader interlocution 

target. While he seemed to have expanded his rhetorical knowledge, negotiating audience and 

rhetorical awareness seemed to require a more radical recontextualization process when writing 

every day, or less academic genres, to broader audiences.  

Genre knowledge across languages 
 

This chapter started examining Pablo’s translingual practices and how his positioning 

towards conforming with dominant linguistic ideologies have nurtured, along his acute phonetic 

awareness, an interest for separating languages and their practices. His identity as a multilingual 

speaker has been prominent in writing assignments through other means though. Recounting his 

language learning trajectory help us understand individual and situational factors that affect 

comprehension of genre conventions as well as decisions in writing. These decisions emphasize 

the influence of task and topic (text-oriented) as well as attitudes, perceptions, and proficiency 

(individual-oriented) (Rinnert & Kobayashi, 2016). For example, Pablo’s literacy built mostly in 

English was helpful to examine the recontextualization process of the opinion piece, whereas 

familiarity with a casual topic in conversational genres seemed to have influenced his writing of 

the trip report.  

Table 14 summarizes the social ecologies that enabled Pablo’s participation in multiple 

roles across contexts, the elements most frequently mentioned by him in the data sources 

analyzed, and the genres and languages in which he was involved during his life trajectory. The 
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arrow in the bottom indicates the reflection movement enabled by the recontextualization 

processes undertaken by Pablo across languages and contexts. 

Table 14. Genre networks Pablo navigated across languages and contexts. 

Participation roles Contexts 
 

Noticed 
Elements/Fe
atures 

Genres  

● Teacher – student 
● Student – student 
● Guest speaker– 

student 
● Researcher – 

student editor 

● Choir 
● High 

school 
● Heritage 

program 
● Spanish 

major 
(literature 
classes) 

● Portuguese 
program 

● STEM 
major 

● Phonetics 
● Sentence 

length and 
structure 

● Word 
density 

● Paragraph 
structure 

● Modes of 
address 

  

● Music sheets 
and lyrics (many 
languages) 
● Essays 
(English) 
● CV, job 
application letter 
and literary 
analysis (Spanish) 
● CV, job 
application letters, 
trip report, and 
others 
(Portuguese) 
● Research 
articles 
(Spanish/English) 

 
identities 

 

By the end of the semester, Pablo noticed an increase of both colloquial and academic 

vocabulary in Portuguese, including connectors that helped him avoid repetition. In Haneda’s 

(2005) study, Jim, a Japanese heritage speaker living in Canada, reported not having enough 

words to write in Japanese. While this was the “chief of weakness” in Jim’s case, the concern 

demonstrated by Pablo and that was found in other students’ writing was ensuring they were not 

writing in Portunhol and that they need words for both formal and written registers. In 

Portuguese then, even when there is doubt about words, sometimes there is confidence or over 
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doubt when using in Spanish or that students trust it is Spanish. Some of my instructor’s notes 

describe some of the negotiations over vocabulary meanings during class. In one of them, Pablo, 

Lara and Danielle asked about the meaning of cashier in Portuguese. They were surprised when I 

gave them the answer: caixa in Portuguese, and caixeiro in Spanish. In another class, they asked 

the translation of box, which is also caixa. They were surprised with the answer because they 

were not expecting caixa to be the translation for both box and cashier in Portuguese. Box is caja 

in Spanish.  

Demonstrating increased agency, Pablo reported to have enhanced his register awareness 

and seemed more confident in using new words to participate in less formal contexts: “when I 

speak Portuguese or when I write something less formal, I try to use slang (cê, tá, kkk, etc5) to 

get used to the modern version of Portuguese on the Internet6” (Pablo, portfolio reflection, 

December 2018). According to this testimony, we notice that he is better defining boundaries and 

features of oral and written language and referring to specific terms he can use in each situation. 

This excerpt demonstrates his metacognitive engagement through form and register sensitivity, 

rhetorical flexibility and audience awareness. The next section will show how he applied these 

abilities when writing genres after the class in other languages.  

Reverberations of Portuguese writing after the course. 

The rhetorical flexibility developed during the Portuguese writing course was put into use 

Pablo needed to apply for jobs. He was surprised when he realized he had written CVs and job 

application letters in both Portuguese and Spanish but not in English. When I asked him to 

 
 
5 Slang equivalent to ya, k, LOL, etc. in Portuguese. 
6 “quando eu falo o português ou escrevo algo menos formal, eu tento de usar gírias (cê, ta, kkk, etc.) para me 
acostumar à versão moderna do português na internet”. (Pablo, portfolio reflection).  
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recollect his writing process of a job application letter in English during our interview, Pablo 

pointed at similarities of headings and the overall message the genre conveys across languages. 

Nonetheless, he did not qualify the recontextualization process of writing these genres in English 

as simple: “Well, it can be simple if you mess up” (Pablo, interview, May 2019). The fact that he 

had developed genre-specific knowledge in Portuguese and Spanish enabled him to think 

through the importance of who to address the CVs and letters to and what information to include 

rather than simply translating the genres. He also mentioned having taken into consideration 

specific formal features, such as provide detailed qualities that match job requirements (“I’m 

great versus I’m great at writing because I can hold a pencil”), purposefully construct the 

paragraph structure (“I went back and looked at what order I had to use my Portuguese and then 

decided whether that order would also benefit me in this position”), and be mindful of ways to 

address the interlocutor correctly, using Mr., Ms., Prof., or the actual name when you know who 

you are writing to.   

These episodes show that “When the core, overlapping portion of developing 

multilingual writers’ repertoire of knowledge grows larger, it gives the writers expanded 

resources to draw on for their writing in each language” (Rinnert & Kobayashi, 2016, p. 375). In 

this sense, knowledge of writing skills, lexical and lexicogrammatical features, disciplinary-

specific terminology, rhetorical awareness, including reader expectations, rhetorical effects, and 

language ideologies, among others, might be organized differently across languages and 

therefore determine the singular functioning of students’ translingual competence. Genre 

awareness then can be seen as the construct that enables the writer to make sense of all possible 

choices within each and across all languages of their repertoire, applying genre-specific 

knowledge to different situations as needed.  
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The features displayed in Table 14 help us illustrate how the genre knowledge, social 

context, recontextualization, and metacognition framework (Tardy et al., 2020) can be 

operationalized. The framework can help us track how students navigate contexts to understand 

and produce genres. The data sources gathered showed features noticed by Pablo in each 

language enabled by school requirements but also derived from interactions with people. Both 

lived experiences helped him heighten his awareness of formal features with special attention to 

phonetic awareness in each language. He demonstrated rhetorical flexibility when adapting his 

speech, and later on his writing, from his dynamic repertoire of knowledge when addressing 

different interlocutors. Pablo’s genre knowledge development of both written and speech genres 

shows an interesting interconnection between oral and written forms of discourse. The formal 

features he mentioned throughout the data sources as well as his understanding of language 

ideologies and rhetorical patterns and purposes seems to be pervasive in all languages he knows. 

Such a characteristic corroborates the framework’s description of genre awareness as non-

language specific, as it is applicable to any language. Playing a supporting role to genre 

knowledge building and recontextualization, Pablo had metacognitive knowledge at his disposal 

to facilitate reflections on how to recontextualize features in specific genres across languages. 

The dynamicity and singularity of one’s underlying common knowledge repertoire is 

demonstrated by, for instance, Pablo’s reflections on how to write a cover letter in English, 

language in which he had performed more advanced literacy practices, based on cover letters 

written in Spanish and Portuguese. This episode also illustrates how genre-specific knowledge is 

partly-language-specific, since there are features of cover letters that are shared across languages. 

Similar features noticed by him were paragraph structure, modes of address, and detailed 

experience descriptions, whereas divergences can be interpreted as the amount of “fluff” one is 
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expected to include in the syntax and sentence level (English constructing more straightforward 

sentences and Portuguese and Spanish including longer explanations).  

This example also points to the multidirectionality of crosslinguistic transfer (Gentil, 

2018b). Even though L1 literacy is generally a strong predictor of L2 literacy, we see knowledge 

of English, Spanish and Portuguese acting within a complex interrelated process that supports 

Pablo’s genre knowledge building. While the familiarity with genres and writing process learned 

in the language in which he is more literate, English, Pablo’s knowledge of Spanish phonetics 

and vocabulary is largely drawn upon when writing in Portuguese due to the cognate status of 

both languages. While some accounts of heritage speakers’ writers like Jim (Haneda, 2005) have 

pointed at the difficulty generated by lack of vocabulary while writing, this problem may be less 

prominent in writers of cognate languages like Spanish and Portuguese since they can draw from 

many similarities in the formal levels between both languages.  

Conclusion 

While multilingualism does not necessarily imply immediate heightened awareness of 

genres across languages, the continuous engagement in activities around reading and writing has 

the potential to heighten one’s awareness and promote multilingual genre knowledge building. 

This development is supported by awareness-raising tasks that constantly highlight the 

interaction between genre awareness (applicable to all languages) and genre-specific knowledge 

(also applicable to all languages but focusing on one instance of a genre as perceived within one 

language at a time). Canagarajah (2013) also argues that “language does not determine the 

greatest difference in the texts of multilingual authors, but rather context or audience” (p. 601). 

In this sense, writing pedagogies that promote students’ understanding of genre as social action 

carry the potential to help students notice meaning making elements to orient their genres to 
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context and audience as realized in various multilingual settings. Fostering rhetorical flexibility 

through activities that require recontextualization of genres to broader and diverse audiences also 

support the development of more nuanced genre awareness (Driscoll et al., 2019), resulting in 

more integrated genre knowledge. Such nuanced genre awareness facilitates recontextualization 

across languages. In the same vein, this study also provided empirical evidence that “[o]nce a 

writer has acquired the ability to pay attention to generic features and to verbalize her 

understanding of genre and genre variation in one language, this ability should be available for 

use while composing or analyzing genres in another language” (Gentil, 2011, p. 11). Pablo’s case 

showed that crosslinguistic influence also occurs within the oral-literate continuum (Colombi, 

2009; Tannen, 1982). Heritage speakers like Pablo, who became proficient in the L2 primarily 

through conversation and are more likely to become “ear” learners and attain more solid genre 

knowledge of speech genres, this is an opportunity to refine awareness of differences between 

spoken and written genres and strengthen genre knowledge of written genres in the FL classroom 

(see also Gevers, 2018).  

The study of Pablo’s trajectory towards genre knowledge development across languages 

has corroborated that identity also plays an important role in multilingual writing (see also 

Haneda, 2007; Rinnert & Kobayashi, 2016). Translingual competence may thus be marked by 

multiple intertwining facets of identities. Under-represented languages and minorities are 

sensitive to boundaries created by language ideologies, which may be reinforced by social and 

national boundaries. Students experience these differences as they navigate communities and 

settings, which unveil manners to see their own languages and, in consequence, their own 

positioning when speaking and writing in those languages. In this sense, this study showed that 

students pay attention to different features and resort to different strategies depending on their 
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identity construction process as well as their literacy and proficiency levels. These elements are 

intersected by and generated their individual life histories, which is especially important in the 

FL classroom (Haneda, 2005). In this sense, other important factors in the multilingual genre 

learning process is the writer’s individual history and writer agency (Rinnert & Kobayashi, 

2016), which can further promote heightened metalinguistic awareness (Carvalho & Silva, 2008; 

Jessner, 2008) and creativity (Canagarajah, 2006). The complex intertwining relationship of 

these factors could justify individual differences, e.g., why some students develop more 

awareness than others, which also illustrates the embedded nature of both social and cognitive 

processes.  

Students’ translingual practices and competences need to be validated by individual and 

institutional policies (Gentil, 2005; 2018) to promote sustained multilingualism (Cenoz & 

Gorter, 2017). This validation plays an important role in building students’ identities as biliterate 

and capable of transliteracy. We examined here an example of how students may not to feel 

confident about their skills in some environments, especially when they speak underrepresented 

languages and language varieties. The FL writing classroom is also a place to reinforce these 

skills. Showing that “the development of literacy skills beyond what can be accomplished in any 

one monolingual format” (Reichelt et al, 2012, p. 37) is also possible through genre approaches 

to writing.  
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CONCLUSION: CONTRIBUTIONS TO MULTILINGUAL GENRE LEARNING 

The motivation for this dissertation came from observing my multilingual students and 

their productions in a Portuguese writing class for eight semesters. I saw some students 

producing marvelous gastronomic memories and short stories, others writing compelling opinion 

pieces and detailed and knowledgeable news articles. Many of them came to me saying they 

appreciated learning how to write job market genres in Portuguese, even though they would 

never apply for a job in Brazil or Portugal; others started considering such paths as a possibility. 

While some students found certain genres too easy and wished they had been asked to write 

academic genres, others had inclinations towards creative writing and wished they had written at 

least some literary genres. At the same time these testimonies revealed how assignments were 

meaningful for them in different ways, they also nurtured my curiosity for what sparkles 

students’ interests so I could these insights to enhance their genre learning experience.  

Previous knowledge built through multilingual practices was manifested in how each 

student planned textual organization, navigated linguistic resources to monitor linguistic 

accuracy, revised content framing, constructed voice and stance and picked audiences to talk to. 

Semester after semester, I worked with students with the most diverse histories of literacy 

development; bilingual and multilingual life trajectories sculpted identities and pervaded both 

motivation, comprehension and development of writing knowledge. As I hope to have shown 

throughout this dissertation, my student population embodies translingual competences. As I 

believe there are many stories like Pablo, Amanda, Peter and Stella in classrooms all over the 

U.S., the context of this research, and the world, it is not difficult to see that monolingualism as a 

norm is a fallacy under which we can no longer construct our pedagogies. Our students have 

clearly changed but approaches to additional languages yet often teach them as if they were 
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monolingual and monocultural. For this reason, my goal was to bring students’ translingual 

competence (MLA report, 2007) to the fore and capitalize on their multiple linguistic resources 

to facilitate genre learning. I found that the best approach to develop “rhetorical flexibility, 

cultural sensitivity, and brokering skill in negotiating texts and seeking recognition of what may 

count as skillful writing in a given context” (Gentil, 2018a, p. 122) would be through fostering 

genre awareness, which is available across languages, and composing specific genres, which are 

partially language-dependent. 

Previous studies on genre knowledge development have advocated for the importance of 

taking into account multilinguals’ previous genre knowledge (Artemeva & Fox, 2010; Artemeva 

& Myles, 2015; Bawarshi & Reiff, 2010), whereas research on writing knowledge and 

multilingualism have posed questions about the influence of genre for further studies (e.g., 

Rinnert & Kobayashi, 2016). Discoveries and inquiries from both research traditions were 

combined with my inquietations as a FL teacher to orient the lenses of my study. Theoretically 

grounding my work in a genre knowledge framework (Tardy et al, 2020) permitted me to 

implement pedagogical tasks that aimed to develop genre knowledge by focusing on both genre-

specific knowledge and genre awareness (Tardy, 2019). During the course, students composed 

specific genres and completed various metacognitive scaffolds that aimed to raise awareness of 

elements specific to genres in Portuguese and shared across languages. Analysis of students’ 

responses to the pedagogical tasks indexed paths through which multilingual genre knowledge 

may be built. 

Response patterns to metacognitive scaffolds 

My first research question sought to verify whether the metacognitive genre awareness 

tasks facilitated the process of using genre-specific knowledge in other languages to write in 
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Portuguese. These tasks were purposefully designed to foster students’ genre awareness by 

encouraging reflections on practices in other languages and contexts inside and outside formal 

educational settings. The theoretical assumption that genre awareness may be metacognitive 

(Negretti & Kuteeva, 2011; Negretti & McGrath, 2018) underlay the design of the classroom 

tasks. Students’ response to these tasks allowed me to trace students’ learning paths and, in 

result, to better understand the potential of specific tasks to develop genre knowledge across 

languages. 

Previous studies using genre analysis tasks to trace students’ understanding of genres 

revealed connections between students’ experiences with familiar contexts and genre-specific 

knowledge dimensions. Most of these studies focused on discipline-specific genres written in 

English for academic purposes, such as summary writing (Yasuda, 2015), dissertation 

introductions (Kuteeva, 2013), and research articles (Cheng, 2011; Kuteeva, 2013). Cheng’s 

(2011) study, for example, showed that rhetorical contexts were often understood based on 

discipline-specific experiences whereas the context surrounding the genre served as a starting 

point to get to textual features, later contributing to expansion of genre seen as social actions. 

Students’ aims, learning histories and understanding of disciplinary practices were also found to 

influence their capacity to analyze source tasks’ purpose and audience (Kuteeva, 2013). Students 

connected topics and journals and topics and readers, and perceived genre knowledge as a tool 

for writing in Negretti and McGrath’s (2018) study, which combined genre analysis tasks with 

genre visualizations. 

The present study investigated a FL learning context adapting similar tools to foster an 

integrated perspective about genres as well as to bolster possible associations between genre 

practices across multilingual contexts. Students analysis of their own texts revealed how 
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understanding the context helped them connect lexicogrammatical and rhetorical features. For 

instance, students more easily associated audience and purpose when leveraged by previous 

experiences lived in similar socio-rhetorical contexts. The fact that Amanda and Peter had 

worked as volunteers in social projects like the one portrayed in the midterm exam text 

facilitated the recontextualization process. In a similar vein, students’ response patterns 

demonstrated that the organization of genres within modules in the course was helpful for 

students to index broader contexts of use in an earlier stage of genre knowledge development. As 

typified social actions recognizable by a group (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995), organizing the 

genres in thematic modules helped students recognize this typification and develop their set of 

characteristic social actions for reference. This suggests that metacognitive training through 

genre analysis tasks may need to be better defined and alternatively broken down into smaller 

steps to activate more elaborate connections between genre-specific features to address some 

students’ needs.  

The mind maps allowed me to identify features noticed by students in a more stratified 

and elemental level. For example, Pablo (see Chapter 4) did not include nodes for audience or 

purpose in the mind map created to illustrate features of the trip report genre. In a parallel, the 

lack of a clearer orientation to audience and purpose was missing in his trip report assignment in 

both versions. While triangulating students’ responses across tasks along the course is key to 

interpret genre-specific knowledge development, it is important to bear in mind the relationship 

between genre awareness and genre-specific knowledge to obtain a broader picture of students’ 

genre knowledge development as the combination of both constructs. Even with several 

supporting tasks, Pablo wrote both versions of his trip report similar to essays and not attaining 

to task requirements, indicating the need solidify genre-specific knowledge and genre awareness. 
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However, this solidification may not have been linear, since this trip report writing process 

contributed to boosting rhetorical flexibility, and further aided the analysis of other specific 

genres studied. Similar to genre analysis tasks, visual mind maps promoted more metacognition 

for some students than others. In Amanda’s case, her mind maps contained a refined set of 

elements, including audience (travelling Europe as a student) and purpose (explain the 

advantages and how to save money), and these were key elements considered to write the second 

draft of her trip report. Amanda showed indicia of how genre-specific knowledge was 

contributing to genre awareness when she pinpointed that she realized that trip reports were 

written differently than essays after she wrote the first draft. These two cases lead us to imply 

that mind maps or visualizations as metacognitive scaffolds may also require training, therefore 

its effectiveness is affected by students’ previous familiarity with these tools, especially for 

learners with a non-visual mindset (Negretti & McGrath, 2018).  

In conjunction with journal and portfolio reflections, genre analysis tasks and mind maps 

were able to encourage students to engage in broader metacognition from different perspectives. 

The tasks guided them through reflections about themselves as writers and about the strengths 

and weaknesses of their writing knowledge. In the beginning of the course, these strengths and 

weaknesses were mostly activated in regard to linguistic accuracy, but at the end of the course 

students associated strengths to being able to write different genres, from formal and informal 

registers, for use in real contexts. This understanding illustrates the inter-relationship between 

genre-specific knowledge and genre awareness: by being aware of how different features may be 

adapted and applied to compose specific genres, students are able to detect the level of challenge 

that recontextualization process will require in each case. In the face of challenging writing 

situations, students may use self-regulation strategies “to develop rhetorical knowledge and 
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practices” (Roderick, 2019, p. 410). To bring multilingual genre use more prominently to the 

forefront, crosslingual writing (Gentil, 2018b), translation tasks with explanations of rhetorical 

choices, and crosslingual genre analysis (Tardy et al., 2020) can be incorporated in future 

classes. While many responses did contain explicit understanding of students’ composing 

practices across languages, reflections on genre variation across contexts can be more 

substantially encouraged. 

Genre awareness available across languages and the knowledge of specific genres 

seemed to have supported students’ confidence to use genre knowledge as a tool for action in 

future contexts. Jane, for example, reported volunteering in an organization that helps 

Portuguese-speaking immigrants with citizenship application forms, whereas Adam felt more 

confident in conducting research about Medicine in Brazil and presented research results in 

Portuguese in a graduate student symposium. Several students also mentioned specific genres 

they wish they had studied in the course, such as statement of purpose for graduate school. While 

it is unlikely that statements of purpose in Portuguese would be required by graduate school 

applications in the U.S., the fact that students wanted to practice this genre in the Portuguese 

class also signals the recognition of the benefit of paying attention to one genre in one language 

and rethinking the use of genre-specific elements in a similar genre in another language (Gentil, 

2018a). In this sense, tasks helped students think through familiar and new strategies to 

overcome writing issues and how to identify and adapt them, such as reorient their writing to 

specific audiences, reframe and organize content through paragraphs and moves, and refine 

phrases and vocabulary choices.  

Overall, some students presented integrated understanding of specific genres more than 

others, which suggests that the open-endedness of the instructions in some cases may have 
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yielded some disadvantages. While instructions allowed for personal interpretation and 

creativity, it also meant that some students did not elaborate on how they were using their genre-

related insights to the extent that I would have hoped. Depending on the students’ background 

with language and genres, metacognitive training may need to be broken down into smaller 

steps. Future studies should examine how tasks can be more guided without compromising space 

for personal interpretation. In addition, it is important to mention that there was limited use of 

threshold concepts during class (see Chapter 2) since the main goal was not defining what the 

concept of genre means but how to produce specific genres. Effects of use of more meta-

knowledge in future implementations and comparison with control groups may point to 

refinement of tasks to address and support students with different needs. 

Individual paths of genre learning: Identity and translingual competence 

 My second research question sought to investigate how one student in a genre-based 

writing class drew on his genre repertoires and genre-specific knowledge in other languages to 

write in Portuguese as an additional language. By zooming into Pablo’s trajectory in Chapter 4, I 

was able to examine how his story singularizes and at the same time mirrors experiences from 

various multilingual speakers in Southwest university. For instance, many of these students are 

first generation of immigrants. Studies on the Spanish-speaking population of immigrants point 

to the tendency of a Spanish-dominant first generation, followed by a bilingual second 

generation and an English-dominant third generation (Escobar & Potowski, 2015). While more 

current studies may report even more dramatic results, this language shift in the U.S. represents 

that++ 20% of teenagers younger than 14 years old had already adopted English as their favorite 

language after 5 years of arrival to the U.S. (Veltman, 2000), and this rate increased to 40% 5 

years later (Escobar & Potowski, 2015). Stella, Peter, Pablo and many other students in my class 
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seemed to be experiencing the effects of this sociolinguistic transformation. Such effects were 

manifested in the way they responded to the tasks, negotiated multilingual linguistic resources, 

selected topics and life situations to be portrayed by different genres, and created their personas 

to index identities in their texts.  

Examining Pablo’s trajectory in a case study helped me detect particularities of his 

experience across languages that influenced his writing in Portuguese. First, a prominent 

importance of phonetic awareness when accessing specific words and attributing them to 

different languages stood out during the post-course completion interview. The fact that this 

awareness came from his participation in different multilingual settings supports the 

interconnection between lived experience (social context) and language systems and use (forms 

and meanings). Pablo’s interactions with instructors in different settings made even more 

prominent to me the importance of instructors raising students’ awareness about language 

ideologies so that they are be able to position themselves critically either through exercising their 

language freely or promoting discussions about the issue. 

Triangulating data from the interview transcript with passages of my instructor journal, 

Pablo’s student journal, and the tasks permitted me to have a glimpse of the complexity making 

up his dynamic repertoire of knowledge in terms of language and discourses around genres. For 

instance, while he was able to skillfully code-mesh whenever he wanted, monolingual ideologies 

oriented his learning goals towards speaking Portuguese without crosslinguistic interference. The 

notion of genre-specific knowledge as partly-language-dependent may help instructors guide 

students towards comprehending when adhere to fixity or fluidity of boundaries.  

As Pablo’s encounters with multiple language forms may be similarly experienced by 

other students as well, future tasks may include more explicit questions that reflect on language 
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ideologies they have been exposed to and how they identify with them. Students’ translingual 

practices and competences need to be validated by individual and institutional policies (Gentil, 

2005; 2018a) to promote sustainable multilingualism (Cenoz & Gorter, 2017). This validation 

plays an important role in building students’ identities as biliterate and capable of transliteracy. 

We examined here an example of how students may not feel confident about their skills in some 

environments, especially when they speak underrepresented languages and language varieties. 

The FL writing classroom is also a place to reinforce these skills, thus showing that “the 

development of literacy skills beyond what can be accomplished in any one monolingual format” 

(Reichelt et al, 2012, p. 37) is also possible through genre approaches to writing.  

 While this discussion has targeted Spanish heritage bilinguals, future studies will unveil 

genre knowledge development and multilingual identity negotiation by Portuguese heritage 

students, represented by Sara and Edu in my student population.  

Implications for genre theory 

This dissertation revealed the potential of metacognitive scaffolds to foster genre 

awareness and help students make connections between their previous and their emergent genre 

knowledge. Amanda’s case study helped us see how genre awareness as a framework can be 

used as a tool to be intentionally applied across contexts. In this sense, genre awareness is 

afforded by its connection with metacognition and its potential to support students’ 

recontextualization processes. Chapter 4 zoomed into Pablo’s translingual competence across 

languages and disciplines. His account of how he notices formal features across languages gave 

us a glimpse of his identity construction process across languages, and how this identity played a 

role in building genre knowledge in Portuguese. These case studies corroborate that genre 
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knowledge is both social and metacognitive (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995), an argument 

sustained by Tardy, Sommer-Farias and Gevers’ (2020) framework as well.  

Social context and genre knowledge  

Social context underlies any and all construction of genre knowledge. As we could see in 

the students’ multilingual trajectories, their particular relationships with peers across contexts 

seem to affect their perception and production of knowledge across languages. This experience 

can be sustained through participating in events around reading or writing and using language to 

achieve both communal and individual rhetorical purposes through oral, written or multimodal 

texts. Genre knowledge thus seems to be sustained by productive overlaps: 1) genre awareness 

and its metacognitive nature, and 2) genre-specific knowledge and its iterative relationship with 

genre awareness. 

Genre awareness and metacognition 

Data analyzed in this dissertation supported the relationship between genre awareness 

and metacognition, which may even allow us to say that genre awareness is a kind of 

metacognition (Tardy, Sommer-Farias & Gevers, 2020). When students justified composition 

choices in genre analysis tasks and created visual mind maps, they engaged metacognition and 

used declarative knowledge to recognize, mentally organize, and verbalize the genre-specific 

elements they were able to notice. As previously stated, this reasoning may be broad or general 

to certain degrees; students may acknowledge “I have trouble with planning my writing ahead of 

time,” “Writing narratives is easy,” or “I can’t write novels, but I am pretty good with poems.” 

These progressive degrees of situatedness may represent the fine and gradual understanding of 

writing knowledge that genre awareness has the potential to refine. Metacognition sheds light to 

both knowledge about one’s abilities to perform the genre and the knowledge of the genre itself 
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(process, rhetorical, subject-matter and formal knowledge) (Tardy, 2009). All in all, genre 

awareness and its metacognitive properties facilitate genre knowledge development. The fact that 

metacognition is non-language-dependent or “language-general” (Schoonen et al., 2011, p. 71) 

supports the availability of genre awareness across languages and potentializes multilingual 

genre learning.  

Genre awareness & genre-specific knowledge 

When encouraged to explain reasons behind linguistic choices, the theoretical 

differentiation and interconnection between genre awareness and genre-specific knowledge 

happened to be especially relevant. Comparing uses of certain words in expense of others helped 

students solidify knowledge of specific genres while also contributing to broader genre 

awareness, therefore providing them with a framework for future analyses. However, although a 

clearer understanding of social context and rhetorical purpose was demonstrated, language use 

was frequently referred to as vocabulary and grammar. In this sense, ways to challenge this 

language conceptualization should be further explored. More attention to multimodality, such as 

visual cues, seen as part of formal knowledge resources in genre analysis tasks’ prompts may 

induct a more in-depth exploration of situated and globally translatable genre features. Further, 

this may help us expand our understanding of partly-language-dependent features constituting 

formal knowledge, and how they are integrated crosslinguistically within genre awareness. 

Implications for writing in FL classes  

The two-tiered system remains the most common structuring principle of U.S. collegiate 

FL curricula despite of continuous advocacy for change (e.g., MLA report, 2007; Ryshina-

Pankova & Byrnes, 2017). As a consequence, incorporating writing across the curriculum is a 

goal yet to be achieved in several institutions, especially if we expect an approach to writing that 
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prioritizes language use as social action such as genre-oriented pedagogies. Scholars, many of 

them aligned with systemic-functional linguistics, have advocated for genre as the unifying 

construct of the FL curriculum, e.g., understanding language as meaning making potential 

(Byrnes & Sprang, 2004; Ryshina-Pankova & Byrnes, 2017). The present study capitalizes on 

principles from all genre schools to underscore an important aspect still overlooked: the potential 

of looking into multilingual genre knowledge development and effects of multilingual lives and 

practices into genre learning. 

Findings of this study shed light on the potential of genre-based approaches for FL 

collegiate education in the face of an increasingly multilingual environment in the US. They also 

helped us define what translingual practice means in some contexts as well as shed light on 

possible itineraries of how these competences take place and influence genre learning in FL 

classrooms. More specifically, we examined idiosyncrasies and patterns in students’ learning 

experiences, which can inform how to fine tune tasks to deliver genre-based instruction for more 

inclusive outcomes.  

Learning about language and writing as social action in a FL is different than learning the 

same concepts in a collegiate first-year writing class in the U.S. The MLA report (2007) had 

anticipated that FL classes should include basic knowledge of the “history, geography, culture, 

and literature of the society or societies” as expressed in radio, television, and print media as well 

as understand and “do research in the language using parameters specific to the target culture” 

(p. 238). To address some of these differences, principles and practical directions to incorporate 

genres in FL classes will be discussed in this section delineating how this study contributes to 

and expands work on genre-based FL pedagogies. 
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Language in FL writing classes 

This study showed how linguistic accuracy is entrenched in notions of FL writing 

development. While attaining confidence over linguistic resources through fostering 

metalinguistic awareness is important to develop writing knowledge, this study proposed that 

fostering metalinguistic awareness be addressed within a genre knowledge framework. In other 

words, metalinguistic awareness integrates genre awareness as part of formal genre knowledge. 

When applying these principles to classes to multilingual students, the fact that genre-specific 

knowledge is partly-language-dependent facilitates transfer from students’ content, process and 

rhetorical knowledge acquired through exposure to genres in multilingual settings. An analysis 

centered in one specific genre at a time is productive to clarify in which social context that genre 

is carried out, in a way facilitating analysis of conventions such as lexicogrammatical choices 

and audience expectations. In this sense, building genre-specific knowledge contributes to 

enhancing metalinguistic awareness that is not preoccupied only with linguistic accuracy but 

how linguistic resources help realize certain rhetorical purposes in that context. Comparing and 

contrasting ways of using language(s) in multiple genres across multilingual settings is 

supportive of modes of meaning making including translanguaging and translingual practices. 

This research context portrays the presence of Portuguese and Spanish as cognate 

languages in the FL class. For this reason, it is important to mention that L1 Spanish and heritage 

Spanish bilinguals tend to rely on more intuitive, less rule-based strategies, whereas L2 Spanish 

bilinguals tend to prefer rule-based, explicit strategies (Carvalho & da Silva, 2006; Carvalho & 

Child, 2018). The implementation of genre awareness tasks has the potential to give support to 

students with both backgrounds: while comparison of specific genres can call students’ attention 

to similarities and differences of audience and purpose across rhetorical settings, asking students 
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to justify linguistic choices activates metacognition to help them elaborate from their implicit-

based knowledge and draw from socio-rhetorical contexts across languages. This would be in 

tandem with research showing that “heritage speakers seem to be able to transfer cultural and 

pragmatic aspects better than L2 Spanish speakers when acquiring Portuguese” (Carvalho & 

Child, 2018, p. 427). In this sense, both L2 and heritage speakers of Spanish would have means 

to use previous knowledge—of language, context, disciplines, audience, etc.—to aid writing in 

Portuguese. While this discussion is centered on cognate languages, fostering reflection across 

languages can be productive for speakers of any language and language variety.  

The genre awareness tasks implemented sought to use multilingualism as a resource 

(Gentil, 2018b) through the choice of genres, choice of questions, and choice of implementation 

practices in the classroom. For example, encouraging translanguaging may help lower students’ 

affective filter and encourage them to use metacognitive resources to understand the least 

familiar aspect of genre at the moment. Later on, genre awareness shared across languages will 

help them decide when to produce genres within linguistic boundaries and when to translanguage 

when they consider acceptable. Similar to the "focus on multilingualism" approach (Cenoz & 

Gorter, 2015), “[t]he idea is not how multilinguals learn or mix codes, but how they use their 

linguistic resources in their multilingual practices” (p. 7) to become more efficient language 

learners. In this sense, exercising the comparison of specific genres and analyze similarities and 

differences of socio-rhetorical exigencies across languages can promote multilingual genre 

learning. The quote that entitles this dissertation, “This is helping me write in all languages”, 

enunciated by a student in my pilot study in Spring 2016, illustrates how students have perceived 

the effects of genre awareness when serving the composition of specific genres across 

languages.  
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Genres across the FL curriculum 

Writing in FL classes shouldn’t be limited to an exercise of FL grammar use (i.e. writing-

to-learn) or expression of knowledge about FL cultures. This perspective challenges departments 

and the language-literature divide for a “curriculum in which language, culture, and literature are 

taught as a continuous whole” (MLA report, 2007, p. 237). In the same vein, the growing body 

of non-English writing research has called attention to the importance of preparing students to 

write for a broader range of purposes (e.g., Manterola, 2019; Yiğitoğlu & Reichelt, 2014). 

Daniela’s comment in Chapter 3 well elucidates that genres not only reveal societal practices and 

consequently its cultures but also enable users to talk about these practices and take part in them. 

In this sense, the view of genre as social practice in FL classes should break the academic chains 

and set their eyes on the lived experiences mediated by writing in both instructional and non-

instructional contexts. 

The genre-based course analyzed in this dissertation incorporated multiple genres to 

account for a breath of modes and spheres of communication during the second year of FL study. 

This approach has positively impacted the language program in which it is inserted by 

showcasing the need to integrate genre-oriented assignments in earlier courses to provide 

stronger support for students since the beginning of their FL learning trajectory. For this reason, 

results of this research along with findings from a program evaluation project (Sommer-Farias, 

Carvalho & Picoral, forthcoming) have informed curricular adjustments in the program. First, 

drawing on students’ translingual competence and heightened metalinguistic awareness, genre-

based reading activities were incorporated into the first-year courses as well, integrating some of 

the genres that were included in the first editions of the advanced writing course discussed int his 

dissertation. For instance, genre analysis of gastronomic memories, comic strips, and food 
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recipes were systematized and enabled consciousness-raising of multimodal digital genres in the 

intensive beginner Portuguese for Spanish speakers’ course. The intermediate Portuguese course 

addressed topics such as migration and communication and media, and required students to 

produce product or cultural artifact reviews, news reports and podcasts. As can be seen, these 

assignments targeted non-classroom audiences and required a variety of source incorporation 

strategies, which promote nuanced genre awareness (Driscoll et al., 2019). The source texts are 

largely drawn from authentic texts administered as part of the Celpe-Bras proficiency test, 

attesting its washback in Portuguese genre-based classes and familiarizing students with the 

practices in the writing course early on (see Appendices F and G).  

These assignments have also brought to the forefront the role of multimodality as part of 

formal genre knowledge. The proliferation of digital genres (Elola & Oskoz, 2017) and their 

accessibility across languages and transnational contexts point to the need to harness students’ 

awareness of similarity and differences of digital genres across cultures. Drawing on students’ 

linguistic repertoires and familiarity with multimodal practices since the beginning of the 

curriculum will help them build more confidence in their translingual competence. 

Consequently, this practice can motivate students to pursue advanced language courses, thus 

helping language departments thrive in both number of enrollments and in their mission to 

educate for the humanities.  

Genre selection and the value of repertoires 

In order to adopt an approach to multilingual genre learning that proposes capitalizing on 

students’ experiences to teach foreign languages, a good starting point is to encourage reflection 

about the diverse multilingual society our students are living in. After incorporating reflection 

about multilingual genre use since beginner levels, it is important to avoid a dichotomy between 
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primary and secondary genres, i.e., abstaining from the view of academic genres as complex and 

advanced in expense of equally complex everyday genres is essential to value students’ genre 

repertoires (Samaniego & Warner, 2016). Incorporation of Internet, oral and multimodal genres 

can help dissolve dichotomies and leverage students’ experience with digital literacies. Similarly, 

preparing students to access online discourses in the FL is a strategy to promote authentic and 

immediate FL use. In this sense, imagined FL communities no longer need to be contingent upon 

conditions to study or live abroad, and its potential can be explored through fostering students’ 

interest in exploring whole communities of practice that are available online and accessible to 

those who are familiar with the paths to find them. Genre awareness raising can then be applied 

as an analytical framework to understand language choice, layouts, ideologies and identities 

represented in a variety of genres of different modes.  

 

 To conclude, the MLA report (2007) voiced concerns about the low interest in FL 

languages in U.S. higher education institutions, and offered suggestions to overcome this issue. 

This dissertation argued that developing genre knowledge across languages can leverage and add 

to students’ translingual competence and contribute to the reinvigoration of “language 

departments as valuable academic units central to the humanities and to the missions of 

institutions of higher learning” (MLA report, 2007, p. 237). This goal can be attained through a 

pedagogy that recognizes our students have changed and capitalizes on their multilingual 

practices to teach both genre-specific knowledge and genre awareness. 
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APPENDIX A  
 
Sample lesson Module Job Application Letter (Original in Portuguese, translation available here) 
 
Análise de Cartas de Apresentação 
 

 A seguir, há diferentes exemplos de cartas de apresentação. Identifique possíveis 

características do gênero. (Atividade provavelmente desenvolvida em grupos em um documento do 

Google Docs, sinta-se à vontade para manter suas respostas aqui também).   

1. Quais são as informações básicas que uma carta de apresentação apresenta de acordo com os 
exemplos? 

2. Quais são as expressões mais comuns para cada parte do texto? Destaque cada informação nos 
textos: 

 

  3.1. Como o candidato se refere ao recrutador? 

  3.2. Como o candidato introduz o motivo da carta? 

  3.3. Como o candidato descreve suas qualificações? 

  3.4. Como o candidato se refere à empresa? 

  3.5. Como o candidato descreve seu objetivo pessoal/motivação? 

  3.6. Como o candidato conclui a carta? 
 

4. Destaque na tabela abaixo palavras importantes de cada parte do texto: 
  

Carta 1 Carta 2 Carta 3 Carta 4 
1. Saudação Inicial    

   

2. Explicando a motivação da 
carta ou Mencionando como a 
vaga foi encontrada 
  

  
   

3. Descrevendo qualificações 
com exemplos concretos  

   
   

4. Descrevendo qualificações 
fazendo referência à 
contribuição para a empresa 
  

  
   

5. Descrevendo qualificações 
fazendo referência aos 
benefícios ao candidato  

    

6. Expressando interesse em 
entrevista futura 
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7. Expressando disposição em 
fornecer informações 
adicionais  

    

8. Expressão de fechamento 
cordial  

    

 
4. A associação entre a seção do texto e a função das expressões é clara? Quais outras palavras 

contribuem para expressar a função designada na primeira coluna da tabela? Discuta com seus 

colegas.  

5. É possível identificar para qual vaga a pessoa está se candidatando com base no vocabulário 

da carta? Dê exemplos. 

6. Em quais tempos verbais a carta é escrita? Qual é o efeito de sentido que eles passam tendo em 

mente o propósito de cartas de apresentação?  

 
TAREFA DE CASA 
 
1. Acesse o site www.infojobs.com ou outro de mesmo propósito e escolha um cargo de seu 
interesse ou escolha um dos disponíveis abaixo. Escreva uma carta de apresentação endereçada à 
vaga. Não esqueça de anexar o anúncio ao seu texto.  
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Retomando: Propósito e Linguagem 

 
 O objetivo de uma carta de apresentação é fazer com que o empregador leia seu CV e 
queira fazer uma entrevista com você. Como fazer isso através de minha retórica? Como elaborar 
a linguagem da minha carta? 
 

• Evite dirigir a carta ao RH ou “A quem possa interessar”. No caso de vagas em websites, 

fica mais difícil contatar a empresa interessada porque muitas vezes a informação não 

está acessível, mas é importante fazê-lo sempre que possível. 

• Escreva parágrafos concisos, mas elaborados. Vá direto ao ponto para convencer o 

interlocutor! 

• A linguagem deve ser mais formal, mas mesmo assim não formal demais: tem que ser 

única para engajar o leitor.  
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• Para isso, selecione algo do seu CV para elaborar melhor e relacione diretamente com os 

requisitos da vaga.  

 
A) Níveis de confiança ao expressar interesse na vaga 
 

1) Compare os grupos de sentenças abaixo. 

1.1 Como cada expressão em negrito é diferente em termos do posicionamento do interlocutor? 

Como elas são similares? 

1.2. Qual é a relação estabelecida entre o leitor e o autor conforme ideias passadas pelas 

expressões sublinhadas?  

a)  

1 Quero este cargo porque a experiência me ajudará a desenvolver outras 

habilidades. 

2 Gostaria e ficaria feliz se pudesse fazer parte de sua equipe. 

3 Espero que me considerem para ser parte de sua equipe. 

4 Espero conseguir a vaga para dar o meu melhor. 

 

 

b)  

4 Estou entusiasmada com a possibilidade de trabalhar para sua empresa porque 

gostaria de expandir as minhas habilidades. 

5  A razão pela qual estou interessada nesta vaga é que ela vai contribuir para 

minha experiência no futuro. 

6 Seria uma honra poder trabalhar na empresa Mil Graus. 

c) 
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7  Caso você concorde que as minhas credenciais são adequadas,* eu fico à 

disposição para uma entrevista pessoal. 

8 Acho que eu traria produtividade para esta empresa. 

 

2. Depois de analisar essas frases, você manteria as mesmas escolhas que você fez na sua 

carta ou adaptaria algumas delas? Quais e por quê? 

 

B) Descrição de suas experiências: atenção aos tempos verbais 
 
- Leia as frases abaixo e sugira modificações para deixar o sentido mais claro: 

1. Eu nunca e trabalhado com relações internacionais, mas vou me esforçar para adquirir 

mais experiência na área.  

2. Eu já tenho participado de projetos sobre capacitação de pessoas e administração de 

negócios.  

3. Meu conhecimento e melhorado consideravelmente na área de negócios. 

 
C) Expansão de vocabulário 
 
- Para diversificar o vocabulário, Explore os sinônimos do Aulete, por exemplo: 

http://www.aulete.com.br/avançar. Escolha duas frases no seu texto e substituta por verbos mais 

fortes:  

• Atuar, desempenhar, executar, exercer 

• Melhorar, expandir, aumentar, avançar, progredir   

• Ganhar, obter, adquirir 

• Alcançar, realizar, atingir, cumprir, executar 

 
 
D) Coesão entre orações: 
 
- Como os conectores abaixo podem deixar o texto mais coeso? Como eles podem ser 
acrescentados no seu texto para deixá-lo fluir melhor? Na apostila p. 65 você encontra uma lista 
de outros conectores e suas funções.  

 
  
 

Além disso – Atualmente - No entanto - Contudo - Certamente - Nesse sentido 
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 Eu trabalhei com pesquisa na área de marketing durante dois anos. Eu fiz um estágio na 

empresa Spotify durante três meses. Tenho habilidades de divulgação e venda de pacotes 

especiais e análise de perfis de consumo. Decidi mudar meu foco para empreendedorismo 

relacionado à sustentabilidade e consumo consciente. Tenho me interessado por startups que se 

preocupam com o desenvolvimento da consciência ecológica da população. Considero que 

minha experiência está alinhada com os requisitos da vaga.  

 
 Depois da Escrita: Para conversar 
 
a) Se você for contratado, você vai morar onde? Você vai ganhar quanto? 
b) Se você fosse aceito no emprego, você mudaria de cidade? Quanto você gostaria de 

ganhar? 
 

Alguns exemplos: 

• Se eu pudesse trabalhar na Europa, estaria satisfeita. 

• Bastaria que eu tivesse um bom emprego e ganhasse bem. 

• Se eu conseguisse o emprego na cidade de meu marido, seria o ideal. 

• Para que ele trabalhasse nessa empresa, precisaria conhecer o chefe. 

• Onde você vai se conseguir uma folga? 

• O que você vai considerar para aceitar a vaga se você for chamado? 

• Quando as pessoas visitarem você, elas podem trazer quem quiserem? 

• Logo que tiver dinheiro, o que você vai comprar? 

 
Refletindo sobre a gramática 

c) Em quais tempos verbais estão as frases anteriores? 
d) Qual é a diferença entre eles? Em duplas, discutam e explicitem a regra de formação 

gramatical de cada tempo verbal e sua regra de uso. 
e) Tendo em mente as situações de uso desses tempos verbais e o tema “trabalho”, dê outros 

exemplos para os colegas. (Tentem usar também outras conjunções: Se, Quando, Enquanto, 
Assim que, Logo que, Como, Onde…) 
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APPENDIX B  
 
 
Table B1. Participant profiles 
 

  
Participant 

(pseudonyms) 

Linguistic 
Background 

Experience in the 
Language of 
Inheritance 

(self-reported 
statement) 

  
Age 

Major 
Minor 

  

Year in the 
university 

and semester 
when 

recruited 

Jane English L1 
Spanish 

intermediate 
French beginner 

I’ve learned Spanish 
in a classroom 

setting 

21-24 Political 
Science/Spanish and 

Portuguese 
Urban and Regional 

Development 

4 
 

Spring 2018 

Adam Spanish L1 
English advanced 

I was exposed to 
Spanish as a child in 
my household in the 

US 

17-20 Physiology 
Spanish 

3 
 

Spring 2018 

Martha English/Spanish 
L1 

I was exposed to 
Spanish as a child in 
my household in the 

US 

21-24 Physiology and 
Spanish  

Junior  
 

Spring 2018 

Jaime  English/Spanish 
L1 

I was born in a 
Spanish-speaking 
country and lived 

there until at least 5 
years old 

21-24 Spanish & 
Physiology 
Portuguese 

Junior 
 

Spring 2018 

Derek Spanish L1 
English advanced 
French beginner 

I was born in a 
Spanish-speaking 
country and lived 

there until at least 5 
years old 

21-24 Civil Engineering 
 

Portuguese 

Junior 
 

Spring 2018 

Charles Spanish/English 
L1* 

French beginner 

I was born in a 
Spanish-speaking 
country and lived 

there until at least 5 
years old 

21-24 Spanish Translation 
& Interpretation; 
Sustainable Plant 

Systems 
Plant Biology 

4 
 

Spring 2018 

Stella Spanish/English 
L1 

Italian beginner 

I was exposed to 
Spanish as a child in 
my household in the 

US 

  
  
  

21-24 

Agricultural Business 
Economics and 
Management; 
Spanish with 
emphasis in 
Portuguese 

3 
 

Spring 2018 
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Peter Spanish/English 
L1 

Russian 
Intermediate* 

 
I was exposed to 

Spanish as a child in 
my household in the 

US 

21-24 Spanish 
Portuguese 

4 
 

Spring 2018 

Edu English 
Spanish 
Portuguese 
Catalan 
Mandarin 

I was exposed to 
Portuguese as a 

child in my 
household in Brazil 
and learned English 
in a bilingual school 

 NA   Political Science  
 

Fall 2018 

Sally English/Arabic L1 
 
Spanish advanced 
 
Portuguese 
(heritage) 

I was exposed to 
Spanish as a child in 
my household in the 

US; 
 
I have learned some 

Portuguese from 
Portuguese-

speaking family 
members 

21-24 Spanish and 
Portuguese, 

Anthropology; 
 

Geoscience 

 
 

Fall 2018 

Brenda  English L1 
Spanish advanced 
German beginner 

I've learned Spanish 
in a classroom 
setting (school, 

college, etc.) later in 
life. 

21-24 Latin American 
Studies; Spanish 

 
Portuguese 

Senior 
 

Fall 2018 

Daniela  English/Spanish 
L1 

I was born in a 
Spanish-speaking 
country and lived 

there until at least 5 
years old. 

17-20 Law and Spanish 
with an emphasis in 

Portuguese  

Junior 

Lara English/Spanish 
L1 

I was exposed to 
Spanish as a child 
in my household 

in the US 

17-20 Art Education; 
Portuguese 

Sophomore 
 

Fall 2018 

Alexia Spanish L1 
English 

advanced 

I was exposed to 
Spanish as a child 
in my household 

in the US 

21-24 Law and Spanish 
Translation & 
Interpretation; 

Portuguese 

Senior 
 

Fall 2018 

Amanda English L1 
Spanish 

advanced 

I've learned 
Spanish in a 

classroom setting 
later in life 

21-24 Neuroscience, 
Molecular Biology, 

Spanish 
Biochemistry 

Senior  
 

Fall 2018 

Pablo English/Spanish 
L1 

I was exposed to 
Spanish as a child 

17-20 Spanish and 
Portuguese; 

Business 

Sophomore  
 

Fall 2018 
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in my household 
in the US 

Veronica Spanish L1 
English 

advanced 

NA 21-24 Spanish & 
Portuguese 

Translation & 
Interpretation 

Senior 
 

Fall 2018 

Amalia NA NA NA NA  
Fall 2018 

Karina NA NA NA NA  
Fall 2018 

Rafa English/Spanish 
L1 

NA 17-20 Public Health 
Portuguese 

Junior 
 

Fall 2018 

Muriel English/Spanish 
L1 

I was exposed to 
Spanish as a child 
in my household 

in the US 

21-24 Environmental 
Science, 

Spanish/Portuguese 
Sustainable Plant 

Systems 

Senior 
 

Fall 2018 
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APPENDIX C 
  
Table C1. Questionnaire (translated from Portuguese to English) 
  

Q1 Name: 

Q2 Which kinds of texts do you use to read, in which languages, and in which modalities? 
Check the box if the information corresponds to your everyday routine with those texts: 

 Genres Practice 
(  ) Read 
(  ) Write 

Language 
(   ) English 
(   ) Spanish 
(   ) Portuguese 
or others 

Addressee 
(To 
whom?) 

When? 
Why? 

Modality 
(   ) Digital 
(   ) Paper 

Personal 
Letter 

          

Personal 
Journal 

          

Facebook 
post (or 
another social 
network) 

          

Text message           
E-mail           
Q3 These texts present goals related to procedures. Classify them following the same 
categories: 

 Genres Practice 
(  ) Read 
(  ) Write 

Language 
(   ) English 
(   ) Spanish 
(   ) Portuguese 
or others 

Addressee 
(To 
whom?) 

When? 
Why? 

Modality 
(   ) Digital 
(   ) Paper 

Touristic 
guide 

          

Medicine 
instructions 
(bula) 

          

Instruction 
guide 

          

Menu           

Food recipe           
Travel 
itinerary 
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Q4 These texts are related to expositions. Classify them following the same categories: 
 Genres Practice 

(  ) Read 
(  ) Write 

Language 
(   ) English 
(   ) Spanish 
(   ) Portuguese 
or others 

Addressee 
(To 
whom?) 

When? 
Why? 

Modality 
(   ) Digital 
(   ) Paper 

CV           

Petition           

Comic books           
Comic strips           

Horoscope           
News articles           
Short stories/ 
novels 

          

Pamphlets           

Blog posts           

Q5 These texts are related to explanations. Classify them following the same categories: 

 Genres Practice 
(  ) Read 
(  ) Write 

Language 
(   ) English 
(   ) Spanish 
(   ) Portuguese 
or others 

Addressee 
(To 
whom?) 

When? 
Why? 

Modality 
(   ) Digital 
(   ) Paper 

Opinion piece           

Open letter           

Column           
Letter to the 
editor 

          

Q6 Do you think that textual configuration (such as format and purpose) changes with the 
language? Write down your opinion briefly. 

Q7 Which of the texts previously mentioned do you believe are more difficult for you to 
understand in Portuguese? Why? 
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APPENDIX D 
 
Diagnostic Assessment 
 
1.2.3 Identificando gêneros: uma avaliação diagnóstica 
 
1. Leia as 5 passagens abaixo e identifique de quais fontes elas possivelmente podem ter saído 
(por exemplo, revista, jornal, ensaio de estudante, enciclopédia, etc). Na parte de justificativa, 
explique brevemente o que te ajudou a identificar a fonte.  
 
 
TEXTO 1  
 

Nós escolhemos ficar hospedados em um hotel de selva. Acho que para as crianças, 
principalmente as menores e que nunca dormiram em um barco, é mais tranquilo. Outra opção de 
hospedagem bastante requisitada, o cruzeiro, tem a vantagem de ir para lugares mais remotos 
dentro da selva, mas as famílias precisam avaliar bem se têm esse perfil. 

Na selva, uma das atividades mais interessantes são as caminhadas na mata com aulas 
sobre as plantas e frutos que a mãe natureza nos oferece tão ricamente e abundantemente. As 
crianças realmente se interessam em ouvir e aprender como as comunidades ribeirinhas ainda 
vivem e mantém os hábitos que aprenderam de seus ancestrais. 
 
Tipo de Texto: ________________________________________________________  
Justificativa: __________________________________________________________  
 
TEXTO 2 
 

Caro Diretor dos Recursos Humanos, 
 
Procura um Editor e Copywriter publicitário dinâmico? Não procure mais pois eu estou 

preparada para assumir o cargo. Tendo mais de 10 anos de experiência como Editora e 
Copywriter publicitária, poderei dar desde logo uma importante contribuição para o constante 
sucesso da New Media Marketing. 

Pelo que vi, vocês procuram alguém que consiga escrever de forma cativante e persuasiva 
assegurando simultaneamente que toda a comunicação e publicidade vão de encontro às 
expectativas da empresa em termos da mensagem e sua exatidão. Isso é exatamente o que estou 
habilitada a fazer. Como Editora e Copywriter publicitária, poderei escrever conteúdo para as 
páginas de Internet, editar comunicados, desenvolver materiais publicitários e revisar todas as 
partes por forma a se conformarem de acordo com as linhas mestras do Projeto e padrões 
editoriais. Em adição, informo que sou bastante atenta ao detalhe, organizada e muito precisa. 
 
Tipo de Texto: ________________________________________________________  
Justificativa: __________________________________________________________  
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TEXTO 3 
 

As atividades que foram desenvolvidas durante o estágio são: auxiliar no esclarecimento 
de dúvidas dos clientes, no que diz respeito à marcação de exames e consultas, como também 
nos esclarecimentos quanto aos procedimentos dos exames realizados, esse esclarecimento está 
relacionado com o tipo de exames que é feito no local (clínica), como os exames de 
polissonografia e poligrafia, assim como a marcação de consultas (neurologistas e medicina do 
sono). Existem outras atividades que serão desenvolvidas durante o estágio como, atendimento 
ao cliente tanto telefônico, quanto receptivo, interno ou externo.   
  

Tipo de Texto: ________________________________________________________  
Justificativa: __________________________________________________________  
 
TEXTO 4  
 
 Membro da Confederação Brasileira de Desportos Aquáticos (CDBA) desde 2014, o jovem treina 
de terça à domingo, das 14h às 17h30, e alterna os trabalhos com atividades na academia aos sábados e 
viagens para disputar competições. A rotina apertada não deixou muito tempo os estudos e, por isso, 
Magalhães priorizou sempre prestar atenção nas aulas para não precisar rever o conteúdo em casa.  
 “Meu tempo é muito curto. Eu estudo em casa no período da noite algo que eu estou com dúvida, 
mas não tenho muito tempo, então matéria dada é matéria estudada. Eu presto atenção na aula para não ter 
que estudar depois. 90% do conteúdo que eu sei é de sala de aula”, explicou. 
 Preparado para enfrentar a segunda fase da Unicamp, o atleta agora pensa em passar na faculdade 
e voltar aos treinos. Mesmo com a intenção de garantir uma profissão para quando se aposentar, o jovem 
sabe que, por ser um esportista de alto rendimento, talvez tenha que escolher entre uma das duas carreiras 
antes da aposentadoria. “Prefiro não pensar nisso. É muito difícil escolher entre duas coisas que eu gosto”, 
contou. 
 
Tipo de Texto: ________________________________________________________  
Justificativa: __________________________________________________________  
 
TEXTO 5  
 

Se quisermos nos transformar num país evoluído econômica e socialmente temos de, 
inexoravelmente, cuidar para que nossas crianças sejam educadas e preparadas para viver e 
vivenciar uma nação diferente, onde todas tenham oportunidades equânimes de adquirir 
conhecimentos com qualidade, e possam aprender a viver harmonicamente numa sociedade com 
valores éticos, morais, respeito ao meio ambiente e, principalmente, aos seus semelhantes. 

Segundo dados do Banco Mundial, 26% da população do planeta tem entre zero e 14 
anos de idade, o que representa cerca de 1,9 bilhão de pessoas. No Brasil, dados do IBGE 
indicam que 22% das pessoas estão nessa faixa etária. Considerando que 85% dos brasileiros 
residem em áreas urbanas, temos hoje, no Brasil, 38 milhões de crianças vivendo nas cidades (42 
milhões em todo o país). 
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A nossa taxa de crescimento populacional está em declínio, mas ainda é positiva. De 
acordo com o IBGE, ela foi de 0,8% entre os anos de 2015 e 2016. Mantida essa média, mais de 
1,6 milhão de crianças engrossarão esse contingente por ano. 

Mas há recursos suficientes para a educação? 
 
Tipo de Texto: ________________________________________________________  
Justificativa: ________________________________________________________  
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APPENDIX E 
 
 

 
 
Figure E1. Mind map produced by Amanda for the opinion piece. Handwriting in black ink 

consists of additions for a second version of this map.  
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APPENDIX F 
 
Prompts from the midterm and the final exam (editions from the Celpe-Bras proficiency exam)  
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APPENDIX G  

Prompts guiding the genre analysis of students’ own texts (midterm and final exam) 
(translated to English) 
 
Midterm  
a) Indicate two linguistic choices you made in YOUR text (e.g. choice of vocabulary/expression, 
verb tense, clause structure) and explain what rhetorical function you aim to convey.  
b) What features does your text include based on the genre analysis and the topics we discussed 
in class (in both tourism and job market modules)? 
c) Indicate two features (about vocabulary, structure, topic, etc.) that you included in your text 
and you believe (if you believe) that your experience with writing in other languages helped. 
 
Final Exam 
Students are presented with two tasks and choose one task to write. Both are argumentative texts 
with slightly different genres. Then, they respond the following questions: 
a) Indicate two linguistic choices you made in YOUR text (e.g. choice of 
vocabulary/expressions, verb tense, clause structure) and explain what rhetorical function you 
aim to convey. 
b) What features does your text include based on the analysis of argumentative texts and the 
topics we discussed in class? 
c) Indicate two features (linguistic-, rhetorical-, subject-matter-related) that you included in your 
text and you believe you are drawing on your experience with writing in other languages. 
d) Why did you choose this prompt and not the other one? In other words, why did your choice 
look more feasible than the other?  
e) Are there any linguistic choices you could use for both prompts? If yes, give two examples. 
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APPENDIX H 
 
Prompt for the final portfolio reflection (English and Portuguese) 
 
 
Translated to English:  
 
A self-portrait of the writer 
 
Write a reflection of no less than two pages about who you are as a writer and show in which 
ways you have improved and what you have accomplished throughout this semester. Imagine 
that you are painting a self-portrait comparing yourself as a writer before and after, with your 
unique colors and shades. In your text, mention the objective of our course: The course aims to 
develop reading and writing skills in various genres that circulate in different social spheres in 
Portuguese language. Collect your texts and organize them in a folder (original first and final 
drafts with teacher’s comments). Choose two texts that illustrate and/or exemplify your learning 
progress in this course. Based on these two texts, use the lexicogrammatical table to verify your 
progress and explain how you interpret changes in specific types of difficulties you can see in 
your table. Upload your reflection into D2L.  
 
Possible questions you can answer: 

• What did I learn in this course?  
• In which texts did I notice more improvement in my writing? What kind of improvement 

(grammar, vocabulary, connectors, orthography, punctuation)? 
• Which texts did I like to write the most and why? And the ones I liked the least and why? 
• Which text(s) I do not consider relevant for learning? Why? What other texts would I 

rather have written and why? 
• Was there new knowledge I had already studied in other languages (about writing, texts, 

grammar, etc.)? Was this knowledge revised or reformulated in any manner? 
• Am I going to use these reflections about writing in Portuguese in other languages? For 

which texts? 
 
 
Original version in Portuguese:  
 
Autorretrato do escritor 
 
Escreva uma reflexão de no mínimo duas páginas (espaço 1,5) sobre quem você é como escritor 
e mostre de que maneiras você melhorou e o que você conquistou. Imagine que você está 
pintando um autorretrato de antes e depois de você como escritor, com suas cores e sombras 
únicas. Em seu texto, faça relação ao objetivo do nosso curso: O curso tem como objetivo 
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desenvolver habilidades de leitura e escrita de textos de diversos gêneros textuais que circulam 
em diferentes âmbitos sociais em língua portuguesa. Reúna seus textos em uma pasta (versão 1 e 
2 originais). Escolha dois textos que são ilustrativos de seu aprendizado no curso PORT 425 para 
exemplificar seu progresso. Com base nesses dois textos, use a tabela de gramática para verificar 
seu progresso e explicar como você interpreta a mudança nos tipos de dificuldades expostas em 
sua tabela. Fazer o upload da reflexão na pasta do D2L. Possíveis perguntas: 

• O que eu aprendi nesse curso? 
• Em quais textos notei maior evolução da minha escrita? Que tipo de evolução (gramática, 

vocabulário, conectores, ortografia, pontuação)? 
• Quais textos gostei mais de escrever e por quê? E que gostei menos e por quê? 
• Qual texto(s) não considero relevante aprender? Por quê? Quais outros textos eu gostaria 

de ter escrito e por quê? 
• Houve conhecimento novo que eu já tinha visto em outras línguas (sobre escrever, sobre 

textos, sobre gramática, etc?)? Acho que esse conhecimento foi reformulado ou revisado 
de alguma forma? 

• Vou utilizar minhas reflexões sobre a escrita em Português em outras línguas? Para quais 
textos? 
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APPENDIX I 
Interview questions (semi-structured) 

 

PART I – Linguistic Background (before the course)  

a) I see that you reported that your L1/L2 is ____. Remind me, how you did you learn 

____? 

PART II – During the course 

b) What was most interesting or useful or memorable for you in the PORT 425 course? 

c) Which task or assignment was most helpful in getting a better understanding of how non-

academic writing can be done? 

d) In our class, we read and wrote trip reports, CVs, job application letters, and opinion 

pieces. How would you describe your overall experience with these texts in the class? 

e) In your [assignment] you mentioned that ____. Can you elaborate on that?  

PART III – After the course 

a) What kinds of texts are you currently writing? (for classes or personal purpose) 

b) I would like you to describe to me, the best you can, what you do when you write a [one 

of the materials that student mentioned]. What kinds of steps do you go through or 

strategies do you use when you write a _____? 

c) Do you usually think of these strategies in English or Spanish [or other languages] first? 

Or both? Why do you think that is so? Does it depend on the language of the text you are 

writing? 

d) How would you describe yourself as a writer and your writing abilities now? 
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e) How do you feel when you write in English, Spanish and Portuguese (or other 

languages), now? Is there any difference in how you deploy writing strategies in each 

language? 

As a follow-up: 

f) Do you think you use anything from the course when you are writing (in any language)?  

g) Is there anything that you are doing now to write that you didn’t do before? 

h) Do you think you have applied anything you learned from the course to help you write 

materials for your classes or texts used in other situations? How have you applied these 

things to help you write? 

i) Do you think you changed the way you write during 425? Do you write now in a way that 

it is different from the way you used to write (in English? Spanish? how so? can you give 

me examples? 
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APPENDIX J 
 

Questions for journal entry 1 (original in Portuguese) 

Escreva em seu blue book (que servirá como seu diário) sobre suas expectativas com relação ao 

curso:  

1. O que quero aprender neste curso?  
2. Como quero aprender? Ou seja, de que tipos de atividades eu espero participar?  
3. Quais são meus pontos fortes em língua portuguesa?  
4. Quais são as habilidades na língua portuguesa que eu preciso praticar mais?  
5. Quais são minhas maiores dificuldades e facilidades? 
6.  Quem é você como escritor hoje? O que você pensa sobre o lugar que escrever tem na sua 

vida? Você gosta, se sente confortável? Se sim, em que língua e por quê? 
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APPENDIX K 
 
Table K1. Coding scheme for the Metacognition category 
 

Code Description 
1. Describing difficulties (and 

strategies to overcome them or not)  
Comments on difficulties they face with language and/or 
writing, describing strategies to overcome them or not 

2. Describing oneself as a writer Comments on strengths, many times about but not limited 
to linguistic skills; writing preferences 

3. Describing strategies and their 
use and/or results 

Comments describing strategies they use when writing, 
including planning, drafting, and how they see them as 
useful 

4. Describing expectations for 
learning  

Skills they want to develop, genres they still want to learn 
how to write, suggestions for future courses 

5. Evaluating the tasks for learning Comments on what they liked or found helpful or useful 
from the tasks they completed for the class  

6. Expressing positive feelings 
about skills  

About skills learned during this class or in previous classes 

 
Table K2. Coding scheme for the Genre Awareness category 
 

Code Description 
7. Explaining reasoning 
based on previous experience  

Justifications on choices made after composing processes based on 
familiarity with a) personal life connection (e.g. discipline); b) 
previous practice (e.g. same genre in another language). 

8. Explaining reasoning 
behind choices 

Justifications on choices made after composing processes based on 
genre-specific features, register awareness, etc.  

9. Reflecting on what has 
been learned about genre 

Comments on interlocutor/audience, purpose, formal features, writing 
strategies (process knowledge); genre flexibility, variation, and 
conventions not tied to one specific task. 
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APPENDIX L 

Table L1. Trip report in Portuguese (original) and corresponding translation (versions 1 and 2) 

Version 1: Trip Report in Portuguese (original) Version 1: Trip report (translation to English) 
Grécia 2018 
 
Eu acho que minha melhor viaje foi a Grécia este 
verão. Eu sei que já fale sobre minha experiencia 
em Grécia, mas acho que não fale sobre minhas 
atividades favoritas. Por exemplo, eu tive a 
oportunidade de explorar uma pequena igreja que 
foi pintado por El Greco. O melhor da pequena 
igreja era que estava localizada perto do mar 
onde o som das ondas criou uma sensação de paz. 
Também, nesse mesmo dia, eu cantei música 
grega folclórica com alguns músicos locais que 
eram bilingues em espanhol e grego. Pessoas de 
todas as idades começaram a cantar conosco e 
rapidamente havia um grupo de dançarinos 
celebrando e movendo-se frente nosso grupo. 
Momentos como estes onde a música junta 
diferentes culturas e pessoas são meus favoritos 
porque me lembram de porque eu faço e canto 
música; para ajudar e conectar diferentes 
pessoas.  (Há uma ideia que para poder ajudar as 
pessoas é necessário estudar coisas relacionadas 
com o remédio, mas as pessoas que somente 
acreditam essa ideia tipicamente não levem em 
conta a salude da mente ou da espirito.) De 
verdade, um dia inesquecível! Além de cantar com 
pessoas e explorar edifícios ou monumentos, 
também pratiquei meus outros idiomas como o 
grego, e o italiano. Primeiro eu quero dizer que eu 
não sou um experto em nenhuma dessas línguas. 
Eu posso simplesmente falar/ler um pouco e 
quando a oportunidade foi apresentada, eu ajudei 
traduzir palavras simples para não estar perdidos 
pela cidade de Hermopolis. Algo legal que eu 
aprendi antes de viajar ao Grécia foi que a 
fonética do grego é literalmente igual a fonética 
do espanhol. Pois, quando era tempo de começar 
a falar grego, eu expliquei os sons necessários 
para dizer as palavras gregas corretamente. Por 
exemplo, a palavra grega “ευχαριστω”, que 
significa “obrigado” em português, é 
pronunciada ef-ca-ris-to. E uma palavra muito 
comum em Grécia e me certifiquei que todos meus 
alunos sabiam como pronunciara-la bem. Al fim, 
este viaje foi uma aventura inesperada onde meu 

Greece 2018 
 
I think that my best trip was Greece this summer. 
I know I have already talked about my experience 
in Greece, but I think I haven’t talked about my 
favorite activities. For example, I had the 
opportunity to explore a small church that was 
painted by El Greco. The best of the little church 
was that it was located near the sea where the 
sound of waves created a sensation of peace. 
Also, in this same day, I sang Greek folkloric 
music with some local musicians that were 
bilinguals in Spanish and Greek. People from all 
ages started singing with us and quickly there was 
a group of dancers celebrating and moving in 
front of our group. Moments like these where 
music unites different cultures and people are my 
favorite because they remind me why I make and 
sing music; to help and connect different people. 
(There is an idea that to be able to help people it 
necessary to study things related to medicine, but 
people that only believe in this idea typically 
don’t take into account the health of mind or 
spirit). Truly, an unforgettable day! Besides 
singing with people and exploring building or 
monuments, I also practiced my other languages 
such as Greek and Italian. First, I want to say that 
I am not an expert in none of these languages. I 
can simply speak/read and when the opportunity 
was presented, I helped to translate simple words 
to not get lost around Hermopolis city. Something 
cool that I learned before traveling to Greece was 
that Greek’s phonetics is literally the same as 
Spanish’s phonetics. Then, when it was time to 
start speaking Greek, I explained the sounds 
needed to say the Greek words correctly. For 
example, the words “ευχαριστω”, that means 
“thanks” in Portuguese, is pronounced ef-ca-ris-
to. It is a very common word in Greece, and I 
certified myself that all my students knew how to 
pronounce it well. Finally, this trip was an 
unexpected adventure where my love for Greece 
and its incredible people only increased each day 
that I experimented the new ideas and cultures 
available for everyone.   
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amor para Grécia e suas pessoas incríveis 
somente aumentou cada dia que eu experimentei 
as novas ideias e culturas disponíveis para todos. 
Version 2: Trip report in Portuguese (Original) Version 2: Trip report (translation to English) 
Os cinco idiomas da Grécia 
 
 Eu acho que minha melhor viagem foi à 
Grécia este verão. Eu sei que já falei sobre minha 
experiência na Grécia, mas acho que não falei 
sobre minhas atividades favoritas. Por exemplo, 
eu tive a oportunidade de explorar uma pequena 
igreja que foi pintada por El Greco. O melhor da 
pequena igreja era que estava localizada perto do 
mar onde o som das ondas criaram uma sensação 
de paz. Também, nesse mesmo dia, eu cantei 
música grega folclórica com alguns músicos 
locais que eram bilíngües em espanhol e grego. 
Pessoas de todas as idades começaram a cantar 
conosco e rapidamente havia um grupo de 
dançarinos celebrando e dançando frente nosso 
grupo. Momentos como estes onde a música junta 
diferentes culturas e pessoas são meus favoritos 
porque me lembram de porque eu faço e canto 
música; para ajudar e conectar diferentes 
pessoas.  (Há uma ideia que para poder ajudar as 
pessoas é necessário estudar coisas relacionadas 
com o remédio, mas as pessoas que somente 
acreditam nessa ideia tipicamente não levam em 
conta a saúde da mente ou do espírito.) De 
verdade, um dia inesquecível! Além de cantar com 
pessoas e explorar edifícios ou monumentos, 
também pratiquei meus outros idiomas como o 
grego e o italiano. Agora, eu não sou um 
especialista em nenhuma dessas línguas, mas 
quando a oportunidade foi apresentada, eu ajudei 
a traduzir palavras simples para nós não estar 
perdidos pela cidade de Hermopolis. Por exemplo, 
a palavra grega “ευχαριστω”, que significa 
“obrigado” em português, é pronunciada ef-ca-
ris-to. É uma palavra muito comum na Grécia e 
me certifiquei que todos meus alunos sabiam como 
pronuncia-la bem. Eu sabia como dizer a palavra 
corretamente porque antes de viajar à Grécia, eu 
aprendi que a fonética do grego é igual a fonética 
do espanhol. Pois, eu pude explicar os sons 
necessários para dizer as palavras corretamente e 
fui apontado o tradutor do grupo. Então, eu tive 
que traduzir todo; até as palavras de outros 
idiomas como o italiano! Porque eu tive que 
lembrar o pouco italiano que eu sei e traduzir 
palavras italianas na Grécia? Pelo visto, depois 

The five languages of Greece 
 
         I think that my best trip was Greece this 
summer. I know I have already talked about my 
experience in Greece, but I think I haven’t talked 
about my favorite activities. For example, I had 
the opportunity to explore a small church that was 
painted by El Greco. The best of the little church 
was that it was located near the sea where the 
sound of waves created a sensation of peace. 
Also, in this same day, I sang Greek folkloric 
music with some local musicians that were 
bilinguals in Spanish and Greek. People from all 
ages started singing with us and quickly there was 
a group of dancers celebrating and moving in 
front of our group. Moments like these where 
music unites different cultures and people are my 
favorite because they remind me why I make and 
sing music; to help and connect different people. 
(There is an idea that to be able to help people it 
necessary to study things related to medicine, but 
people that only believe in this idea typically 
don’t take into account the health of mind or 
spirit). Truly, an unforgettable day! Besides 
singing with people and exploring building or 
monuments, I also practiced my other languages 
such as Greek and Italian. Now, I am not an 
expert in none of these languages, but when the 
opportunity presented itself, I helped to translate 
simple words so we would not get lost around 
Hermopolis city. For example, the words 
“ευχαριστω”, that means “thanks” in Portuguese, 
is pronounced ef-ca-ris-to. It is a very common 
word in Greece, and I certified myself that all my 
students knew how to pronounce it well. I knew 
how to pronounce the word because before 
traveling to Greece I learned that Greek phonetics 
is the same as Spanish phonetics. Thus, I could 
explain the sounds needed to say the words 
correctly and was appointed as the group’s 
translator. Therefore, I had to translate 
everything; even the words from other languages 
like Italian! Why did I have to remember the little 
Italian I know and translate Italian words in 
Greece? As it seems, after Greek and English, 
Italian is the third most spoken language in 
Greece. It results that, specifically in the islands 
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do grego e o inglês, o italiano é a terceira língua 
mais falada na Grécia. Resulta que, 
especificamente nas ilhas gregas como Syros y 
Mykonos, a Grécia tem uma população enorme de 
imigrantes italianos que simplesmente não querem 
viver na Itália. Eu acho que definitivamente houve 
um dia onde falei mais “espaliano” que o inglês 
tentando de falar com as pessoas locais! Se eu 
digo a verdade, eu nunca pensei que algum dia em 
minha vida eu seria um tradutor na Grécia por 
dois semanas; mas, foi uma experiência 
inesperada que totalmente mudou minha 
mentalidade sobre a tradução e idiomas em geral. 
No fim, esta viagem foi uma aventura única onde 
meu amor pela Grécia e suas pessoas incríveis 
somente aumentou cada dia que eu experimentei 
as novas ideias e culturas disponíveis para todos. 

such as Syros and Mykonos, Greece has a huge 
population of Italian immigrants that simply don’t 
want to live in Italy. I think that definitely there 
was a day where I spoke more “Itanglish” than 
English trying to speak with local people! Telling 
the truth, I never thoughy that one day in my life I 
would be a translator in Greece for two weeks; 
but it was an unexpected experience that changes 
my perception about translation and languages in 
general. In the end, this trip was a unique 
adventure where my love for Greece and its 
incredible people only increased each day that I 
experimented the new ideas and cultures 
available for everyone.   
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APPENDIX M 
 
Table M1. Opinion piece in Portuguese (original) and corresponding translation (versions 1 and 

2) 

 
Opinion piece version 1 (Original in Portuguese) Opinion piece version 1 (translated to English)  
Sono na universidade    
  
Uma verdade universal da faculdade, que 
surpreendentemente não tem mais dados 
científicos online, é que os alunos não durmam o 
suficiente. Este fenômeno na universidade é tão 
comum, até os professores fazem piadas sobre o 
tópico. Agora, há várias razões por que um 
estudante não pode dormir bem, mas eu acho que o 
tema de sono se tornou tanto a uma piada, que não 
é levado sério quando deveria ser. Eu 
verdadeiramente apoio a ideia que na universidade 
é um tempo crítico para explorar e realmente 
conhecer as coisas que são importantes para se 
mesmo; isso não é possível se a maioria dos alunos 
estão meio morto de sono. Por isso, eu acredito 
que as universidades pelo mundo, igual que os 
alunos da universidade, necessitam que melhorar 
sua atitude sobre o sono e entender a importância 
de dormir as suficientes horas cada dia porque a 
insônia pode afetar negativamente os processos 
naturais fisiológicos, os trabalhos escolares e as 
vidas pessoais sim que seja obvio.  
 
É necessário dormir bem todos os dias para que o 
corpo continue funcionando corretamente. Agora, 
durante minha pesquisa sobre o tema, eu descobri 
que a maioria das pessoas não sabem quanto são 
“suficiente horas”. Como foi demostrado na 
pesquisa científica Sono e adolescência: quantas 
horas os adolescentes precisam dormir, a idade 
está diretamente relacionada com o sono e as 
horas necessitadas para dormir o suficiente; os 
mais velha a pessoa, as menos horas necessitadas. 
Isso significa que a maioria dos estudantes na 
universidade (Tendo as idades entre 17 -25), 
precisam obter 7-8 horas cada noite.  
 
Na faculdade também necessita melhorar sua 
atitude sobre o tema de sono porque há demasiado 
estudantes cada ano que são afetados 
negativamente pela insônia. Para ser mais direto, 

Sleep in the university 
 
A universal truth in the university, which 
surprisingly doesn’t have more scientific data 
online, is that students don’t sleep enough. This 
phenomenon is so common in the university, 
even professors joke about the topic. Now, there 
are many reasons why a student can’t sleep well, 
but I think that the topic of sleep became such a 
joke that it is not taken seriously when it should. 
I truly support the idea that in the university it is 
a critical time to explore and really get to know 
things that are important for oneself; this is not 
possible if most of students are kind of sleepy. 
For this reason, I believe that universities around 
the world, as well as university students, need to 
improve their attitude about sleep and understand 
the importance of sleeping enough hours each 
day because lack of sleep can negatively affect 
physiological natural processes, the school 
assignments, and personal lives even if that’s 
obvious.  
 
It is necessary to sleep well every day so that the 
body continues functioning well. Now, during 
my research about the topic, I found out that 
most people don’t know how much “enough 
hours” are. As it was demonstrated in the 
academic research Sleep and adolescence: how 
many hours adolescents need to sleep, age is 
directly related to sleep and hours needed to 
sleep sufficiently; the older the person is, less 
hours are needed. This means that most students 
in the university (being between ages of 17-25), 
need to obtain 7-8 hours each night.  
 
At school also needs to improve attitude about 
the sleep topic because there are several students 
each year that are affected by insomnia 
negatively. To be more direct, the mentality 
related to sleep as a “joke”, needs to change it to 
“serious health problem”. Universities shouldn’t 
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a mentalidade relacionada com o sono de “piada”, 
necessita que mudar a “problema sério de saúde”. 
As universidades não deveriam estar promovendo 
menos sono, senão encontrando diferentes 
maneiras para reduzir a epidemia que plaga suas 
universidades.  
 
Enfim, eu espero que durante meu tempo na 
faculdade nós podemos mudar a mentalidade 
negative sobre o sono e finalmente melhorar as 
vidas de nossos colegas e amigos. Muito obrigado 
por seu tempo. 
 
(Hola professora! Este rascunho é basicamente o 
principal, mas não está completo porque não tive 
tempo suficiente para [poner] toda informação que 
eu pesquei. Para a ultima versão, todo estará no 
papel!) 

be promoting less sleep but finding different 
ways to reduce the epidemic that affects their 
universities.   
 
Finally, I hope that during my time in college we 
can change the negative mentality about sleep 
and finally improve lives of our colleagues and 
friends. Thank you for your time. 
 
(Hola professora! This draft is basically them 
main one, but it is not complete because I didn’t 
have enough time to [poner] all the information I 
fished. For the last version, everything will be on 
paper!) 

Opinion piece version 2 (Original in Portuguese) Opinion piece version 2 (translated to English) 

“O sono é para os fracos”     
  
Uma verdade universal da faculdade é que os 
alunos não dormem o suficiente. Este fenômeno na 
universidade é tão comum que até os professores 
fazem piadas sobre o tópico. Agora, há várias 
razões por que um estudante não consegue dormir 
bem, mas eu acho que o tema de sono se tornou 
tanto a uma piada que não é levado sério quando 
deveria ser. Eu verdadeiramente apoio a ideia que 
a universidade é um tempo crítico para explorar e 
realmente conhecer as coisas que são importantes 
para você, mas isso não é possível se a maioria 
dos alunos estão meio morto de sono. Por isso, eu 
acredito que as universidades pelo mundo, bem 
como os alunos da universidade, precisam 
melhorar sua atitude sobre o sono como uma piada 
e entender a importância de dormir suficientes 
horas diárias. O continuar promovendo uma 
cultura de menos sono na universidade não 
somente afeta negativamente os processos naturais 
fisiológicos e trabalhos acadêmicos, também as 
mentalidades e vidas pessoais dos estudantes. 
 
É necessário dormir bem todos os dias para que o 
corpo continue funcionando corretamente. Agora, 
durante minha pesquisa sobre o tema, eu descobri 
que a maioria das pessoas não sabem quantas são 
“suficientes horas”. Como foi demostrado na 
pesquisa científica Sono e adolescência: quantas 

“Sleep is for the weak” 
 
A universal truth of college is that students don’t 
sleep enough. This phenomenon is so common in 
the university, even professors joke about the 
topic. Now, there are many reasons why a 
student can’t sleep well, but I think that the topic 
of sleep became such a joke that it is not taken 
seriously when it should. I truly support the idea 
that the university is a critical time to explore and 
really get to know things that are important for 
yourself; but this is not possible if most of 
students are kind of sleepy. For this reason, I 
believe that universities around the world, as 
well as university students, need to improve their 
attitude about sleep as a joke and understand the 
importance of sleeping enough daily hours. 
Keeping promoting a culture of less sleep in the 
university not only negatively affects students’ 
physiological natural processes and school 
assignments but also mentalities and personal 
lives. 
 
It is necessary to sleep well every day so that the 
body continues functioning well. Now, during 
my research about the topic, I found out that 
most people don’t know how much “enough 
hours” are. As it was demonstrated in the 
academic research Sleep and adolescence: how 
many hours adolescents need to sleep, age is 
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horas os adolescentes precisam dormir, a idade 
está diretamente relacionada com o sono e as 
horas requeridas para dormir o suficiente; quanto 
mais velha a pessoa, menos horas necessitadas. 
Isso significa que a maioria dos estudantes na 
universidade (tendo idades entre 17-25), precisam 
obter de 7 a 8 horas cada noite. Ademais de 
classificar horas especificas, a pesquisa científica 
também enfatiza a necessidade de ser constante 
todos os dias. Se uma pessoa não cria um 
itinerário onde dorme quase as mesmas horas 
cada dia, sua capacidade de processar informação 
se diminui significativamente. Em outras palavras, 
o trabalho feito, as conversas faladas, até a 
maneira de caminhar não podem funcionar a 
100%. Em suma, os resultados da pesquisa 
científica ensinam como o sono pode afetar 
drasticamente qualquer adolescente; agora 
imagine isso com estudantes universitários apenas 
tem tempo para completar toda a tarefa. 
 
Na faculdade da universidade também necessita 
melhorar sua atitude sobre o tema de sono porque 
demasiados estudantes são afetados negativamente 
pela insônia todo ano. Para ser mais direto, a 
mentalidade que relaciona o sono com “piada” 
precisa mudar sua definição ao “problema sério 
de saúde”. Por exemplo, a pesquisa cientifica 
Padrões de Sono em Estudantes Universitários 
Portugueses, que descobriu padrões diferentes de 
sono entre situação de residência, o ano 
acadêmico e o curso mais frequentado, teve 
dificuldade encontrando dados relacionados ao 
tema da investigação porque as universidades pelo 
mundo têm feito poucas pesquisas específicas ao 
sono de estudantes universitários. Basicamente, os 
pesquisadores foram cegamente e encontraram o 
esperado. Você pensaria que devido ao número de 
estudantes afetados pela insônia, este tipo de 
informação seria mais estudado; mas, pelo 
contrário, devido a mentalidade de piada, as 
universidades não consideram o sono um problema 
sério para ser estudado. É obvio com os resultados 
que as universidades não deveriam estar 
ignorando o problema de sono, ao invés disso 
deveriam encontra diferentes maneiras para 
reduzir a epidemia que plaga suas universidades.  
 
Finalmente, a insônia afeta como uma pessoa atua 
em seu trabalho e vida pessoal. Como foi revelado 
pela pesquisa científica Análise dos padrões do 

directly related to sleep and hours needed to 
sleep sufficiently; the older the person is, less 
hours are needed. This means that most students 
in the university (being between ages of 17-25), 
need to obtain 7-8 hours each night. Besides 
classifying specific hours, the scientific research 
also emphasizes the need for regularity every 
day. If a person doesn’t create an itinerary where 
she sleeps the same amount of hours every day, 
her capacity of processing information 
diminishes significantly. In other words, the 
assignments done, the conversations conducted, 
and even the way of walking can’t function 
100%. In sum, the results of the scientific 
research teach us how [the lack of] sleep can 
affect any adolescent drastically; now imagine 
this with university students only with time to 
complete all the task.      
 
At school in the university also needs to improve 
their attitude about the sleep topic because 
several students are negatively affected by 
insomnia every year. To be more direct, the 
mentality that relates the [lack of sleep] with 
“jokes” needs to change its definition to a 
“serious health problem”. For example, the 
scientific research Sleep Patterns in Portuguese 
University Students, which discovered different 
sleep patterns in residency situation, had 
difficulty finding data related to the research 
topic because universities around the world have 
conducted little research specific to university 
students’ sleep. Basically, the researchers went 
blindly and found the unexpected. You would 
think that due to the number of students affected 
by insomnia, this type of information would be 
more studied; but, on the other hand, due to the 
joke mentality, universities don’t consider [the 
lack of sleep] as a serious problem to be studied. 
It is obvious with the results that universities 
shouldn’t be ignoring the sleep problem, instead 
they should find different ways to reduce the 
epidemy that affects their universities.  
 
Finally, insomnia affects how someone acts in 
their work and personal life. As it was revealed 
by the scientific research Evaluation of sleep-
wake cycle patterns among adolescents who 
work and don’t work, high school students from 
São Paulo, full time students sleep more hours, 
they would have more energy to complete tasks 
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ciclo vigília-sono de adolescentes trabalhadores e 
não trabalhadores, alunos de escola pública no 
município de São Paulo, os estudantes em tempo 
entregado dormirem mais horas, teriam mais 
energia para completar tarefas e sair com amigos 
em seu tempo livre. Pelo contrário, depois de 
alguns dias dormindo menos horas, os estudantes 
com trabalhos começaram não ter suficiente 
energia para fazer a tarefas ou sair com amigos ou 
trabalhar bem no trabalho. É incrível como as 
consequências da insônia foram vistas 
rapidamente e os estudantes começaram a perder 
todo. Pesquisas como esta somente reforçam 
minha ideia que as pessoas, assim como as 
universidades, necessitam dar-se conta do dano 
que causa a insônia na vida escolar e pessoal. 
 
Enfim, é tempo de mudar a mentalidade toxica de 
piada na universidade e começar a criar 
oportunidades para melhorar as vidas de nossos 
colegas e amigos afetados. Ignorar ou 
intencionalmente bagunçar seu sono somente cria 
problemas em todos os aspectos da vida. Eu espero 
que depois de ler meu artigo, nós podemos 
trabalhar juntos para realmente fazer uma 
diferença. 

and go out with friends in their free time. 
Conversely, after a few days sleeping less hours, 
the student workers started to lack energy to 
complete assignments or o out with friends or 
work well in their jobs. It is incredible how the 
consequences of insomnia were quickly seen and 
the students started to lose it all. Researches like 
this reinforce my idea that people as well as 
universities need to realize the damage that 
insomnia causes in school and personal life.  
 
Finally, it is time to change the toxic joke 
mentality in the university and start to create 
opportunities to improve lives of our colleagues 
and friends affected by it. Ignoring or 
intentionally messing up with your sleep only 
creates problems with all aspects of your life. I 
hope that after reading my article, we can all 
work together to really make a difference.    
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